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Meeting Held in the Auditorium, Northport Campground.
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meeting
|
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including summer res- sweet
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others
and
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city, and people her
friends everywhere and she was a general
.nsatlantic Liners... .A Seafarer’s from Camden, Lincolnville and
Northport. favorite. Her youth and the budding into
niscences-The 7th and 17th
Charles O. Dickey, superintendent of the
Reunions. .MaineNews Items
womanhood were spent in Swanville,
Campground, presided and first young
ials. .Unity. .Winterport... The Northport
where her parents have a beautiful
called upon Hon. W. S. White of Rockland, Maine,
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tie of the Railroads.
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a
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News
who.
ed the Monroe High school, but left in SeptemKesiah’s Fresh Air Child (story) i very clear presentation of the questions at
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ber, 1908, and entered Kent’s Hill Seminary.
He said that while the location of the
Scott..The Appointment of issue.
Physicians-Common Say- proposed road had been favorably regarded for At the Christmas vacation she had an illness
A House Built in a Day.
from which she was unable to rally. In Febsome years no one had seen fit to undertake
11 American Lumber Trade-A
Ruth’s many friends were made sad
A survey made a few years ruary,
its construction.
Law
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when the news came over the wires that
s Good-The Angora Goat in
ago went so far back from the shore that it
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American Farms Break all was not considered practical and in
making a
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Four-Master-The
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den’s Fast Run. .General Trade nearly as possible with a view to reaching the
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DR. F. A. KNOWLTON.
that, as she could take in the beauty of the
Home
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a
number
of
The
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road if built
Stump. greatest
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which she loved, and inhale the balsam
hills,
Falrfield
Journal
has
begun the publication of a series of sketches of the profesport....Stockton Springs...County would render available for building purposes
~pondence...Ship News..Market, much land of comparatively little value, and laden air of our beautiful Saco valley, that sional and business men of Fairfield with a sketch and portrait of Dr. F. A.
Knowlton, a native
rths Marriages...Deaths. .News
disease might be stayed and she might again of this city, the son of the late J. W.
must greatly enhance the value of adjacent
Knowlton, and which through the courtesy of the publishi: rooks.
go in and out among us with health restored. ers of that paper we are enabled to
present to our readers:
The company did not ask for subproperty.
Loving hands and kind hearts ministered to
^ P'eaSUre in presenti"g Dr' F- A- K"owlton, who is
scriptions to stock or bonds, asked no finan0jP( COUNTY r AIK NOTES.
and
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every want,
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introduced at the coming fair cial aid from the towns, but will furnish the pleasure and appreciated fully the many kind1865».and is a £raduate of the Boston Dental College,
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tip
d
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pro^ressive ldeas and proficient service has each year
capital and build the road. All they ask is nesses shown her by her friends here and in the
had
y more attention than the baby
J
of seeing his business increase
pleasure
will be given on Thursday and consideration in the matter of land damages Maine. One evening she laughingly said to
n
man am™B tha merchants and his
popular
customers, but
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and if these are excessive the enterprise must ! her mother when a
one of the best features of the
g bee" Very pr°fiCient in both orders b* bein« elected
]
delicacy had been brought to some of
Two beautiful cups, as be abandoned.
j
for her supper. “It seems as though all I hava !
f j,.,r ,-ogram.
Mr. Thomas E. Gushee of Lincolnville, who
progressive dentist and there
will be given in that departto do is to think what 1 would like when in some you
been engaged in looking after the right of
had
Great pleasure is added to the opportunity of
Walter P. Clark of Monroe, with
way that thought is conveyed to some friend, !
having teeth pulled or filled at this pleasant
man s dental rooms, and if he asks you if it
way in that town, was the next speaker. He
hurts, you would smile and say “Oh no, not a bit.” !
tcs and triplets, will be present
and lo! what I desire is brought to me.” Not- !
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visits
it
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the
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eyes,
just
said he had seen practically all the resident
same, although this does not go to imply that
y little party of five youngsters
withstanding the brave and heroic struggle, j you are getting more than the usual amount of injury.
If you did, Mr. Knowlton would not
owners along the line and found nearly every
*rth seeing.
skilful medical attendance and loving minis- be doing so much business, and we can truthfully say that his business is
jv*-;
j
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to
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this year will offer more at- one ready to give the right of way and en!
tfe
could
the
see that
bud was gradthings, good work and consistent advertising.
trations,
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The doctor is not a member of the Fairfield board of
but if such a thing was once
trade,
for a number of years, and if thusiastically in favor of the road. In the case ually fading.
j
have for one of its able supporters a man who would devote both time
m°f6
attendance at the fair from the of one man the survey went diagonally through
vancu uci uuuic,
and attention to Y?u*d
the only thing the town is severely in need of.
a quarter of an acre under cultivation, but he
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it
best.”
thought
which have been made by the
ijpijoa;
said, go ahead. That was the spirit generally. The deepest sympathy goes out to the father
id be many, for there has been a
After Mr. Allen’s death, which octer.u
spent.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
Mr. Gushee gave a good illustration of the and mother as they return to their home with
for positions along the midway
curred on her fiftieth birthday, she went to
£•:
situation from his own experience.
Some sad and bleeding hearts, feeling that the life
and
w -a
better
than
ever
beto
larger
care for an invalid sister,
Lawrence, Mass.,
A special meeting of the
municipal officers
years ago he bought a tract of land with the and sunshine has gone from them. We com- Mrs.
>vo weeks more and the fair will
Mary Robinson, and at her death the was held last Monday
evening to act upon the
mtendent Smalley of the midway expectation that it would greatly increase in mend them to Him, for “whom the Lord loveth family moved to Andover and Mrs. Allen made
of
the
petition
Coe-Mortimer Company of
but it had remained on his hands, unpro- He ehasteneth.” May the benediction of this
taked out the grounds and the value,
her home with her nieces. Mrs. Allen was a New York
asking permission to build dolphins
ductive. Recently he offered to give a lot to a sweet, pure life fall upon us all, and may we
woman of unusual attractiveness and refinewig allotted so that there will be
TSv.
above
ami below the lower bridge and a
man if he would build a $2,500 house on it.
feel that the world has been benefited, and
plank
w* lessees arrive,
ment and her strong character was an inspirajjceV
walk to connect the wharf and
The man looked the ground over and finally the lives of her many friends made better bebridge, said
are said to be fewer oxen in this
tion to all who knew her. She never lost her
y,
dolphins to be located 35 feet from said wharf;
said that if the electric road was built he would cause she hath lived among us. The obsequies
man in years past, Superintendinterest in her native town and her hand was also for
permission to build a trestle from
take the matter under consideration.
Mr. were holden in the village church on Sunday
reenlaw reports that there will be
to
in
assist
always open
every good work. Her said wharf to the company's
buildings, to pass
Gushee thought that when you could not give afternoon, August 22nd.
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than
in
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and
some
past
v;:
good
nieces, Mrs. Rosa B. Alden, Miss Mattie Rob- over the tracks of the Belfast & Moosehead
words of comfort from the thought “we
land away it was time something was done.
spoke
a ted.
of
the farmers in
inson and Miss Mary Plaisted, were permitted Lake R. R.
Many
Co. so as to give a clearance of 22
Mr. Ira M. Cobe of Chicago was next called have here no abiding city.” A quartette renho have not been keeping oxen
to care for her until the end came and are comfeet, subject to the consent of the R. R. Co
dered the selections “We’re gathering homeHe said that personally the road did
upon.
, forted with the thought that all that tender
have added a yoke or more in the
and its lessee, the Maine Central R. R.
I
ward” and “Some sweet day by and by.” The j
Co.;
there will be a good showing at not interest him, as he had his own means of
care and, human love could do was done for
also to erect a hoisting tower on said wharf of
j
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a
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not
use
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couch
and
should
it
it
was
surbody reposed
casket,
conveyance
eason.
^ her. The funeral was at the home in Andover. such
jga.;
height and dimensions as the business of
built. But as he felt then he would be willing rounded by a profusion of sweet flowers that j The remains were
horses and other departments
then taken to Searsmont the
I
company may require.
The petition was
to give the right of way over his property but in their silence and beauty spoke the sympathy j
and
and
..'itcommunications
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a
beautiful
she
was
laid
to rest in
j
early
day
granted.
of friends. And thus, at the close of the beau- i
would oot be pledged as to the future.
office
in
the
the family lot in Oak Grove Cemetery beside
secretary’s
Pythian
P. D. H. Carter appeared before the Board
tiful Sabbath day, wre laid the mortal remains !
Mayor Hanson of Belfast followed.
her loved ones. As the casket, which was covered
.st, will receive prompt attention. |
asking “that the street commissioner be made
Bird
of Rockland one of j of dear Ruth at rest under the blue sky amid j
S.
Hon.
Maynard
with beautiful flowers, was lowered into the to
key will keep his office open in
put the drain near his premises in the conblock all day for the full week be- the promotors, then addressed the meeting. the sunshine and the flowers, assured that
i
grave. Rev. C. H. Bryant read the committal dition that it was
previous to its being opened
She
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not
and
of
the
He had with him blue prints
dead,
survey
service of the Methodist Episcopal church.
any information can be learned
Elijah St Shuman appeared with a like
up.’
The child of our affection.
spoke briefly concerning the proposed road in
one connection. 216-11.
But gone unto that school
Voted that the matter be referred to
James M. Owen, who was well known in this plea.
Where God, himself, doth rule.
arling, Secretary Dickey and W. line with the remarks of Mr. White.
the committee on Highways and that all pardied last Saturday at the Castine House
city,
Mr. T. George Dodworth of New York city,
mmittee on the races, will be in
i
a. m. n. r
ties interested appear at the next
regular
in Castine, where he had been employed for
:*•.
eek, where they will look after i a summer resident and property owner on the
Center Conway, *N. H., August 23, 1909.
and be heard regarding the matter.
the past three years. For 14 years he was the meeting
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that
rses which will be seen on the
Shore,
upon
v
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was
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the
fire on the Sides
inquest
Mrs. Abigail H. Crocker died August 18th at “Man Friday” of Dr. A. S. Davis on Turtle
while he was not opposed to the road he felt
at Citypoint, August 21st, and the folthe home of her son, George A. Crocker, in Head, and after his death was for 12 years place
work department, entries for that if it followed the line surveyed his propwitnesses testified: Frank M. Bailey.
Sandypoint after a three days illness. She with Mr. E. K. Harris of Holfci jok’s Island and lowing
r
mg made with Mrs. J. W. Jones, I erty would be injured and that he should have
He was always pleasant and Fred Holmes, Ralgh H. Mosher, Charles 0.
bits are already assured,
compensation. Other summer residents who was born in Bristol June 7, 1822, the daughter Palatka, Fla.
of James and Hannah Richards; her father obliging and was familiarly known as “Jimmy.” Havener, Percy Peavey, Will Whitcomb, Chas
eather, Belfast will have a fair spoke briefly were Messrs. Philo Blaisdell of
The funeral service was held at the Castine Carter ami Mrs. Helen Emmons. The subiced appeal to lovers of a good Philadelphia; S. S. Adams of New Haven, Ct., tracing direct descent from John Alden and
stance of the testimony was that there had
The Miles Standish and a paper found in her treas- House Monday afternoon, and Mr. John Vogell,
and John S. Roberts of Reading, Mass.
•i horse trot.
been a controversy over the property, and that
Orrin J. Dickey.
latter is a property owner on the North Shore ured mementos was a copy of his genealogy, j the proprietor, left that evening for Boston
Charles H. Thurston had refused to turn over
When a small child she came to Prospect to with the remains and where the body will be
and his position is that of Mr. Dodworth.
the keys of the house and the papers he had
as requested in the will, of which
her
make
her
home
with
cremated,
WEDDING BELLS.
Mrs.
aunt,
The chairman then called for a rising vote to
Abigail
removed to Charles G. Havener, the executor
Mr.
is
executor.
In
she
His
Harriman.
1839
married
a
Vogell
ascertain the sentiment of the meeting reproperty, .few
George W.
named in the will, and was ordered to do so
Wight. The marriage of Frank
by
garding the building of the road and appar- Crocker of that town, and in 1889 they cele- hundred dollars, was left to Mrs. Jennie Haw- the probate court, and that he had made
of Rockland, Mass., and Miss
threats
ently every one rose. When those opposed brated their golden wedding. They lived a kins of Boston, who came to Castine to attend that the
buildings would go up in ashes, and if
f
ight took place at the home of were asked to rise all remained seated. This very happy wedded life until her husband pass- the funeral.
the goods in the barn were not removed, that
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F.
October
60
ed
from
his
8,
1899,
away,
just
years
as
well
as
the
talk
individuals
among
test,
Miss Sarah Elizabeth French, daughter of they would be cared for in another way. In
:reet, Wednesday afternoon
both before and after the meeting left no wedding day, aged 82 years. Since the death
it -1 o’clock, Rev. Arthur G. Robthe late Zetham and Jane Henderson French view of these and other facts it was voted
she
had
her
husband
made
her
of
home
with
doubt as to how the people of this section rethe Baptist church, officiating
of Sandypoint, died at her residence in that that the tire was of incendiary origin, and the
Indeed it would be her son George A., but often visited her daughgard this enterprise.
*
ring service. The guests were
75 city clerk Was instructed to obtain a warrant
where
ters
in
she
had
Belfast,
many friends place Thursday morning, August 19th, aged
if the sentiments were otherwise.
for the arrest of Thurston.
families of the contracting par- strange
Miss
who
was
well
known
French,
to
years.
and
She
old
was
devoted to her
young.
the towns through which an electric both
'd ss Elizabeth Hanshue of Bris- Usually
family and their interests, but was never un- many of the older residents of this and sur- 1
or steam road passes are called upon to lend
In accordance with his instructions the
was maid of honor.
The home
city
the needs and sorrows of others rounding towns, was for nearly 50 years a suefinancial aid in some way, but in this case not mindful of
clerk applied to Judge Rogers of the police
decorated with sweet peas and
and did what she could to make life brighter cessful music teacher in Boston, where she
for
or
is
dollar
asked
a
expected.
court
for
a
but
stood
in
the
front
of
a
warrant,
refused
to
screen
of
;.rty
made a host of friends.
Her later years have
judge
an unusually active disposition she
Before adjournment a motion was adopted for all. Of
eet peas. The bride was gowned
been spent very happily at the old homestead, issue the warrant on the ground of insufficient
her
with
called
was
the
New
York
work,
busy
that committees be appointed from the towns
where her love for the beautiful in Nature has evidence.
elling suit of green silk pongee
interested to confer with the promoters of the feather braid work, until taken ill, and the day
match and carried a bouquet of
been gratified. She is survived by one sister,
some work was received with a check
she
died
road, and after the meeting a new route was
The Churches.
yeas. The groom is a member of
in payment for some she had recently sent to Mrs. Loomis Eames of Searsport.
looked
over which if adopted will eliminate
F. E. Peterson & Co., groceries and
A sister, Mrs. Barbara Crocker of
the obstacle of land damages in the immediate New York.
Jennie L., wife of George L. Bean of East
The Christian Scientists hold services in their
Rockland, Mass., and is well and
I
of the campground. Under this plan Stetson, and a brother, Keyes H. Richards of Belfast, who had been an invalid for about hall, 127 Main street,
1 y known in
Sunday morning at 11
Searsport, his former vicinity wrill enter the old
|
survive. The latter attended the
Boothbay,
road
road
the
below
three years, passed away at her home August o’clock;subject, “Christ Jesus,” and
stage
t£~
Wednesday
Belfast, where he had been in the
and
all
of
her
fureral
children
were present.
the campground, pass the house of C. O. Dickey
24th. She was born in Belfast, the daughter evening at 7.30 o’clock,to which all are
& Ginn and later with Swift
cordially
are E. H. Crocker and Mrs. J. H. Ginn of
They
of George and Mary Curtis Ames, and is sur- welcome.
and cross the land of the Hills Bros’ on the
ide is the only daughter of Mr.
Mrs.
A.
B. Meade of Natick,
Sandypoint,
vived by her parents, who live in Swanville; by
west side of the highway. This will avoid
There will be a morning service of the
F. Wight.
I
She is a graduate of
A. Crocker of Sandypoint, Mrs.
one brother, Libbeus Ames of Swanville, and
crossing the campground as well as the North Mass., George
ir;
Protestant Episcopal church at the North
.it-1 H igh school and for some time has
H. D. Clough and Mrs. Vannie H. Cunningham
two sisters, Mrs. Hattie McDonald of Belshore properties of Messrs. Roberts and Dodby
church vestry next Sunday. Morning prayer at
eper for Swift & Paul. The many
worth and the Hills Bros’. Those wrho looked of Belfast, and Charles I. Crocker of Sandy- fast and Mrs. Lizzie Myrick of Swanville. She 10.45
6;
o'clock, Orlando Titherington lay reader
>c presents received testified to the
point. She is also survived by 18 grandchil- was a devoted wife, daughter and sister and
over this new route were very favorably imAll are welcome.
vhich the bride and groom are held.
33 great grandchildren. The funeral will be missed
dren
and
a
circle
of
and
Messrs.
Bird
with
and
friends.
The
White
it,
by large
•i
rank Peterson of Searsport, W. Wal- pressed
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed
said that if the engineers found it prac- took place in Kiverside cemetery Friday at 2 funeral took place Wednesday afternoon at 2
von of Bangor and
Church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon
Mr. and Mrs.
Sarah
Jordan
Rev.
William
Clifford
of
of
Reo’clock,
o’clock,
Vaughan
Sandypoint,
Trinity
tical, of which there can be little doubt, it will
rleton of Rochdale, Mass., were in
by Rev. Isaac W. Gowen. Sunday school imSpiritualist, conducting the services, which by formed Church officiating.
be adopted.
attend the wedding. Mr. and Mrs.
mediately after the sermon. Prayer meeting
request of the deceased were held at the famiDr. Robert Walker Robinson of Auburn, N.
on the afternoon boat for Boston,
I
lot. The bearers were her three sons and Y., who was visiting relatives at Mount Perci- Thursday evening at 7.30 o’clock.
ly
Monday the engineers came up from Rock- her
their new home in Rockland,
val, Northport, died August 21st of chronic
There will be no preaching service at the
son-in-law, Henry D. Clough.
land and surveyed the proposed new route and
nephritis, aged 49 years, 6 months and 27 days. Baptist church next Sunday morning on acmpanied by the congratulations and
ill
for
some
He
had
been
time.
He was the
pronounced it impracticable, as it would call
Cyrus Brainard Hall died at his home on
of their many Belfast friends.
count of repairs to the building. The Sunday
j
son of Dr. Horatio and Charlotte Walker Robfor a fill of at least 40 feet to get a suitable High street Friday, August 20th, after a long
inson of Rhode Island. His wife, who was at school will be held at 12 o’clock; evening serThis brings the question of land dam- illness with heart disease. He was the son of Mt. Percival with him,
grade.
the
reNFWS OF THE GRANGES.
accompanied
vice at 7.30, and the mid-week prayer meeting
mains to Auburn, leaving on Saturday night’s
ages over the original route again to the front, Allen and Martha H. Hall and was born in
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.
boat from Belfast.
can be
unless
has
and
contracted
with
the
they
March
1844.
Mesmange
satisfactorily adjusted Waldoboro,
2,
September 3, 1863,
*
The many friends of Dr. I. W. Gowen of
! Ac trie Co. of Waterville to install may lead to the giving up of the project. Of he married Miss Mary A. Rockwell of WashEverett Fernald died August 14th at his
were pleased to listen to his
road
will
this
be
chts in their new hall on Field street. course
built some day; but ington, who with a brother, Harlon Hall of home in Corinna after an illness of but three Weehawhen, N. J.,
had hoped that it would be running next Augusta, and a sister, Mrs. Marcia Palmer of days with pneumonia. He was formerly of able and scholarly discourse at the Trinity Rer
many
Harvest
evening,
30th,
|
August
Winterport, where he spent his youth. After formed church last Sunday afternoon. Dr.
season and will be sadly disappointed if the
Liberty, survive. He is also survived by three his marriage to Miss Minnie Bessey of WinterBrooks, will meet again after a
is abandoned at this stage.
Mrs. Cora E. Butamn of Boston, Mrs. port he moved to Corinna, built a home, and Gowen is the pastor of Grove Reformed church
ation.
be
There
will
ice
cream
enterprise
nieces,
^
F
freshments; degrees will be eonbeing a mas- in Weehawken and with his family is a sumCyril G. Cook and Mrs. Maude McNeil of followed the trade of carpenter,
Resolutions of Respect.
ter workman. He leaves, beside his wife, two mer visitor in East Belfast.
candidates, and a general good
who were like daughters to him and
Franklin,
enjoyed.
daughters, a son, and several brothers and sisRev. A. T. Ringold of Brockton, Mass., adwho deeply mourn their loss. In early life he ters. The funeral took place at his home in
At a regular meeting of Belfast
Company
Grange, Burnham, held its annual No. U. R. K. of
|
worked
in
the
Mathews
Bros. Corinna Monday, August 16th, but the inter- dressed large audiences at the Baptist church
many years
P,, the following preamble
2,
'akwood. August 11th. The day was
lot in Winter- last
Mill. Later, in company with the late Frank ment was in the family
Sunday morning and evening, delivering
(i be desired and there were many and resolutions were unanimously adopted:
port, Tuesday, where prayer was offerAnton grange was invited to join
Whereas. Almighty God, in the exercise of H. Durham, he conducted a wood working ed. The body, accompanied by his family and excellent and interesting discourses. In the
range for the picnic and many came
Q
has removed from this world mill and a building business. After retiring nearest relatives, arrived in the morning B. & morning he preached on “Walking with God,”
Fish chowder, baked beans and His divine will,
from this business he had a store on Main A. train. Mr. Fernald was a temperate, honest and in the evening his subject was “The Diserved. In the afternoon an address and the busy cares of life, William F.
and industrious man and a good citizen.
Langill; street for the sale of
Sim- vine Echo.’’ Mr.
sashes, doors, blinds, etc.
B.
Ringold is one of our most
Walker
McKeen
and
his
rey
be
it
therefore,
^f: f'
ple in his tastes, fond of his family, his chief
followed with much interest.
Resolved, That we, the Sir Knights of Bel- He was a life-long and ardent Democrat and delight was at his own hospitable fireside, a welcome summer visitors.
of imitation. Much
Rev. J. W. Hatch, superintendent of Penob
meeting of North Waldo Pomona fast Company No. 2, U. R. K. of P., have as- had been the candidate of his party for county trait of character worthy
for his widow and children in
be held at Hillside Grange hall,
treasurer. He was a kind husband, genial and sympathy is felt
*.'y
scot district,had charge of the meetings of the
sembled here tonight to pay our last sad tribthe
loss
of a loving husband and father.
with
Wednesday, September 1st,
pleasant in the family circle, with a smile and
Piscataquis Valley Campmeeting association,
-wing program:^ opening exercises; utes to the memory of the departed and to exMrs. Isabel Wood Foye died July 23d at her held at the
joke for those he met daily and will be missFiress of welcome, Gertrude Little- press our deep appreciation of the
campground in Foxcroft, Me.,
kirj
and
many
an
illness of three
‘G'Onse, John Goodwin; business; music; lasting obligations that we, as Sir
ed by many friends and acquaintances. He home in Palermo after
16-22. He was assisted by the local
months, aged 34 years. April 27th she was August
degree; recess; call to order; music; owe to him: and by word and outwardKnights
member
was
a
and
Past
Commander of Palestokens
helping her son put out a preachers and others and among the promibadly burned wb
V. 'y Edward Evans; question, Resolved, to express our sincere sorrow for the
irreparS
farmers in this able loss our company has sustained by his tine Commandery, Knights Templar and at his brush fire. She »* as the youngest daughter of nent and distinguished speakers were Rev.
not.wise for
Andrews Wood and was
and
Elizabeth
William
death was the Commander of Thomas H.
go into potato growing as a spe- death.
and was married in Wentworth Stewart, D. D. of Detroit, Mich.;
c A afbrmative, O. B. Dow; negative, Fred
Resolved, That it is but a just tribute to the Marshall Post, G. A. R. The funeral was held born, grew to womanhood she
Rev. Homer C. Stuntz, D. D., of New York
was married to
Palermo. October 29, 1892,
Wn‘
Remainder of program by host memory of the departed to say that in
regret- at his late home Sunday at 2 o’clock, Rev. Edwin Foye, who survives her, with five City, and Rev. Geo. E. Stokes, D. D., of Winhr^r.
ting his removal from our midst we mourn for
A. Smith, pastor of the Universaiist daughters and one son. She also leaves an throp, Mass.
one who was, in every way,
worthy of our re- Ashley
four brothers, five sisters and
church officiating. Many of his Masonic and aged father,
spect and our regard.
At the First Methodist Episcopal church
nieces and nephews. All loved her and the
rowd attended the lawn party given
Resolved, That we sincerely condole with the G. A.
in
brethren
were
Ij
attendance.
The
reR,
family have the sincere sympathy of the com- next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., preaching by the
of the deceased on the
dispensation mains were taken to Washington
Airre ‘ding Workers on the grounds of the family it has
Monday munity.
pleased the Divine Providence to
church last Thursday evening. which
pastor, Rev. Albert E. Luce; subject, “Were
Se
anterns and flags were used for deco- afflict them and commend them for consolation morning where the interment was made.
F
the Former Days Better than These?” Eccl. 7:
an°
who
orders
Reunions.
all
Him
to
for
ice
flower
Family
and
the
things
cream, candy
best and
Wtk6
! 10; or, "la the World GrowingjBetter?” At
k I,rettily
Mrs. Martha Muzzy Allen was born in Searsarranged, made a pretty scene. whose chastisements are meant in mercy.
Resolved, That these resolutions be trans- mont, November 9, 1825, and died in Andover,
Kimball. The Kimball family reunion, noon, Bible school, conducted by Frank P.
tharir Mrs. Edwin Treat of Brooklyn N. Y
of Mr. Treat's father, E. P. mitted to the family of the deceased as a token
W gUesta
Mass., August 19th. She was a daughter of the held annually for some years, has been inde- Blodgett, Supt.; at 7.30 p. m., gospel service
a
%an V‘,r few weeks_.Mr. and Mrs. Free- of our respect for our late captain and to the late
finitely postponed.
conducted by the pastor. Tuesday at 7.30 p.
Joseph and Sally B. Muzzy of Searemont
C ur lcMder, Misses Lizzie and Helen Aver- local newspapers.
Mixer. The reunion of the Mixer family m., Epworth
League devotional service.
and
the
of
a family of twelve children.
Mrs.
last
Auchueand
Mr.
and
William
J.
*WondMr8Gordon, )
will be held at Silver Harvest Grange
Thursday at 7.30 p. m., church prayer meeting.
Sm»th spent Sunday at Northport,
Stillman D. Flood,
Committe Early in life she married Judge Nathan Allen Waldo, September 2nd. All relatives are Hall,
of
services
* the
all
the public is cordially
To
.these
corin
Mr.
Smith's
new
launch.
triP
Samuel Hodgkinson, )
of Chicago, where her entire married life was dially invited to attend.
invited.
T*

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Willis Hazeltine is visiting relatives in
Dexter.

Miss Annie Knowlton of Boston is
visiting
relatives in this city.

An Enthusiastic
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Mrs. Henry W. Staples is spending
weeks in Lewiston and Auburn.

a

few

Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Collins of Rockland
visited friends in this city last week.
Mrs. Isa Morse, Misses Myra C. and Alice M.
Duffie, visited in Bangor last week.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Marshall of Boston
guests of relatives in this city.

are

Miss Mary Norton has returned to Bangor
after a visit with friends in this city.
Miss Maude Curtis arrived Saturday from
Westboro to spend a few days in this city.
Miss Florence Hanley of Boston visited
friends at Kelley's Cove and in Belfast last
week.
Dr. W. L. West of New York arrived Sunday
to join his wife and visit relatives in

morning
Belfast.

Mrs. Lizzie Sell of Brewer arrived Friday to
a few days with her mother, Mrs. Henri-

spend
etta

Miss Anne C. Crosby of Boston is
the guest
Miss Louise Hazeltine.

of

Miss

Erma Tuttle of Dorchester,
Mass., is
visiting relatives in this vicinity.
Sherman Smalley of
Chelsea, Mass., is visithis sister, Mrs. W. W.
Carter.
Charles Carll of
Bloomfield, N. J., arrived
recently to visit Mrs. Charles Baker.
Miss Mary A. Prentiss of
Bangor spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
ing

Prentiss.

Mrs. A. B. Meade of
Natick, Mass., is visititing relatives in this city and

Harry P. Goodale

Islesboro.

Prospect.
family of Bucksport

guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. a.
Goodale.
Mrs. S. L. and Miss
Elizabeth Gray of Nashua,
N.
are
spending the season in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Arnold
of Augusta are
the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph B. Herrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Downs of Bristol Conn

are

visiting Capt. and Mrs. Henry J.
Miss Lillian Ames of
Bucksport arrived Sat^
Ha“ °n Con*n-ess

are

Cobb.

Z. Herman Coombs, who has employment in
Caribou, is spending a vacation in Belfast and

and

Chaples!

sTreet
Mrs‘ G- P- Herrick
f“rthe week-end guests of
Mr.
and

and Mrs. William Cates of Campbellton,
N.|B., arrived last Friday to visit Dr. and Mrs.
Elmer Small.
Dr.

Miss Frances Jones has returned to her home
in Morrill after spending a week with Miss
Marian Heal.

of

Herrick.
Mr. and

Saturday
Cooper.

Augusta were

and Mrs. R

Mrs. Guy Hunt cf
Newport arrived
to visit Mr. end
Mrs. Leonard

Leon I. Leader of

Brattleboro,

Vt.. arrived

R. W. Walker of Bucksport has been
the guests of relatives and friends in this city
for some time.

Tuesday to visit Mrs. W. I’. Langill
George C.

Miss Rose E. Cleveland of Seven Hundred
Acre Island was in Belfast last Saturday on
legal business.

arrived

Mrs. Charles D. Garbutt and children Ruth
and Dale of Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer I. Rankin.

calling

M. A. Pattershall and her guest, Mrs.
C. W. Hammonds of Bangor, are spending the
week in Vinalhaven.

niece,

William Andrews and Mrs. M. La Plante
of iDorchester, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Harvey S. Cunningham.

rived

Mrs.

Mrs.

Mrs.

J^Mrs. Nellie G. Dickey and daughter, Miss
Mary E., left Friday for Portland, where they
will make their home.
and Mrs. E. J. H. Estabrooks of Newton," Mass., arrived Sunday to visit their son,
Edward R. Estabrooks.

jJJVlr.

Montetiore of Waterviiie
week at Temple Heights, the guest
spent
of Mrs. George E. Benson.

Joseph A.

Mrs.

Esther

C.

Carter

W.D.

Preston was in
Bucksport Monday
friends and left for
Bangor on the
train.
evening
...

on

Mrs. Amanda

Cunningham

George Grubey, at
Mrs^Ferry.
Prospect

is visiting her
her

cottage

at

Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Wadsworth and child arWednesday from Greenville to visit in

Belfast and

vicinity.

Miss Frances Weeks of
Dorchester. Mass
arrived Tuesday and is
the guest of Miss
Elizabeth A. Kelley.
Mr. W. S. Richardson and
daughter Alice of
Newark, N. J., are guests of Mr. E. A. Jones
at the

Windsor Hotel.

Mrs. D. F.

Stephenson, son

ter

Milton and daugh-

Unitarian Church in Castine

Hubbardston, Mass.

Harvey H. Smalley and his son, Fred M.
Smalley, attended the Smalley family reunion
in Tenant’s

son

Mrs. Albert Roberts of
Somerville, Mass
Monday to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Eh Cook.

Smalley arrived from Lynn, Mass., last week Sundays during August.
to visit relatives in this city.
Mrs B. B. Greenlaw and Miss
11 Harlan Smart, who has been the guest of his I Greenlaw left Wednesday to visit in
sister, Mrs. A. O. Stoddard, has returned to his N. H., and later in Lowell, Mass.
home in

and

Geneva, are visitingher sister. Mrs. Pauline
Duncan, in Thomaston.
IMiss Amy E. Stoddard has been
acting as
and’ Miss Annie i
organist in the

last

Mrs.

B

Harbor August 18th.

Carrie

M.

Pittsfield'

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman M. Wood
and daughters, Evelyn M. and Bertha, left
mornTuesday
ing for their new home in Bath.

Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred V.
Cottrell are at their
cottage at Shore Acresfor the week. Dr. Charles
P. Bean of Boston is their
guest.

J. Almon McMahan returned to Lynn, Mass,,

N.

and Mrs. Ferdinand C. Gibson of Fair
field are guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner
at their cottage on Northport campground.

Saturday after spending a vacation with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo E. McMahan.
Miss June Howres, who.has been visiting in
Belfast and vicinity for several weeks, returned to her home in Dorchester, Mass., last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Brickley of Brockton, Mass., are spending the summer at the
home of Mrs. Brickley’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
last

his

John Ward.
Miss Leona Condon of Waltham, Mass., who
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Condon in Pittsfield, is the guest of her brothers
in this

city.

Tuesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Baker and
daughter
Ruth of Brockton, Mass., were
recent
guests

Mrs. John R. Waterman.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick E.
Ryder of Malden,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. J. W. Ryder. Mr. R
is manager of the Astley Rubber Co
of Mr. and

Charles H. Brier arrived from
Brooklyn. \
Y., Monday and is visiting at the home of Mr.
R. K. Patterson on North
port avenue.
Mrs. Jennie Brunneli, who it..... been
the
guest of Mrs. Samuel Adams, returned *0 her
home in Dorchester. Mass., last Sur.dav.

Mrs. Charles Howard and daughter
Caribou after a two
weeks' visit with Mrs, Thomas P.
Logan.
Mr. and

I. Snow and children John, Margaret, Alice and Hugh of Rockland, were recent guests of relatives at Kelley’s Cove and
in Belfast.
Mrs. John

Ethel have returned to

Miss Hazel Luce of Montville isited her
brother. Frank Luce, and Miss Ola Heal last
week. They accompanied her home last Sun-

George Priest of Boston arrivSunday morning to visit Mr. and Mrs. D. day.

Mr. and Mrs.
ed

Mrs. Herbert McDonald of
Nashua,
H„ who have been visiting in Belfast and
vicinity, left for home last
Mr. and

Woodcock

Faunce

Woodbine

at

cottage,

Quantabacook.
Misses Mary Ow'en of Belfast, Lydia Nye of
Fairfield and Annie Raekliff of

Troy

have been

guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Conner at their
Northport cottage.
Helen, the little daughter of Rev. and Mrs.
John W. Hatch of Bangor, who is spending a
few' weeks at Bayside, visited friends in Belfast last

Saturday.

Mrs. i^ora Ji.. Butnam oi

Boston and

Mr. and

C. G. Cook and two children of Franklin,
Mass., were called to Belfast last week by the
death of their uncle, Mr. C. B. Hall.
Mrs.

Miss

Mrs. Howard Higgins and Miss Alice
Higof Brooklyn, N. V., and Mrs. L. G. Coombs
of Globe, Arizona, are visiting Mrs. Lauriette

gins

Mary H. Hilton will visit her sister,

B.

Sleeper.

0. H. Smith and Miss Agnes Smith
have returned to their home in Cambridge,
Mrs.

Mass., after a visit with Hon. and Mrs. William B. Swan.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Van Dv ke of Newark,
N. J., arrived recently to visit'Mr. and Mrs. E.
A. Jones.

Mrs. Van

Clara Richardson.

Dyke

was

formerly

Miss

Miss Myrtie Pendleton, for several years one
Good Will Farm in Hinckley,
is spending her vacation with relatives in
*
Belfast and Islesboro.
of the matrons at

H. Littlefield, in Eastport for a
days, and September 1st will enter the
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Davis, Arnold Boardman
employ of Whitman & Adams of Augusta.
Davis and bride of Boston, arrived Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. I. Lincoln Jones and family of and were guests of Mrs. Caro B. and John B.
China intend to start September 2nd for Cali- Stickney. They came in their auto,
stopping
fornia to make their future home. They have at Wells, Bath and the Samoset en route.
hosts of friends who regret their departure.
Charles E. Knowlton and John Sanborn, who
A. H. Hunt left Augusta Friday fora visit of left here last week in Mr. Knowlton’s
touring
four or five days in Searsmont. During his
car on a fishing
trip, were at Grand Lake
stay in that town he will attend a family restream,
Washington county, last week. They
union. at which he expects to meet his four
brothers and four sisters.—Kennebec Journal. arrived in Bangor Tuesday to attend the fair.
Mrs. Orinda P. Williams and daughter, Miss
Prof. E. L. Converse of Amherst. N. H., is
Margaret J., are visiting friends in Northport. the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Jerome F. Hanshue.
Miss Williams will go to New York for the fall He has been professor of science and mathestyles in dressmaking before returning to Bel- matics in Virginia Institute, but will enter the
fast.
Newton Theological Institute this fall t>> study
Miss Marian Wells, soprano, Miss Louise for the Baptist ministry.
Dennett, accompanist, and Mr. Herbert E.
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Schoppe left by
Drinkwater, trombone soloist, will go to Isles- Wednesday’s boat for Boston en route to
boro today to take part in a concert to be given Kingston, R. I., where
they will spend a few'
this evening by Miss Mary Niles, violinist.
days. They will be the guests of Prof, and
Mrs.

Carrie

few

Mrs. F. A. Pickard

was

the

guest of rela-

Mrs. William D. Hurd in Amherst. Mass.,

over

tives in Belfast, Me., from Thursday to SaturSunday, leaving there Monday for Ithica and
day of last week, when she went to Tempte
en route for Bozeman. Montana,
Heights, Northport, Me., to attend the meet- Niagara Falls,
ings held there this week.—Somerville, Mass., They were the recipients of many social attenJournal.
tions before their departure for their new home
Hon. Charles E. Littlefield, his wife and in the West.
daughter, Miss Caro, and Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Walker of Rockland, were guests last Sunday
Temple Heights.
of Miss Loula A.

Berry

Mason and of Mrs. L. P.

Providence, R. I., who is ill at present at Miss Mason's home.
Miss

of

Sarah R. Gardner is in Thomaston,
she will attend the wedding today,
Thursday, of her niece, Miss Lena Perry
French, who is to marry Henry Beverage of
Madison, Wis. Miss French is a frequent visitor in Belfast and her many friends here extend congratulations.
where

At the annual meeting of the Temple
Heights
Spiritual Corporation, held at Temple Heights
last week,the following officers were chosen for
year: Mark A. Barwise, Bangor,
j the ensuing
president; Mrs. Maria W. Williams, Providence,
i R. I., vice president; Miss Maude McFadden,
R. A. Packard. Northport,
j Fairfield, secretary;
j treasurer; Collins McCarty, Northport. superintendent of grounds; B.M. Bradbury. Fairfield;
! A. H. Blackington, Rockland; Dr. Marshall
Parks, Bradford, N. H.; L. C. Morse. Liberty;
S. P. Strickland, Bangor; Adele A. Montefiore,
Waterville, and A. D. Champney, Rockport,

Mr. and Mrs. John Alden and Mr. and Mrs.
directors. It was voted to sell the upper part of
J. M. Robinson of Andover, Mass.; Mrs. S. T. the park and invest the amount of
money reCross and Miss Sallie Cross of Malden, Mass.; ceived from the sale in the new hotel now
Miss Mary Plaisted of Bangor; Miss M. F. Rob- under construction and Messrs. H. M. Bradbury
of Fairfield, S. P. Strickland of Bangor and L.
inson of Andover, Mass., and Miss Maude C. Morse of
Liberty were appointed a commitof
were
in
Belfast tee to make the appraisal and complete the
Muzzy
Somerville, Mass.,
A
sale.
successful camp meeting of nine
very
last Friday, called here by the funeral of Mrs.
closed last Sunday afternoon with a large
Martha Muzzy Allen of Andover, Mass., for- days
attendance and an interesting program. The
auditorium waa crowded.
merly of Searsmont.

FOREST

HOLMES-PHILBROOK.
A Beautful Mid-summer

Wedding

WORTH
MOUNTAINS

in Cas-

tine.

Castine, August 19. A most beautiful mid-summer wedding took place in
the Congregational Church at 3 o’clock

this afternoon, one of the most brilliant
and elaborate the town has seen for many
years, when Miss Nettie Eudora, the
elder daughter of Dr. and Mrs. E. E.
Philbrook became the wife of Dr. John
Franklin Holmes of Boston. The church,
simply but most artistically decorated in
green and white, was crowded with
guests. The wedding ceremony opened
with a processional of 22 little children
singing the bridal chorus as they unwound garlands of green, forming a way
The matron of
for the bridal party.
honor came next. Mrs. Charles Clancy of
New York, a sister of the bride, in a
most becoming costume of pale green
silk. The bridesmaids, all in white with
picture hats, were Miss Maud Holmes of
Belfast. Miss Faith Greenlaw of Rockland, Miss Mary Richardson of Castine
and Miss Cady of New' York. The bride’s
costume was white satin with bridal veil,
and she carried a bouquet of bride’s roses.
The groom was attended by his brother,
Dr. George Holmes of Boston. The ceremony was impressively performed by the
pastor of the church, Rev. G. W. Patterson, assisted by Rev. W. C. Pierce of
Somerville, Mass. The ring was carried
in the heart of a rose by the dainty little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ricker.
A reception followed in the vestry, the
bridal party receiving. The ushers were
Clyde B. Holmes. Gay Holmes, Charles
Clancy, E. H. Carpenter and Roy Kane.
A wedding lunch was served. The couple
left on the steamer Sieur des Monts with
a most enthusiastic farewell. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George 0.
Holmes and graduated from B. H. S.
class of 1899 and Tufts Medical College
1909. The bride is an accomplished pianist and had many pupils in 'both Belfast and Castine. She is a graduate of
E. S. N. S., class of 1900, and student
A large
at the Conservatory of Music.
party attended from Belfast, the native
place of the groom, including Mr. and
Mrs. George 0. Holmes, Hon. John R.
Dunton. Miss Margaret A. Dur.ton, Miss
Anne V. Field, Miss Nettie A. Shuman,
Miss Florence Kimball, Miss Florence
Dunton, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest, Dr. and
Mrs. Charles Deane Cool, Mrs. Lena
.Miss Lucy Leavitt, Miss Cora
Eames. Miss Laura Holmes, Mrs. Lawrence Simmons. Miss Winifred Kimball,
Mrs. Julia Wardwell and Miss Abbie O.

OFJOLD

of Life,
says Mrs. Chas. Barclay

During Change
Vt.

LydiaE.tinkham’s
Vegetable Com-

1U

restoration to health means so much
to me that for the sake of other suffering women 1 am willing to make my

trouble public so you may publish
this letter.”—Mrs. C'iias. Barclay,
K.E.D.,Graniteville, Vt.
No other medicine for woman’s ills
has received such wide-spread and unqualified endorsement. No other medicine we know of has such a record
of cures of female ills as has

Pinkham’s Vegetable

j
j
j

OREST SCHOOLS

To be Held in Washington in December.

C., August 23rd.

D.

Washington,

of all universities,

The heads

colleges

and schools in which technical forestry
is taught have been invited by Gifford
Pinchot, United States Forester, to ator

says:
"1 believe that a conference of representatives of all forest schools and uni-

colleges in which forestry
taught might be made of great value
co the general progress of forestry in the

versities and
is

United States,

as

well

as

to the institu-

forestry, and to’ the
Forest Service, which employs so many
of their graduates, and which is vitally
interested in the best training of forestSuch a conference might well coners.
sider the objects and methods of forest
instruction, the organization and standtions which teach

ards oi educational work in the field of
the co-ordination of the work

forestry,

•of different institutions, and the needs of
the Forest Service and other employers

of forest graduates.

hope

"I

present

or

you will find it possible to be
to send a delegate to a con-

ference of this

kind, which,

with the

of the institutions concern-

concurrence

ed, vi!i be held in Washington December
30 and 31, 1909.”
From all over the country the plan has
met with enthusiastic support, letters of
acceptance having been received from

nearly every institution to which the invitation has beer, sent.
GOATS AS TRAIL MAKERS.
They

are

Good

doing

work

for the Gov-

ernment.

Washington, D. €., August 23d.
brush eating instinct of the Angora goat is being successfully demon-

The

on the Lassen National Forest in
California where they are cutting trails
for fire guards through
the brushy

strated

of the mountains.
The animals, which number 3,000, have
been divided into two bands and under
the care of the herders are grazed within
certain well defined areas so that their
work may be concentrated on the brush
within those limits. The result is that
areas

on

the

have

they

slopes

practically

killed

the brush in the course either
it up
case

the
was

nearly all
by eating

entirely, or by barking, as in the
heavy manzanita bushes. At
beginning of the experiment there
some doubt as to the goats willingof the

ness to eat the manzanita, but it has
been found that where there is little else

will just as readily attack it as any
other bushes.
The grazing season was so late this
year on the Lassen Forest that the goats
did not begin operations until about the
middle of June, but since then they have
made rapid progress and the result promises to be a success from every point of
view. The trails will first be opened and
then kept free of sprouts by the goats,
saving the government considerable
labor ir, cutting them out by hand as has
been done heretofore, while the brushy
forage which otherwise would have been
wasted will support 3,000 goats very

they

comfortably.

The
When

Berry Pickers.

winds like scented waves
flakes of cruising seeds,
stems of tawny grass and

summer

fluffy

bear

Their Angers pluck the glowing fruit, their
lips and cheeks are smeared and dyed;
Their snowy bonnets brush the grass like lift-

ing topsails

on a

tide;

For more than 30 years it has been

curing female complaints such as
inflammation, ulceration, local weaknesses, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, indigestion
and nervous prostration, and it is
unequalled for carrying wolilen safely
through the period of change of life.
It costs but little to try Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and,
as Mrs. Barclaysays.it is “worth mountains of gold to'suffering women.

examination to fill vacancies in the Ranger force on 149 National Forests in
twenty-one States and territories, including Alaska, will be held October 25th and
26th. From this examination it is expected that 500 appointments will be
made.
This examination will be held at each
Forest Supervisor’s headquarters in the
National Forest States and Territories,
including Arkansas, Minnesota, Michigan, and Florida, which are the most
easterly States having National Forests.
While the examination is entirely along
practical lines, and knowledge of field
conditions rather than book learning is
considered essential, the opportunities
for those applicants with educational
advantages are considerably increased.
The rapid development of the National
Forests is making continually increasing
demands upon those engaged in their
management, and men with ability to
assume responsibility and serve in supervisory capacities are in demand. These
more responsible positions on National
Forests are filled by promotion from
lower grades, so that anyone entering as
a ranger is eligible for promotion to any

CENTRAL MAINE FAirI
WATERVILLE, MAINE,
|
2
and
September
31,
August
1,
3,

of the more

responsible and higher paid
places, including that of Forest Supervisor.

Stockton Springs.

Frank W. Chase, et al, Newton, Mass., tn
Blihu D. Chase, Unity; land and buildings in

Unity.
Carlson, Lincolnville,

Abbie M.
Heald, South Thomaston; land and buildings in
to

Our Coliseum is Reconstructed.

Lincolnville.

Daniel E. Dunbar, Belfast, to Warren i,
Ryan, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
f
P. H. Freeman, Searsmont, to Maude Peas*,
do.; land in Searsmont.
Gertrude V. Frisbee, Belfast, to William H.
Wight, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Williston Grinnell, Camden, to Charles F.
Hutchinson, Boston; land and buildings in Lir.~ j
colnville.
James A. Hall, Winterport, to Percy E. Sev I
erance, Newburg; land and buildings in Win-

terport.
Emily S. Mosher, et als, to Joseph H. Brown,
Knox; land in-.
E. E. McCauslin, Unity, to Archie Tozier,
Unity; land in Unity.
Lillias L. Nichols, Searsport, to Bertram C.
Richardson, Boston; land in Searsport.
James A. Peirce, Stockton Springs, to Meralda Pierce, Stockton Springs; land in Stockton Springs.
Maude L. Pease, Montville, to Emma J.
Curtis, Searsmont; land in Montville.
George T. Ranlett et als; to Joseph H. Browh,
Knox; land in-.
Theophilus H. Sprowl, Winterport, to Edward B. Nealley, Monroe; land in -.
Herbert H. Twombly, Monroe, to Percy E.
Severance, Newburgh, land and buildings in

Only those men who are at least twenty-one years of age, not more than forty,
of good character, temperate, and in
good physical condition, are eligible to Monroe.
take this examination.
The salary paid
Josephine S. Wight, Belfast, to William If.
to beginners is $900 a year.
Wight, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Applicants can secure information conErme M. and W. O. Bullock, Kamiah, Idaho,
cerning the examination from the United to W. H. Rossiter; land and buildings in LinStates Civil Service Commission, Wash- colnville.
Susan M. Ford, Winterport, to Charles C.
ington, D. C.; District Foresters at Missoula, Mont., Denver, Colo., Albu- Moore, Millinocket; land and buildings in Monroe.
querque, N. Mex., Ogden, Utah, San
Charles B. Hazeltine, by ex, Belfast, to
Francisco, Cal., and Portland, Oregon, Thomas E.
Wing, et al, New York; land m
or Forest Supervisors.
?
Northport.

I

1909

;

A. B.

Every

Our Entries

Department

Large and Still
Will be Greater than Ever.
are

Great Horse Races Each Afternoon.

$4,000

Comin

In

NOTICE SOME OF OUR SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS

The BROADWICK’S FAMOUS FRENCH AERONAUTS will be there with a different
each day, giving triple parachute drop by MISS TINY, Balloon Races, and Four, Five and Six
drops off one balloon by two people. The greatest of balloon acts.
The TACONNET and FAIRFIELD BASE BALL TEAMS will play a series of three games
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday forenoons for a purse of $150. The' great rivalry of these
will surely make games that will be of greatest interest.
MARATHON RACE. On Friday forenoon will come our first great Marathon Race
starting on the track and ending the last few miles on the track. We have been fortunate
the assistance in managing this race of Mr. GEO. V. BROWN, the Athletic Manager of
Athletic Association, who has so successfully managed the April 19th "Derby” Marathon of
Association. This insures a great event of the kind and in the entries a large number of n. x
Race will come off regardless of weather.
There will be a grand display of FIREWORKS on Wednesdav and Thursday evenings
BABY SHOW TUESDAY.
Other great attractions on stage across from Grand Stand.
It will be a great week and something doing at all times.
Tickets not transferable, giving 5 admissions. $2.00.
Admission 50 Cents.
furnished
will
be
ground space free.
Campers

MARTIN F. BARTLETT, President,

GEORUE R.
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FULLER, Seiretarv

1

In Scotland’s

pleasant hills and vales

Good health and hardy strength prevails.
Plain food but

good, the rule is there,

And Rob Roy Flour’s known everywhere.
Atwood Harding, Unity, to Frank A. Bart
People with chronic bronchitis, asthma and
lung trouble, will find great relief and comfort lett, do.; land in Troy.
in Foley’s Honey and Tar, and can avoid sufferNORTH WALDO POMONA.
Lillian M. G. Swift, New York, to Blanch"
It builds up bodies strong and free;
ing by commencing to take it at once. Sold by
Hayter Treat, Boston; land in Northport.
all druggists.
This organization convened at Comet
Arthur W'. Shaw, Winterport, to George VC.
Grange hall, Swanville, Wednesday,
'Twill do the same for you and me.
Couillard, do.; land in Winterport.
Belfast Free Library.
Joel P. Wood, Northport, to E. Jt. Conner
August 11, 1909, and was formally openNew Books. August, 1909.
ed by Worthy Master J. B. Neally with
Belfast; land and buildings in Northport.
Albert W. Ward, Thorndike, to Albert R.
The degree was
every officer present.
GENERAL LITERATURE.
Murch, do.; land in Thorndike.
conferred on a class of seven candidates
Samuel
Clemens,
Langhorne, (Mark Twain).
Walter P. Bessey, Freedom, to Walter E.
and a fine dinner was served by the good
Is Shakespeare dead? From Mark
Bessey, Unity; land in Freedom.
sisters of Comet Grange.
Twain’s autobiography. A disFred Clark, Winterport, to Edward Clark’,
Seven granges were represented, and
cussion of the Shakespeare-Bado.; land and buildings in Winterport.
|
con question.
reported as follows: Star of Progress, T.
1909. 817 C 5-1
A. B. Carlson, Lincolnville, to Holman C.
J. Dill: Morning Light. C. C. Clements; Dodge, Theodore Ayrault.
McKusick, do.; land in Lincolnville.
A bird’s-eye view of our civil war.
Granite, Ira Yeazie; Northern Light, C.
Charles B. Hazeltine by ex., Belfast, to Rob1897
973.7
D
6
H. Libby; Sunrise, G. H. York: O. Gardert L. Curtis, do.; land in Belfast.
John Foster.
Sophia M. Lowell, Liberty, to A. J. Skitfner, Harold Clements; Comet, Louise Fraser,
Red Russia.
more, do.; land in Liberty.
Cunningham.
“A vigorous description of Russia
Maplewood Cemetery Corporation, Lincoln'*
Miss Carrie Seeley gave the address
in 1907, said to be accurate, imville, to Samuel Collemer, do.; land in Lincoln.:
of welcome in a most pleasing manner
partial, and dispassionate in judgville.
and Eva Knowlton responded in behalf
ment, in spite of a tendency toj
Kate Neal, et als., Liberty, to W. J. Knowlof Pomona.
The question, Resolved,
wards sensationalism.”—A. L. A.
ton, do.; land in Liberty.
That the split log drag is a benefit to the j
947 F 86
Booklist. 1907
Hiram Peirce, Belmont, to Susan H. Stevens.
roads, was opened in the affirmative by Macdonell, Anne.
Belfast; land in Belfast.
Touraine and its story. A descripG. H. York and in the negative by D.
Terminal Investment Company, Stockton
tion of the cities and chateaux of
M. Kimball.
A large number took part
Springs, to A. P. Lane, Boston; land in StockTouraine, illustrated with colorton Springs.
in the spirited discussion which followed,
ed plates. 1906. T 44.5 M
and among them were Herbert Stevens,
James H. Wentworth, Waldo, to Herbert El
Ernst Sigismund Christian von.
R. L. Clements, Edwin Jenkins, J. W. Meyer,
iVentworth, do.; land in Waldo.
A history of chemistry from earliLuella E. Elliott, Brooks, to Henry L. ReyNickerson, C. II. Libby, Lewis WThite,
est times to the present day. 1906. 540.9 M 5
lolds, do.; land in Brooks.
0. B. Dow. G. H. Clements, Mr. RobertNernst, Hermann Walther.
Frank A. Harriman, Stockton Springs, to’*
son, Chas. Marr, A. Stinson, W. J.
Theoretical chemistry from the
dary B. Harriman, do.; land and buildings in"
of
rule
Mathews, Z. D. Nickerson, and C. C.
Avogadro’s
standpoint
Stockton Springs.
j
and thermodynamics. 1895. 541 N 35
Clements. After the question was closed
"o the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Willis S. Merrick, Unity, to Thresa M.
Richard.
a pleasing monologue was
Judicial Court, next to be held at Belfast, :
given by Flora Steele,
Stevens, do.; land in Unity.
Plays; edited with an introduction
within and for the County of Waldo, on i
Seeley and Chas. Marr, and Harry CunSarah E. and Charlotte A. Merrill, Portland.
and notes by G. A. Aitken. Merthe third Tuesday of September, A. D.
ningham sang “In the Shadow of the
;o
Castine Alumni Association, Stockton*
maid series.
822 St 3
Old Carolina Hills,” and also kindly re1909.
are the ONLY PAINTS sold in Belfast
Springs; land in Sandypoint.
Charles H. and Vinnie L. Woodman, MaldenC
NELLIE M. LOCKE of Monroe, in said !
sponded to a hearty encore. Thanks
WORKS OF JAMES FENIMORE COOPER.
Vlass., to Grace M. Harding, Portland; land in :ounty, wife of Paul B. Locke, respeetfull;
were extended to Comet Grange for hosDETAILED ANALYSIS printed on every
•epresents that she was lawfully married to
Leather stocking tales.
Northport.
he said Paul B. Locke at Boston, MassachuMinutes were read and the
pitality.
The deerslayer; or, The first warVinnie L. Woodman, to Ethel Harding, Mai-*, setts, on the 6th day of August, A. I). 1902,
Know what yon are buying and insist on
Grange was closed in form. Another
C 785-1 len, Mass., land in Northport.
path.
:y Rev. Thatcher Kimble, a minister of the
Charles H. Woodman, to Ethel Harding:
pleasant meeting was over and a profitLast of the Mohicans; or, A narra'lospel. That they cohabitated in the State of
land in Northport.
Maine since their said marriage. That she has |
getting your money’s worth.
able day passed.
tive of 1757.
C 785-2
Always conducted herself toward her husband j
The pathfinder; or, The inland sea.
C 785-3
Simon Fisk Young died August 5th, after a
is a faithful, true and affectionate wife, but
j
North Waldo Pomona at this session
Pew days’ illness, in the Waltham, Mass., hos;hat said libelee, regardless of his marriage
The pioneers; or, The sources of
where he had been taken for medical covenant and duty, has treated her, his said
pital,
the Susquehanna.
C 785-4 treatment.
adopted the following resolutions of
The cause of his death was peri- wife, with cruel and abusive treatment and
I
The prairie.
C 785-5 tonitis, with
respect:
complications. Mr. Young was treme cruelty That she does not know the j
born in Montville Centre, Me., July 18, 1835, present residence of the libelee and cannot asThe
A
tale
of
the
785-7
sea........
C
pilot.
[
Whereas, The Great Master of the
and spent the early part of his life there.
MASON & HALL, Belfast, Sole Age
certain the same by reasonable diligence.
He
C 785-8
universe has called from our ranks, The Red Rover.
went to Camden, Me., when a young man and*
Wherefore, she prays that it may be decreed
Brother Nathaniel Littlefield; therefore, The Sea Lions; or, The lost sealers.. C 785-12
engaged in the grocery business with David. by this Honorable Court, that she may be di- |
be it
The spy. A tale of the Neutral
Talbot, who conducted a store for the East vorced from the bonds of matrimony existing j
FORECLOSURE NOTICE
and West India trade.
In 1859 he removed to
Resolved, That the community in
between her and the libelee.
Ground, eastern New York, durand engaged in the grocery
which he lived has lost a good citizen and
Haverhill,
NELLIE
M.
Mass.,
LOCKE.
Charles T. Scribner of Brooks,
WHEREAS,
C 785-6
ing the Revolution.
business there. In 1886 he moved to Waltham
the Grange a loyal member.
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
Searsport, August 2nd, A. D. 1909.
The M. F. Carter house,
The two admirals. C 785-10 Mass., where he continued in the same busi/
his
of
deed
by
conveyance, appearing on its offered for sale. It is titU
Resolved, That North Waldo Pomona The
ness until the time of his death.
Mr.
The
skimmer
Water-witch;
face
to
be
dated
the
ninth
of
or,
Young
absolute,
day
the
cheerful presence
has slated roof, city watGrange will miss
STATE OP’ MAINE.
was married April 10, 1858, to Miss Louise
March, A. D. 1894, and recorded in Waldo Reg- tion.
of the seas.
C 785-9
of one who has been a helpful member
Apply to
Pendleton Upham of Camden, Me., who died
Waldo ss.
August 2nd. A. D. 1909.
istry of Deeds, Book 254, Page 49, conveyed to
and to whose words for the advancement The Wing-and-Wing. C 785-11 25 years ago. Since that time Mr.
Then personally appeared the above, signed
T. Bessey of Brooks, in said County of
Young and'
Zilpha
Belfast, April 1, 1909.—r.
of agriculture we have often listened.
his only daughter, Miss Alice Mabel Young, Nellie M. Locke, and made oath that she does I Waldo and State of Maine, a certain lot or
parhad made their home together at 141 Ash not know the present residence of the libelee cel of land, situated in Brooks, in said
Resolved, That we extend our symCounty
FICTION.
above
named
and
cannot
ascertain the same by of Waldo, and
street, Waltham, Mass. Besides a daughter*
being the same premises conpathy to the family of our deceased
Alice.
he leaves one sister, Mrs. Daniel W. Ham- reasonable diligence. Before me,
brother and that this tribute of our Brown,
veyed to said Charles T. Scribner by Hannah
The story of Thyrza. A story of
and one brother, Willard P. Young, of
H. C. BUZZELL,
mond,
her
H.
Cilley, by
warranty deed dated the thirrespect be sent to them.
Justice of the Peace.
New England. 1909.
teenth day of April, A. D. 1891, and being the
B 8-11 Haverhill, Mass. The deceased was 74 years
“We are going down the valley
of age and was the third of the family who.
homestead farm upon which said Charles T.
Chamberlain, Lucia.
have died within a period of six months.
Going towards the setting sun
The
STATE OF MAINE.
Scribner then lived, more particularly described 1 For sale the rest of the
We are going down the valley
The other side of the door. The
remains were brought to Rockport Saturday?
as follows, to wit: It being a part of lot No. 54,
ALICE >1
One by one.”
Supreme Judicial Court in vacation.
August 7th, under escort of Carl Horton, N. Gf
scene of the story is San Franin the south division of lots in said Brooks, beof Gov. Gore Lodge, I. O. O. F., and funeral Waldo ss. Belfast, August 10, A. D. 1909.
2 7
at a hemlock stump at the northwest
24tf
Resolved, That copies of these resoginning
cisco, where occur a series of
services
were held Sunday afternoon at 2
lutions be sent to the Bangor CommerUpon the annexed Libel, it is ordered by me, corner of said lot No. 54; thence south sixtyevents, involving a murder, a
o’clock at the residence of Benj. H. Paul, Comnorth
line
of
said
lot
east
one
by
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that eight degrees
cial and Republican Journal for publicaC 348-2 mercial street, conducted by Rev. James W. notice be given to the Libelee
and one-fourth rods to
trial, and an escape. 1909.
hundred and
publishing an the northeastsixty-nine
tion; also that a copy be inscribed on our
Higgins of Peabody, Mass., a former pastor of attested copy of the same, or anbyabstract
corner of said lot; thence south
Samuel
Rutherford.
Crockett,
thererecords.
the deceased. There was a profusion of beauwest
by the westerly line
twenty-two degrees
The iron lord.
C 87-20 tiful flowers, including a pillow with emblems if, together with this order thereon, three of
lot No. 55, forty-seven rods and nine links
W. J. Mathews, )
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
from
his
own
Mutual
Elinor.
and
lodge,
Relief,
Glyn,
Eagle a
Geo. H. York,
Committee
printed in Belfast, in the County to a stake; thence north sixty-eight degrees
Encampment of Haverhill, Mass., in which he ifnewspaper
Elizabeth visits America. An acClara D. York,
Waldo, the last publication to be twenty-five west, one hundred and sixty-nine and one
had held an unbroken membership of 50 years.
at
least
before
the next term of said Court, fourth rods to a stake in the east line of lot
count of American customs as
lays
The bearers weie Walter B. Young of CamNo. 53; thence north twenty-two degrees east postal card and you w ill r<
to be holden at Belfast, within and for the said
observed by a vivacious English
H. Paul, William A. Paul of Rockden,
Benj.
Children
on the third Tuesday of
by said lot No. 53, forty-seven rods and nine
WAIT 1 1
County,
Cry
September
and
John
of
J.
Paul
Camden.
Interment
G 52-2 port
society girl. 1909.
next, that he may then and there appear in links to the place of beginning, containing
Corner Cross and F«
was at West Rockport.
the
said
more
or
and
whereas,
less;
said Court and answer thereto, if he see fit
fifty acres,
FOR FLETCHER’S
Kester, Vaughan.
Zilpha T. Bessey, at the same time and as part
WM. P. WHITEHOUSE,
The fortunes of the Landrays. A
THE CUILDRLk
of the same transaction gave the said Charles
^iKF, IT’
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
OAST OR I A
K 48
story of western life. 1905....
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A Cargo From The Orient.
The British steamer Kennebec has dis-

charged
chandise

a

strange cargo of oriental merat
Mystic wharf, Boston.

Among the curious items on the freight
list were dried birds’ nests, birds of paradise, Chinese wines, red dates, human
hair, iron cylinders, Chinese shoes and
slippers, preserved fruits, salted onions,
joss sticks, vermicelli and bamboo ware.

From Hongkong she brought ginger,
oil, waste silk, 7000 rolls of matting, Chinese merchandise of all descriptions, yannan, medical and nut oil, dried
Some 2900 packages of
oysters, etc.
firecrackers from Canton filled one section of the steamer.
At Manila and
Cebu she took on 22,000 bales of hemp.
Then she went to Singapore and to her
cargo was added cutch, jelatong, pearl
tapioca, sago flour, gambler, 1603 packages of black pepper, quantities of nutIn all
megs and spices, rattans, etc.
she had 11,000 tons on board, a conservative estimate of the value of which is
cassia

the
pale
white wreaths of flowered weeds,
And berries splash their scarlet stains across
the dipping hills of sun,
Their laughter lifts like silver bells and tinkling echoes sweetly run.
Their faces far below the crests of rippling
gold and shadowed green,
They hear the dreams of drowsy bees and
watch those buccaneers unseen
Cling yellow to the clover masts and trailing
ropes of wild blue pea,
And breathe the brine of daisy froth that
drifts between the walls of sea,
Above

E.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The following transfers in reel estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the twoweeks ending August 23,1909:
Oliver R. Bowdoin, Cambridge, Mass., to
Wilson G. Staples, Stockton Springs; land in

..

send a representative to the 'Conference on Education in Forestry which
will be held in Washington in December,
[n his letter of invitation, the Forester
tend

Lydia

Compound.

EXAMINATIONS.

—

^

Stoddard.
r

Dound has nroved
worth mountains
of gold to me, as it
restored my health
and strength. I
never forget to tell
my friends what

LydiaE. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has done for me
during this trying period. Complete

Stanlef1.

CONFERENCE OF

“I was passing
Life and suffered
from nervousness
and other annoying
symptoms, and I
can truly say that
—

RANGER

Washington, D. C., August 23rd. An

$1,500,000.
The Kennebec, which is owned by the
Anglo-American oil company, a subsidiary of the Standard oil company, left
New York last February laden with 207,000 cases of oil, which she delivered at
Foochow, Swatow and Amoy. When

And when their little pails brim red and rosy !
hands will hold no more,
They steer long shadows down the waves that the steamer left China she haa 41 Chinafloat their tired feet to shore.
men in the crew, but at Algiers two of
—Lloyd Roberts in the New Idea Woman's them deserted and Capt. Benyon was
Magazine for September.
unable to locate them.

Locke, William J.
Septimus. The story of an inventor, the scene laid in England and
the European continent. 1909..
Porter, Sidney. (O. Henry).

KENNEDY'S

LAXATIVE
COUGH SYFHJP

P 834-4

Ward, Mary Augusta.
Marriage a la mode. A novel, of
which the theme is international
marriage. 1909.

W 21-12

from impure blood. Can’t
have pure blood with faulty digestion, lazy
liver and sluggish bowels. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthens stomach, bowels and liver,
and purifies the blood.

Many ills

come

Prohibition

for Alabama

Montgomery, Ala., August 21. The
Fuller prohibition bill passed the Senate
Friday,

A BELFAST MAN HONORED.

L 79-2

Heart of the West. Short stories.
1908.

23 to 6.

Tbe measure forbids the possession of
liquor except in houses, making the accused party prove his innocence before
any evidence against him is introduced.

The bill makes the use of the word saloon
a crime, bars the advertisement of liquors
from billboards and signs and holds that
even the possession of a federal liquor
license is an absolute proof of guilt in
selling intoxicants. There was not a vote
against the elimination of that section
which sought to prohibit the newspapers
and magazines from advertising liquors.

F0LmH0NEY«rfRR

HBBirtw nwrfh »n<hMlilan<»

A true copy of Libel and order of Court
thereon.
3w32
Attest: TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.

H.

Herbert Richardson

recently
elected head master of the Peabody
grammar school in Cambridge, Mass.,
succeeding Frederick G. Cutter. Mr.
Richardson had previously been submaswas

Ha Staw
M

ter at the Webster grammar school in
Cambridge. He is a native of Belfast,
where he was born 33 years ago.
When
he was three years of age, his parents
moved to Castine and there he received
his early education, graduating from the
grammar and high schools and from the
three-year course at the Castine Normal,
For three years afterward, he f
school.
taught in various small schools in Maine..’

In

the fall of

1899, Mr.

He

was

immediately appointed;

submaster of the Webster school and has
While
since continued in that position.
at Tufts he was appointed principal of
His connecthe Webster night school.
tion with the night schools comprises six ;|
of
the
Webster, one’’
years as principal
year at the Shepard and one at the Roberts. Mr. Richardson is married and
lives at 11 Howland street, Cambridge. I
heavy meal, take a couple of Doan’ ];
Regulets, and give your stomach, liver and;
Dowels the help they will need. Regulets bring 1
iasy, regular passages of the bowels.
After

a

SHORTHAND
on application.
AUGUSTA

BANGOR

1909 Taxes

gram-’ I
entered;

a

lufts college, graduating in the class of
1904.

Mailed

Richardson;, 5 %

went to Hingham as master of
mar school and a year later

H

PORTLAND

«

DISCOUNT TO
«

«

AUGUST 15th.
OCTOBER 1st.

Will be at City Rooms, Memorial Building,
From 9 a. m. to 12 m., and from 1 to 3 p. m.
Other hours by appointment.
31tf

JOHN S. DAVIDSON, Collwtor.

For Sale
A GROCERY WAGON.
Apply to
tf31
F. N. SAVERY,
East Belfast.
Tel. 30

T. Scribner a separate instrument of defeasance, wherein she agreed to execute and deliver unto the said Charles T. Scribner a good
and sufficient quitclaim deed of said real estate, upon payment of a certain sum and interest therein named. Said deed and instrument of defeasance, together constituting a
mortgage; and whereas, the said Zilpha T.
Bessey has since deceased, and the undersigned, Charles F. Bessey of Knox, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, has been
duly appointed as administrator of her estate;
and whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken; now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof. I claim a

foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this eleventh clay of August, A. D.
CHARLES F. BESSEY,
1909.
Administrator of the estate of Zilpha T. Bessey,
3w32
deceased.

FOR SAl

The Batchelder bonu s
one-half mile fron.
ground, will be sold at a !•
J 01! N
Savings Bank Iti:
ner,

„

Belfast Savings
j

Notice is hereby givBook, No. 11.942, issued
lost and application has 1

j

cate book according to law
new books.
WILMEK J. noli
Belfast, August 12, 1909.
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When you ask for

WANTED
Girls
perience

with

to

without

or

Write at

once

Say BLUE SEAL.
direct, $1 per

power mastraw braid

Buy a Shore
AND BUILD A

2w33

N

Auguste. Maln#

for particulars.

Amherst, Mass.

Solti by Drum,bottle, or b

BLUE SEAL MEDIC

operate

THE HILLS COMPANY,

*

RHEUMATIC CURE

ex- sent

chines for sewing
into men’s, boys’ and children’s
hats. Good pay. Steady work.

\

COTTA

Lor
-I

Large lots on shore at foot
No sea wallneeded. Best view ''.’iidVs
K■
See ANNIE H JA
10 Bay View
28tf

No.

strfC1* j

Old School Readers.

giarjs
1

for The Ellsworth American
by E. H. K.]

:"r”
!

all the changes which have
^
twice i» the methods of teaching,
fli'1'
been more deplored by the
,,j ivomen who attended the public
*•{ v and sixty years ago than
: as driven out the good old„
ays of teaching how to read
well. In those times the
s were called upon, one at
down the aisles of the little
uses, and each pupil, in turn,
.ud one or more paragraphs,
a,re
many good readers in
this system alone put anihearts of the others to do
d
,t at all times.
the books we had at that
•. eil worth reading, being fillhoicest selections of poetry

c;,;

-■

(
•i>

tained much that was
interesting; suet
as Bryant g
“Green River,” the first
stanza of which is:
“When breezes are soft and
sky is fair
I steal an hour from
study and care.
And hie

away to the woodland scene
Where wanders the stream with
water oi
me

green,

As if the bright fringe of herbs on
its brink
Had given their stain to the
wave they drink
And they, whose meadows it
murmurs through
Have named the stream from its
own fair hue.’,

Another favorite with

younger scholars was

of the

some

piece by George

a

P. Morris:
“Woodman,

spare that tree!
Touch not a single bough;
In youth it sheltered me,
And I’ll protect it now.”

What

boy’s heart has not been fired by
reading Capt. Mayne Reid’s thrilling deof "The Trumpeter Swan and
^'riPtion
the Bald Eagle”?
“The Pilot” was written
by Thomas
Clergymen, college profes- Haynes Bayly, an English poet who
.if letters generally edited lived from 1797 to 1839:

K1

|

aders in those far-off years,
.hr. Pierpont edited the old
other readers which were
long time. He was from
was graduated at Yale and
at the Litchfield law school.
went to Massachusetts to
tul profession. He soon deion that for the pulpit, and
Harvard divinity school. In
he was ordained over the

Congregational Unitarian
preached for

:

inn, where he
•ars.

Porter,

who

was

professor

at the Andover theolary for fifteen years and
president of that institui i oh he held until his death,
m piled the old "Rhetorical
wrote many books.
But
became very popular, and
b nearly 100 editions,
irray gave to the world, not
-glish Reader." but several
books, among them a very
•tone

interesting autobiography,

iblished after his death. He
selected library to his niece,
of

Washington,

D. C. After

husband presented these

i.-r

Congressional library.

,akt:rs of school-books were
heir readers were remark
good, in fact, that it seems
iious to make comparisons.
later ones passed through
of editions, and
is number
the million; and yet it would
everything into considera-

ble S. Hillard’s were someof the others. Surely
-ns were all of the best and
d by brief biographical and
lehes of the writers. This
was new, and it helped wonmake his readers more interiluabie, not only to the stuto the general public, for
scarce and the heads of many
e
glad to devour the contents
of literature,
books were not at hand in
libraries as they are in the liday. Encyclopedias were to
nly in an occasional home,
•Dictionary of Authors," the
11ictionary of Proper Names,”
■titers of that class, had not
‘existence. We knew very little
and women whose writings
b. ing made familiar with, so
lies doubled our interest and
•mee

..

■

■

Maine boy, having
of day at Machias in
ater years he went to Boston
! the Latin school, where he
Harvard college. In the
«ik'' published in 1850, Mr.
an article on the destruction
It also
Latin school in 1844.
few reminiscences of some of
and classmates which are
ing, and he tells with what
iie witnessed the demolition
adding on School street,
raduated from Harvard in
which he became George
assistant in a seminary in
In 1833 he became
a. Mass.
•f the Boston bar, where he
1 a most enviable reputaiu his profession, but as a
was a

light

;

;

scholar, an eloquent orai writer, and one of the
-r.t
conversationalists of his
er in this country or Europe,
veral books, of which proa

Italy” had
circulation, for it

riix Months in

largest
an

immediate and much de-

ilarity.
compilation of
s
may have yielded

the
it

we

are

these
some

inclined to believe
motive with these

“Oh pilot, tis a fearful night;
There’s danger on the deep;
I’ll come and pace the deck with
thee,
I do not dare to sleep.’’

Charles MacKay, who

was

English

an

author, wrote “Tubal Cain,” a poem
which had the right
jingle to suit the
boys and they liked to be called upon to
read:
“Old Tubal Cain was a man of might
In the days when the earth was
young;
By the fierce, red light of his furnace bright
The strokes of his hammer
rung;
And he lifted high his brawny hand
On the iron growing clear,
Till the sparks rushed out in scarlet showers,
As he fashioned the sword and
spear.”
Mrs. Child makes the yellow-breas*
ask: “Who stole the Bird’s Nest?”
“To whit! to whit! to whee!
Will you listen to me;
Who stole four eggs I laid,
And the nice nest J made?”
Mary Howitt wrote pleasingly in those
days on many subjects, and" in “The
Voice of Spring” she says:
“l am coming, little maiden.
With the pleasant sunshine laden.
With the honey of the bee;
With the blossom for the tree,
With the flower and the leaf;
Till I come the time is brief.”
The same writer also wrote “The
Spider and the Fly,” which every child
knew by heart, even as he or she knew:
’Tis a lesson you should heed,
'*

Try

again;

If at first you don’t succeed,

In

Try again!”
few years Mr. Hillard issued

a

a

series of books, and made what he
called ••Hillard’s Sixth Reader,” to correspond to the “First Class Reader” in
the former series—a book designed for
the most advanced classes. This volume,
as well as
“Hillard’s Fifth Reader,”
contained an introductox’y treatise on
elocution by Prof. Mark Bailey, of Yale
college. Many of the selections were
taken fi’om the old series, and several
from the Rev. Mr. Pierpont’s “American
Fii-st Class Book.” Mr. Pierpont
wrote both prose and poetry, and of the
latter perhaps no selection was more
liked than “The Pilgrim Fathers," which
appeared in Hillard’s new “Sixth Reader.” He wrote this poem for the celebi-ation of the anniversai'y of the Pilgrim
Society of Plymouth, in December, 1824;
“The Pilgrim fathers!—where are they?
The waves that brought them o’er
Still roll in the hay and throw their spray,
As they break along the shore;
Still roll in the bay, as they rolled that day,
When the Mayflower moored below.
When the sea around was black with storms,
And white the shore with snow.’’
new

Another beautiful
bell’s:
V-'ll

LilllUVIl

WIICII

Camp-

poem was
L11LT

o

LX 11

WUJ IU>V,

All bloodless lay the untrodden snow,
And dark as winter was the flow

Of Iser, rolling rapidly.”
In the old days, “Lochiel’s Warning,”
also by Campbell, was quite a show
piece, and all those who could read well,
hoped that the first stanza would come
to them, so they could bring out, in true
dramatic style, the lines:
“Loehiel, Loehiel, beware of the day
When the Lowlands shall meet thee in battle
array;
For a field of the dead rushes red
And the elans of Culloden are

on

my

sight,

scattered in

fight.”
In addition to the biographical sketches
in this series of Hillard’s readers up to
the Sixth, there was given at the end of
each piece the pronunciation and definition of all the difficult words, and this
was greatly appreciated, for dictionaries
were not plentiful in the schoolrooms
five and six decades ago. These volumes
also included Hillard’s “Intermediate.”
In later years he published other readers,
but the theme of this article includes
only the first two series.
These books contained such reading as

'levailing
Tennyson’s “Brook”:
and high-thinking men was
“1 come from the haunts of
of
the
benefit
lunal lines, for
1 make a sudden sally,
rui'e generations of students.
And sparkle out among the
>i'.i's "First Class Reader”
1 in lSoti, in Boston, New

To

bicker down

a

coot

and

hern,

fern

vailey.”

And now comes that most
of
ielphia, Baltimore, Washing- all Christmas ballads, “The charming
Night before
ati, St. Louis, Chicago and
Christmas,” written by Clement Clark
was quickly followed by the
Moore:

Third” and “Fourth Class.”
volume, he says in his precompiler of a book like this
no
higher praise than that
.vorded to judgment and taste,
eti prepared
under a strong
he responsibility which rests
one who aspires, in however
ay, to take part in the moral
training of the youth of our
Should this volume result in
:o the
great cause of educaiId it help to touch the heart,
he mind and train the moral
Lie coming generation, it will
manent source of grateful rethe compiler.”
selection in this volume is an
of a Wonderful Sky-lark,”
copied from the' Illustrated
>f Art, and the second came
i'i'll of Washington Irving, and
Next
was “The Bobolink.”
ip Mocking Bird,”
by Alexin.
All these in prose. N.
tells, in his graceful and airy
-t

■ross-beam, under the Old South
pigeon is budded well.
1 winter that bird is there,
■

■vith the morning air.
him track the street
t:y eye and active feet,
•vatch him as he springs,

writer, Samuel Woodworth,
ni,tive of Weymouth, Mass., but
Boston many years, following

!

0f

a

printer.

shot,

stirring, not even a mouse;
hung in the chimney with

that St. Nicholas

By

a

he walks on his
rifleman hid in the
as

soon

would

be

1

con-

Cry

FOR FLETCHER'S

R I A

beat to and fro
thicket.”

And the last reads:
‘‘All quiet along the Potomac to-night,
No sound save the rush of the river;
While soft falls the dew on the face of

dead—

the

picket’s off duty forever.”
‘‘The Solitude of Alexander Selkirk,”
by Cowper, is supposed to express his
sentiments while on his solitary islancf:
“I am monarch of all I survey;
My rights there are none to dispute;
From the centre all round to the sea,
I am lord of the fowl and the brute.”
Even in the little “Second Reader” we
find very attractive rhymes, such as:
“Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
How I wonder what you are?”
The

little lamb;
Its fleece was white as snow;”

“Mary

her tattered ensign down!
waved on high;
mid many an
eye has danced to see
nat banner in the sky.”

CASTO

was
were

quiet along the Potomac,’ they say;
Except, now and then, a stray picket

it

Children

stockings

Mr. Hillard gives no sketch of Dr.
Moore’s life, but it may be interesting to
know that he was a man of culture, and
published, in 1844, a book of excellent
poems, and yet this ballad seems to be the
only one of the collection which will be
long remembered. He was born in New
York in 1779, and died in 1863.
He was
the son of Bishop Moore of Rhode Island
and was educated at Columbia College,
making the study of Hebrew a specialty.
Later he published a Hebrew and English lexicon, which was the first book of
that kind ever printed.
In 1821 he was
made professor of Biblical learning in the
Protestant Episcopal theological seminary of New York, where he remained
twenty-nine years. The plot of land on
which this seminary stood was the gift of
Dr. Moore.
Another poem, which is far to good to
be an anonymous production, is ’The
Picket Guard;” the first stanza of which
is:

tear

"ther volumes of this series

creature

there.”

ironsides” is there, too:

'•■•ng has

night before Christmas, wh^n all
the house

through
a

care,
In the hope

Is

which after fifty years of
rvice, refused to tick, and the
onversation that took place
i
pendulum and the dial, the
mplaining of “being very tired
mg eighty-six thousand and four
times every twenty-four hours.
dear, familiar poem, “The Old
Bucket,” is one of this collection,
urn from the biographical note

.i'!,.

Not
The

‘All

-tee-pie with easy wings,
e ilia! his
shape has passed,
fry edge is gained at last."
■"member the “Discontented

d

“'Twas the

and

had

a

“How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour;”
“Little drops of water,
Little grains of sand,
Make the mighty ocean
And the pleasant land.”

The prose selections in both series of
i these readers must be read as far as possible
in the light of the times of their
|

publication. 11 must be remembered that
grave questions of national importance
filled public attention—questions involving the integrity of the Union itself, both
by reason of danger from abroad and of
internal dissensions.
The conscience of the country was more
and more being quickened to the moral
obliquity of slavery as a feature of the
political institutions of the country.
Hence the numerous selections, full of
inspiration and hope, from Washington,
Webster, Choate, Sumner, John Quincy
Adams, Wirt, Fisher Ames, and others
who were and had been in public life.
On the moral side were Beecher, Channing, Horace Mann, William H. Seward,
and men of that type, whose burning utterances aroused resentment against the
further domination of slavery in the|country. Over all these, were loud calls to
universal justice and freedom by men
like Chatham, Burke and Fox abroad.
The finest in English literature was
represented in part by selections from
Addison, Steele, De Foe,
Johnson,
Goldsmith, Scott, Irving, Cooper, Maand
There
was
Dickens.
also a
caulay
strain of profound religious faith running through many articles in these readers, while others instilled simple moral

A
A

SEAFARER'S REMINISCENCES.

Interesting

National Apple Show.

■—

<

Letter From Captain F. F.

One thousand dollars and a gold medal
banner, .with $500 in gold and a silver
The Rockland Courier-Gazette publishes medal banner to the second, and a massive silver loving cup and a diploma to
an
interesting letter from Captain F. F. the third, are
offered as the capital prize
Norton of the yacht Merlin, who writes for a eafi'of 210 barrels
or 630 boxes of
from Naushon Island, from which we the best' commercial winter
apples, one
or more standard varieties, exhibited
make the following extracts:
by
Norton.

1° “Marine Matters” I see mentioned any owner, lessee or agent of the land
where the fruit was grown, at the secthe Brigadier, discharging cement
at ond National
Apple Show in Spokane,
Boston from the Hudson River
(RondNovember 16th to 20th. Competition is
out probably).
How it carries mv
to
;the world. Four points will be
open
thoughts back 36 years to the day she considered
by the judges in making the
was launched at Stockton, and I
was in
awards,
;»s follows: First, value of the
an<i only 29, which was
v.e
“only varieties for the purpose to which they
a boy,” to
go master of such a vessel in
may be adapted; second, color, size and
those days. As there were not
much uniformity of
fruit; third, freedom from
larger schooners afloat at that time I insect
marks and blemishes; fourth, exwell remember how proud I was and how
cellence in pack. The rules of the AmerI hustled to get her fitted, and
away into ican Pomological
Society will govern all
warmer weather.
It was November,
commercial
contests.
1873. I sailed her nine years and she
was truly a
lucky vessel.
Whenever I
A Small Boy.
was ready to sail the wind and
weather
were also ready to
permit me to do so.
Probably the smallest boy in the city
I made some fine passages in
her,
of Augusta, and perhaps in Kennebec
as she was so
arranged and constructed county, is Master Joseph Phillip Blanchthat she could always be kept
going, and ard, the infant son of Mr. and Mrs. John
lessons, wherein virtue met its reward driven, too, when the occasion demanded. Blanchard, Jr., of Northern avenue. The
and vice its punishment. Industry, temI have in mind one passage from Carlyoung man is but a few days old, having
perance and obedience to parental au- isle Bay (Barbadoes) in by old Cape Cod been born iast
and is one of
thority formed the theme of many selec- light in nine days and ten hours; also the twins, but while Monday,
his little sister who actions.
first West India trip I made in her
I companied him on his atlvent into the
Who can say,'..when.[the final stress was outside of Sandy Hook 28
I world weighs six pounds, the best that
came upon this country, and we faced went to Cardenas, Cuba, and
brought ! he could do at birth was to tip the scales
the alternative of a dissolution of this back a cargo of molasses; stocked
$100 a at an even pound. The attending physil' tiioii or war, that the boys who sat un- day. Those were times when there
was t cian says that
Joseph is the smallest baby
der this instruction did not thereby re- something worth hustling for.
he ever saw born alive. An idea of the
ceive inspiration which carried them from
oume vi
me
sonu
men or Kockland
young man’s diminutive size may be had
every school-district in the North to the were interested as owners of the Briga- from the fact
that an ordinary finger
perils of battle for the destruction of dier when she tvas built. First and most
has been slipped on over one of his
slavery and the maintenance of the prominent was Hon. Francis Cobb, whom ring
hands and to the shoulder and over one
Union?
I have always considered one of the finest
of his feet and t« his groin.—Kennebec
men I have ever met, a man who
was a
Journal, August 20th.
News and Notes.
gentleman in every sense of the word
Hon. Nathan Farwell, Cornelius HanraVV'hat Good Roads Do.
The fiction in the September Strand is han, Hezekiah Wight. Captain George
particularly attractive. Hall Caine pre- Gregory; I think there were some others
Good r.oads increase very materially
sents a powerful instalment of his great but can’t just remember now. But I
the value of the farms they serve. They
| story, '“The White Christ.” Conan Doyle consider those five were, in my humble lessen the time between farm and town,
contributes a splendid short story entitled opinion, unsui passed for honesty, intelliand in effect set the farm miles nearer
‘The Lord of Falconbridge.
“Harding’s gence and business tact by any other its trading centre. They serve as an inLuck” is one of E. Nesbit’s charming five men in Rockland, or I might say in
dex
to the character of the neighborhood
stories written ostensibly for children Maine. They have, so far as I know, all
through which they run. They promote
but especially enjoyed by grown-ups. passed on over the “dark river.’’
neighborltness. They save time, feed
I have passed 51 years of my life
“Peter’s Pence” is a delightfully huafloat, norsefiesh and the wear on wagons and
morous story by W. W. Jacobs. There mostly on sailing vessels, and every day
other vehicles. They make it possible to
are other splendid short stories by well- 1 more fully realize how much the inani- j
market grain, hay and other bulky farm
known authors. The number concludes, mate thing, a sailing vessel, resembles a
produce at unfavorable seasons of the
as usual, with
“Curiosities,” contribu- human being. I noticed also in “Marine
when prices are good and farm
tions principally of freak or unusual Matters” some of my old acquaintances year,
: work slack, and there’s just one way to
other
than
the
the
taken
in
all
of
viz.,
J.
the
R.
Brigadier,
photographs
parts
Bodwell, Caroline Gray, Mary Farrow, have them—think, agitate, vote and
world.
Red Jacket, Mary Brewer, Jennie Hall build thenr.
Lincoln Colcord, the brilliant young and Abel W.
Parker. It makes me feel
author, formerly of Searsport. his native sad to read of the death of
Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold.
Capt. Chand- j
place, and a graduate from the Univer- ler Peck, one of my intimate
A. S. NuPbaum, Batesville, Indiana, writes:
acquaintsity of Maine, now a resident of New ances and Capt. Charlie W’illiams; also ‘Last year T suffered for three months with a
summer cold so distressing that it interfered
York spent a few days in Searsport the that
Capt. Alabama Gross was to “lay !
past week. He accompanied his mother, up for repairs.” Well its only the in- with my business. I had many of the symptoms
af hay fevur, and a doctor’s prescription did
Mrs. L. A. Colcord, as far as New York evitable which has
to come to us all. As not reach my case, and I took several medicines
on her way to join her husband,
Capt. for myself 1 am on my 21st year with which seemul only to aggravate it. Fortunately
Colcord of .the Hawaiian S. S. Co., in San the same
and the same owners. Is I insisted upon having Foley’s Honey and Tar.
Francisco. Mr. Colcord has rapidly risen that the yacht
or not?
I was quite It quickly cured me. My wife has since used
record,
in the public eye during the past few
to meet Capt. Weed, of the Foley’s Honey and Tar with the same success.”
pleased
and
Sold by all druggists.
his
stories are eagerly read by steam
years
yacht Wacouta, which is 240 feet
his many friends in his native town. Born
and 37 feet wide. Capt. Weed, as
long
at sea, the son of a master mariner, and
you no doubt know, was a Rockland boy.
having spent much of his boyhood in the He sailed with me on his first
(or
Orient, Mr. Colcord’s stories savor of nearly so) in the Brigadier w'hen trip
she was
the sea and the East and many of them new. and 1 have
never met him since
are founded on facts gleaned from old sea
until he came alongside the Merlin in a
captains he has met. They are particu- fine steam launch. Of course we didn’t
On and after June 21, 1909, trains connectlarly interesting to all lovers of the sea. have anything to talk about. The yacht ing at Burnham and Waterville with through
One of the most important of the he commands is owned by James J.' Hill, trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
special features of the New Idea Wom- the great railroad manager and owner. ;
an's Magazine for September is “Wom- Capt. Weed is looking fine and apparent/FROM ISKI.FAST.
an’s Part in the Seattle Exposition” by ly taking life easy.
A.M.
P. M.
P.M.
F. G. Moorhead. Other articles out of
12 05
3 15
Belfast, depart. 6 55
TAKE
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+7
00
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10
tin- ordinary are: “What Women Have
t3 20
Citypoint—-.
10
+12
20
t3
30
Waldo..
+7
to
Business,” by E. W. Gearing;
All persons are recommended to take Foley’s
Brought
7 22
*3 42
12 32
“Why we should Have School Cities,” Kidney Remedy for backache, rheumatism, and Brooks..
HU
+12 44
*3
54
Knox.
by Helen M. Hill; and “Housekeeping kidney and bladder trouble. It will quickly Thorndike. 7 40
12 50
4 00
which, if neg- 1
Wholesale,” by Katherine Glover. There correct urinary irregularities
12 58
4 08
Unity.. 7 48
a serious illness^ it
are two clever essays—one on
“Some lected, may develop into
4 30
arrive. 8 10
1 20
will restore health and strength.
Do not neg- Burnham,

Hav® AJways Bought, and which has
been
Tfn
in ^“dfY°U
for
30 years, has borne the
signature of

ctVJr£e'

use

over

aad has been made under his
personal supervision since its
infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
^
All
Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
of
Infants and Children—Experience
->•

against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

tool

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor
Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is
Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It
destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It
cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. U relieves
Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency.
It assimilates the Food,
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels,
giving healthy and natural sleep,
ihe Children’s Panacea—The
Mother’s Friend.

days!

genuine

CASTORIA

always

Literary

Maine Central R. R.

Exploded Theories” by Katherine L.

Morrison and the other, “The Chance to
be Cultured,” by Louise M. Mitchell.
The three short stories, “The Janitor’s
Resignation” by Ada Patterson, “The
Mystery of Roselands”’ by John Carmichael, and “The Disciplinarians,” by
Temple Bailey, are unusual in their distinctive
cleverness.
Grace Eleanore
Towndrow’s serial, “The Heir Apparmakes
even
a
ent,”
stronger appeal than
in previous issues.
In the fashion pages
of the magazine the autumn bride and
the middle-aged woman receive especial
attention.
GROWTH OF TRANSATLANTIC LINERS
From 1840 L"p to the Present Time, with
Their Principal Dimensions and Speed.
The names and dimensions of the
est

steamships

as

they

larg-

have measured in

size from 1840 to 1911, when the big White
Star liners will be completed, with a
brief

description

of same,

was

printed

in

Clinton.
Benton..

signs of kidney or bladder trouble and risk
Bright’s disease or diabetes. Sold by all druggists.
lect

Bangor.
Waterville..
Portland

The annual meeting of the 7th Maine
Regimental Association was held August
18th at Long Island. Portland harbor.
Owing to the damp weather the attendance was not as large as hoped for. but
the meeting was a success and all enjoyed the dinner and social time. In the
forenoon preliminary business was transacted, and at 3 o’clock dinner was served
at Ponce’s. After dinner the members
got together for the election of officers
and other routine business.
The annual reunion of the 17th Maine
Regiment Association was held August
18th at the Little Diamond Island casino.
Portland harbor. Forty of the veterans
were in attendance and many of them
were
accompanied by their wives and
other guests.
The following deaths were reported
for the year: Samuel E. Silsby, Boston:
Greenleaf I). Willard, Auburn; Benjamin
Small, Limington; Seth W. Rowe, Dover,
N. H.: John Witham, Boston, Mass.
The business meeting of the association
was held at 11.30 o’clock and the following officers were elected for the ensuing
year:
President, H. H. Pillsbury, Biddeford.
First vice president, Cyrus T. V. Ward-

f
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Boston,

the Scientific American of June 19, 1909,
with illustrations from which we deduce
the following: The Cunard liner Britannia, built in 1840, was 215 feet length on
deck, 34 l'eet 4 inches beam, and 24 feet
and 4 inchesdeep;displacementl,731 tons:
speed 8.5 knots. In 1858 the Great EastShe was 002 feet long 83
ern was built.
feet beam, 58 feet depth, 28,000 tons displacement, speed, 14.5 knots. The Cu- well, Oxford.
narder China was built in 1.862 and was
Second vice president, Charles H. Gree337 feet long, 40.55 beam, 3,808 displace- ley, Cumberland Center.
knots.
Inl889
a
of
13.9
with
ment,
speed
Secretary and treasurer, Alpheus E.
the City of Paris, now in commission in Grover, Portland.
the American Line as the Philadelphia,
Necrologist, Charles W. Roberts, PortShe is 560 feet long, 63 feet land.
was built.
beam, 42 feet depth, 15,000 tons displaceDirectors, Charles P. Mattocks, William
In 1897 the H. Green, Charles W. Roberts.
ment, speed 20.7 knots.
came
out.
Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse
It was voted to hold the TJ10 reunion
She is 649 feet long, 66 feet beam, 43 feet at Bridgton.
23
tons
displacement, speed
depth, 21,000
MAINE NEWS ITEMS.
knots. In 1901 the Celtic made her apbelt g 700 feet
dimensions
her
pearance,
The Penobscot county grand jurv has !
long, 95 feet beam, 49 feet depth, displacement 37,700 tons, speed 16 knots. reported about 150 indictments, of which
In 1903 the Kaiser Wilhelm went into more than 100 are for violation of the
commission, her dimensions being length liquor law'.
706 feet, beam 72 feet, depth 43feet, disTwo Hampden men who had been
up
; placement 27.000 tons, speed 23.5 knots.
It was in 1907 that the big turbine steam- in Greenfield on a pearl fishing expedition !
were
in
Bangor recently with pearls said
ship Mauretania came out. She is 790
feet long, 88 feet beam, 60 feet deep, to be worth several hundred dollars.
i 45,000 tons displacement, speed 25.7
The U. S. Secretary of State has
desig: knots. The Olympic, which is now build- nated Herbert Harris of Maine and Ed- !
in
in
commission
1911
will
will
go
win C. Reed of New York, as
ing and
delegates
be 890 feet long, 92 feet beam, 64 feet on the part of the United States to the
depth, 62,000 tons displacement, and an fifth International Esperanto Congress
And who to be held at
estimated speed of 21 knots
Barcelona, Spain, Septemshall say that the climax has been reach- ber 5th to September 11th.
i ed?
Seth E. Beedy of Farmington, a mem- !
ber of the Democratic State committee
Maine Rural Letter Carriers.
is dead after a two years’ illness with a
of diseases. He was a well
Maine rural letter carriers meet at complication
known Franklin county lawyer, was 71
Augusta for their annual meeting Labor
old
leaves a sonl Arthur E.
and
It is expected years
Day, September 6th.
of Waterville.
that all the counties of Maine will turn Beedy
out as large a delegation as possible and
The torpedo boat destroyer Reid, built
make this a banner
meeting. Much at a cost of $624,000 and a duplicate of
will
be
tran- the Flusser, launched on July 20th, was
work of vital importance
sacted. Delegates to the National Asso- sent overboard from the piant of the
ciation, which meets at Rochester, N. Bath Iron Works, August 17th.
The deY., September 21-24, will be chosen. stroyer is 293 feet, 10 1-2 inches over all,
Maine is a small State, but she has over and her contrac t
>
28 knots during
450 rural carriers.
her speed trial.

No
be sick. People who
regularly use the true “L. F.
Atwood's Bitters never suffer from
constipation, sick headache
indigestion or biliousness. Get a bottle of this reliable old medicine and begin taking it now. Sold at all
good stores, jj cts. a bottle.
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Citypoint..
55
Belfast, arrive.
Flag station.
Limited tickets. Belfast to Boston, $5.00.
F. E. BOOl BBY, General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President and General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

Eastern Steamship Co.

i have

First Class Fare Between.Belfast and Boston

prices.

$3.25 One Way; $6.00 Round Trip.

NEW

TURBINE

STEEL

BELFAST

a

good lot of Baby Carriages

and can supply you with anything
in the market at the lowest possible
Give

me a

call.

STEAMERS

Horace

Co.,
Chenery*

70 MAIN STREET.

AND CAMDEN.

LIVE STOCK

Commission Merchant.

RETURNING

Steamers leave Boston week days at 5.00 p.m.
Leave Rockland daily except Monday at about
5.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfa.it, Maine.

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

-AM)-

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Shore

Farm

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable Price Paid.

Also

Small House for Sale
Centrally

located.

ASK MR. DICKEY.

Real Estate

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton
Market, (’ars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Fox
I solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the partys name and ad! dress I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
directions and my weekly market letter, free.

j

CAMDEN
WOOLENS.
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills’ output. All retailers profits saved.
Write for samples.
every town to sell these
F. A. PACKARD,
Retail Dept. Box B, Camden, Me,

Agents wanted in

goods.
Manager

21

FORSALE

Farms wanted.

sell.

ORRIN i. DICKEY, Belfast, Maine.

PRESTONS
LIVERY, BOARDING AND TRANSIENT

One of the best hay farms in the county, oon«
tabling about 100 acres of the best land; no
rocks, plenty of wood, also some timber, good
well watered. Abundance of fruit trees.
ood house, ell, shed and carriage house, also
large barn. Cuts 40 tons bay, which will be sold
with farm if wanted. Also all farming tools.
Located l$ miles from postoffice. Inquire of

Sasture,
35tf

STABLE
Is situated on Washington street, just off Main
street. 1 have single and double hitches, buck*
boards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Youi

patronage is solicited.
235-2, house, 61-13.

Telephones—stable,
Iy28

W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

Lower

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St., Belfast, Me.

Wanted.
capable woman to do general housework.
Mrs. JAMES G. PENDLETON,
Address,
3w32
Searsport, Maine.
A

McCALL PATTERNS
Celebrated for style, perfect fit. <!.np! city and
i-ariv
reliability nearly 40 year-. S
b;
unit
every city and town in the l’--.:-.
$
than
Canada, or by mail direct. M
other
Send
for
fie.make.
any
catalogue.
McCALL’S MAGAZINE
More subscribers than any other fashion
I;
1 at-.
magazine—million mom!
est styles, patterns, dn-ysinakir.j. n hn-.-.-ry,
;r-plain sewing, fancy need wo: k. ! r. i:
On y f>o <■« i:ts a
etiquette, good stories, «•
1 .ttern.
year (worth ihmbleY, *.«
.-a::::hc copy.
Subscribe today, or scad !•
WONDERFlIL INDI CEMENTS
Postal l
to Agents.
A.an
and ne'a cash prize olfe
..

•-

-.

THE McCALL CO.. 238 :*» 5»4S

The Journal
year

«

and McCalls

'ti
s

f!.. NE iV YORK

Magazine one

for $2.10 in advance.

REMEMBER THE

Belfast
September 7,

Fair
8 and 9

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

Secretary.

21tf

3m

IN WALDO COUNTY.

buy and

A. A. Howes &

h. e. McDonald

Leave Belfast about 5 p. m. week days for
Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsp'-rt, Bucksport, Wir.terport and
Bangor about 7.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston, daily except Monday.

We

Swan & Sibley Co.,
Jackson &. Ha!!,

Dr. John Stevens,
MIXER BLOCK, MAIN STREET.

SPECIALTY—Diseases of the
Ear, Throat and Nose.
Belfast

Lye,
2Btf

Savings Bank.

Notice is hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 11,922, issued by this bank, has been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws
regulating issuing
new books.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treasurer.
Belfast, August 12, 1909.—3w32

»

captured or not. A Chicago poet, W. D. further next spring, following the
for about a hundred miles into
Nesbit, has embalmed the “Battle of Allegash
the best-wooded section of the State.
Boston Town” in rhyme as follows:
the potato business in Aroostook
That
BELFAST. THURSDAY, AUGUST 26, 1909.
Constructively to right of them,
county is worth striving for by the
Allegorically to left of them,
transportation companies is evidenced
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Metaphorically in front of then
The imaginary instruments of war construc- by the fact that this county produced
more potatoes than
The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
any other territory
tively thundered;
It was theirs to cogitate upon the reason why, of its size in the United States, and
Last year the
So that they might differentiate between those probably in the world.
who should constructively die
CHARLES A. PILSBURY, '■
shipments amounted to 15,000,000 bushAnd those who, constructively overwhelmed,
farmers
received from
which
the
els, for
should

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

^

IF YOU ONLY KNEW

HOW^

Bu“Manager

Otherwise

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for

fly—

some

blundered.

months.

80 cents to $1 a bushel.
This year the
responsible head might have
acreage has been doubled and a record

Into supposed jaws of death,
Into the for-the-sake-of-argument jaws

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

yield

is

expected.

of

UNITY.

perdition.

Stormed at with theoretical shot and shell,
Rode the metaphysical six hundred;
Bridges succumbed to metaphorical stress,
The constructive heroes perished apparently

The Eoston Globe says it is to be feared
that the new tariff will cover a multitude

at the moment of success—
Fatally wounded in the subliminal

of “skins.'’

Mrs. Bell McManus is still employed in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Chase.

ton.

conscious-

score

was

5 to

4 in

favor of the

Camp boys. There was a large delegation in
attendance from this place... .Mrs. Fred Mesj
ser of Somerville, Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs. Dunton and sisters, Mrs. Frank Berry !
and Mrs. E. R.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Whitaker from Chica
go, 111., arrived in town last week to spend
several weeks here with relatives.

ness,

The

While, constructively, all the world wondered.
Honor, mathematically, the charge they made,
Will Hunt from California is visiting his old
Euclid’s theorems for the part they played,
mainder of his life. We have always While the differential calculus and logarithms home for a time. He came to New York, SEARS MONT.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Sweetland and child
in mines constructively laid
bought an automobile, and made the remainder
heard Los Angeles highly spoken of as
Detonated and left the ranks constructively of the trip in the machine.
of Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
a Winter residence.
sundered—
Simmons called on
Mr. Harry Condon, assistant postmaster of Sweetland .Miss Alice
Substracted from the constructive jaws of
her old friends in towm, August 21st. Miss
A recent rescript from the Law Court
death,
Pittsfield, with his wife and several friends, are
in a Somerset county case says: “One Letting “x” equal the theoretical jaws of per- stopping at the G. A. R. building, Winder- Simmons has a situation as supervisor of readdition,
ing and teacher of literature in the city schools
who aids in maintaining a liquor nuisance The problem is to solve the equation trigonom- mere park, for an indefinite period.
of Uhrichs, Ohio, and has a vacation of two
etrically,
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Hobbs and two child- !
may be charged as a principal.’’ This
And we shall have the remainder of the six
weeks.Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Tibbetts are
ren from Houlton, who have been visiting at 1
decision must materially strengthen the
hundred, constructively.
in town for a month.Mrs, R. H. Stearns of
I
law.
of
his
for
the
the
home
Mrs.
officers
of
R. H. Moulton,
hands of the
aunt,
Dorchester, Mass., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
“The Spirit of Old West Point,’’ by several days, have returned home.
Sadie Jackson_Miss Vanila Trower of RoxThe tax rate of Boston this year is Morris SchafT, published serially in the
Archibald Tosier, who went to the Maine bury and Vira Tibbetts of Medfield, Mass., are
$16.50. the same as last year. There has Atlantic Monthly, was easily the most General hospital in Portland to undergo an j
guests of Mrs. Ora Bryant.. .Mrs. H. E. Brown
the
been a total gain of $20,379,290 in
notable contribution to magazine litera- operation a short time ago, arrived home and Mrs. A. D. MacLeod of Newport, R. I.,
total valuations. Of this gain, $10,190,- ture in recent years. Its literary style Saturday. It is reported that his condition is were
guests of Mrs. Emma Taylor last week.
100 is made in real estate and $10,189,- no less than its subject matter, was such greatly improved and that he is rapidly recov- .Mr. and Mrs. Charles Matthews of New
The total
190 in personal valuations.
York city and Mrs. Sarah Haskell and Mrs. G.
as to hold the attention and command ering.
Miss Agnes Libby arrived home from the | H. Hobbs of Camden dined at the Townsend
polls are 189,76 '. which is a gain of 2194. the admiration of the reader. Gen. Schaff
Belfast hospital last week very much improv- ; House and called on friends in town August
The city's total valuation is $1,348,041,- is now
writing for the Atlantic Monthly
ed in health. Miss Edith Webb, who has been
22nd.The arrivals last week were Mrs. G
Of this amount the real estate a new series in which he
627.
portrays the
visiting her, left for Bangor the day she re- E. Plaisted, daughter Ruth and sons George and
The personal valtotals $1,092,595,400.
feelings of the Northern and Southern turned home. Miss Webb will spend several j
Roger of Malden, Mass., at Mrs. W. U. Marriuation is $255,446,227.
armies after Gettysburg, the preparaweeks there with relatives, taking in the fair ner’s; Mrs. Frank J. Jordan of Hyde Park,
for Grant’s great campaign of L#fore
A telegram from Salt Lake City says tions
returning.
Mass., at Mrs. L. Townsend’s; and Mr. A. L.
and the turning points of the closthat the standard of the Grand Army of 1864,
One of the largest crowds Windermere park Ordway of Medford, Mass., and Mr. C. Ripley
In the has ever seen assembled there
of the Rebellion.
August 13th, of Boston_Mrs. G. B. Dyer and Miss Sabra
the Republic, which has been carried ing struggle
of “The Bat- it being the thirteenth anniversary of the Dyer and brother Raymond of Belfast; Mrs.
Atlantic
he
writes
August
the
commanderlast
20
for the
years by
of a Clough Veteran Charitable Association. The Edmund Bicknell, Miss Ruth and Master
in-chief and has been the official banner tle of the Wilderness,’’ and says
forenoon wras spent in meeting of old friends, Winthrop Sargent of Lawrence, Mass., passed
of every encampment since 1889, has noted Maine Regiment:
and witnessing the ball games. The last week at camp Minnie-wa-wa, Quantabasociability
on
of
the
the
And
since
the
there, just coming
been musing
upper address
parade
given at 1.30 o’clock by A. S. Bangs of cook.Mrs. G. B. Dyer of Belfast and Mrs.
in
is
another
the
same
regiment
veterans on August 11th, and it is feared bridge,
Augusta wras fine, after which remarks from
of Lawrence, Mass., called on
division, the Twentieth Maine, a worthy prominent speakers were listened too with Edmund Bicknell
it has been stolen. The thief ought to be
companion of the One Hundred and For- much interest. The day closed with a grand friends in the village August 18th.Miss
made to see stars and to wear stripes for tieth and the Regulars. Its record at ball in the evening. Fairbanks orchestra fur- Emily F. Miller of Belfast was at home over
Round Top, where it was on the left of nished music for the occasion.
the rest of his days.
Sunday... .Rev. and Mrs. Bryant gave the EpO'Rorke, under Chamberlain, is thrilling;
Contagious diseases are still prevailing in worth League a straw ride to Georges pond,
“a
and it was still under that same scholar, town. There have been several cases of
The National Prohibitionist, after
I Liberty, August 19th, and all report a good
mumps lately and Mrs. Addie Fogg and two
careful study of conditions in the Pine soldier and gentleman, a son of Bowdoin, children
and her mother, Mrs. Samuel Rollins, | time.The remains of Mrs. Martha Muzzy
when the overthrown
at Appomattox,
Tree State.” has begun publication of a
Confederate army came marching along, have been victims, the latter being very sick Allen were brought here for burial August
series of articles on “Prohibition in under Gordon, with heavy, hearts, to with the disease. At this time the patients 20th, accompanied by the following nieces and
For the past few days
are all doing finely.
Maine.” The first instalment closes as stack their arms, and say farewell to the community has been considerably stirred 1 nephews: Mr. and Mrs. John Alden, Miss Mattheir
colors.
loved
Chamberlain
of
in
to
a
case
canker rash and scar- tie F. Robinson of Andover; Mr. and Mrs.
dearly
The
follows:
up
regard
present chapter maybe
ordered his line to present arms to their let fever, in which a Magee boy, who has had
Joseph Robinson of Malden; Miss Maud E.
summed up in a word: The man who tells brave foes.
Gordon, who was at their employment in the Turner Center Creamery
Muzzy of Somerville, Mass.; Mrs. Fannie and
and
‘wide
is
resihas
been
at
that
Maine
and
selling
open’
Harvey
Willey's
boarding
you
head, with becoming chivalry wheeled
His people, who live Miss Sally Cross of Malden; Miss Mary Plaiswas the victim.
dence,
his
and
the
unin
the
lanhorse,
acknowledged duly
liquor like any other State is,
in South Unity, intend to move him home soon. ted of Bangor; also Mrs. George W. Stoddard
and touching salute. Yes, the
There are no more cases at this writing.
guage of the forceful West, ‘A liar and a expected
of Belfast.
them
now
were
see
guns you
bearing
Every effort possible will be put forth to ashorse thief.’
brought to a present, and those old certain the cause and stop the spread of the MON 1*0 F.
Mr. William Winter says that he will
make Los Angeles his home for the re-

I

one

I

■■

It was

dipped.
Probably some of our readers may re- a magnanimous and knightly
deed, a fit
of
Hadof
“the
Wizard
hearing
ending for the war; for Chamberlain
ley’s Lake,’’ otherwise known as James lifted the hour and the occasion into the
H. Duffey. who startled the scientific company of those that minstrels have
1 feel glad and proud that I served
world a few years ago by announcing sung.
with an army which had men in it with
battle-torn colors

were

disease.

The funeral of Mr. Daniel Smart, whose revisit of R. D. Chase’ mains were brought from southern California,
brother from Missouri, and his brother-in-law
was held at the village church by Rev. A. J.
from Massachusetts, a great deal of time was
spent on the beautiful waters of Lake Winne- Lockhart of Winterport. The deceased was 30
cook and the fishing facilities of the lake wrere years old.
He was the son of Robert Smart
shown by the large quantities of fish secured.
and was held in high esteem when he lived
that he had re-discovered the lost art of hearts to do deeds like this. The total Several strings contained 15 or more black
weighing from 31-2 to 4 pounds each, and here. He had been away about 7 years. He
tempering copper. To the many visitors killed and wounded of this regiment in bass,
there were many fine catches of white perch. re-enlisted and vent to the Philippines, but
the
war was 528.
to
his
door
announcement
this
brought
Although the party greatly enjoyed the sport for the past 3 years had held a fine position in
It may be added here that Gen. Gordon, of fishing they were desirous of others sharing
he exhibited specimens of razors, chisels,
His remains were accompanied
California.
this
enjoyment with them, if it was in a differand other edge tools made by him. but the Confederate commander, was worthy ent
home by a friend. He belonged to several
way, as it was evidenced by the large black
seen on the neighbor’s tables.
Wallace orders, including the K. of P. and Red Men.
absolutely refused to part with his se- of this demonstration and one who could bass
Chase and family joined the party during the
Much sympathy is expressed for Mr. Smart
cret.
Since then he has invented a appreciate it to the full. Like Chamber- last few
days of their stay. A bountiful shore
trolley wheel, which is said to have set lain he was both a soldier and a gentle- dinner was served and 32 partook of the and family, who have lost a son that would
dainties. It was the have been a solace and comfort in their dethe whole electric railway peopfe of the man, with a keen sense of honor that delicious and appetizing
closing feature of a very pleasant occasion,
clining years. Frank Haley was the undercount:;, “a hankerin’’ and which he has ever governed him in the official positions
Windermere Park. Mrs. P. H. Watson taker, and the remains was laid in the Dickey
let to a New York manufacturer on a that came to him after the war. In the of Pittsfield is
spending a few days here. yard_The quarterly meeting of the W. C.
royalty. His latest, and what he claims dark days of reconstruction no man. ....Mrs. Anna Stephenson and daughter, T. U. was held with Mrs. Julia White, who is
with Mrs. Ralph Baxter and little
Jeanette,
to be his most valuable discovery, is a north or south, worked more zealously
son of Pittsfield, have arrived at the
Park superintendent of the mothers’ meeting of
process for improving gasoline, so that than he to efface the marks of civil strife for a few' w’eeks stay_Mr. and Mrs. F. H. white ribbon recruits. One little girl joined the
Burrill
of
are
at
Lakeview'
this
week.
Bangor
and
restore
and
order and good will
it. will become just as safe to handle as is
peace
....Mrs. Alton Richardson and children of cradle roil and had the white ribbon tied on
kerosene oil: and then, too, when used in throughout the land. And this spirit was Clinton are camping with her sister, Mrs. C«. E. her wrist. Ten children were present and
Libby-Miss Linnie Lanpher of Troy has re- spoke pieces, etc., and Mrs. White served a
engines, automobiles and for such pur- everywhere recognized by the men against turned
to her home.Mrs. W. H. Russell and
poses there will be no noise from its use whom he had fought so gallantly but sons, Law’rence and Carroll, have left for a J lunch for them. The ladies also had a very
If this dream comes true vainly.
whatever.
When, a few years before his ten days’ visit in Boston-Miss Iva Farnham enjoyable meeting and a picnic supper was
has returned to her home in Pittsfield after a enjoyed by all. The next meeting will be with
“The Wizard of Hadley’s Lake” will death, he lectured in this city, Thomas week’s
visit here... The boys of Winnecook i Della
Nealley.. Misses Linda and Ethel Chase
be acclaimed a public benefactor the H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., gave him a camps are spending the week at China lake.
They visited
....Mr. and Mrs. Whitehouse of Boston, who ! have returned from Baring.
His invention will both reception and a right royal welcome.
world over.
have been spending their vacation here, have Eastport, Lubec and Pleasant Point and had a
Morris
the
author of these ar- left for their home.
save and prolong life.
Sehaff,
i very enjoyable trip-Miss Elizabeth Webber
ticles, was at twenty-three a First Lieuis home after graduating from the Normal
Dr. Jackson in his geological survey of
tenant in the Ordnance Corps of the
school in Providence, R. I-Mr. Ellis Cooper
the Stats in i.S-ifl found in this town an
from New York has come to his old home to
abundantwhite quartz rock, which regular army, and as assistant to the
I join his \yife and children, who have been here
makes th finest glass. Heat it and put Chief of Ordnance of the Army of the LINCOLNVILLK BEACH.
it ii wwter air; it becomes granulated Potomac- he took
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Victor Goulding of Worcester, > during the summer months, and who will repart in the great camlike sugar.
We nave investigated the
which began at midnight on the Mass., are stopping at the Elmwood_Mrs. turn with him.Mr. Everett Grant has armatt-v and find that its value in the Bos- paign
Rose Cleveland of Boston is spending her va- rived from Massachusetts to return with his
ton and New York markets is $20 per ton third of May, 1864, and ended the followcation with Mrs. Worcester
Miss Florence wife, Mrs. Alice Twombly Grant-Mrs. Anna
--not enough to make it a paying busi- ing April with the surrender of Lee.
Hallett of the Fir Wigwam is visiting friends L. Wildes of Belfast is visiting at Peter Coopness without a railroad. —Capt. John 0.
“There is unusual power of graphic dein Rockland
er's _Miss Carrie Durham spent last week in
Mr. Fritz Manners of Boston is
Johnson of Liberty in The Journal of
scription in his intimate portrayals of visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. Hallett Gilberte at the Gardiner at Manter Dolloff’s-Walter TwomAugust 12th.
We reprint this paragraph as since it the great figures of this remarkable Melody Manse-Mr. and Mrs. John Haskell, bly’s family are in a cottage at Swan Lake
appeared we have received a bulletin campaign. He saw at close range Lin- of Cambridge, Mass., are stopping at the Elm- and have with them their daughter Flora, who
wood... Mrs. Merton Burrill of Vermont is has long been an invalid, but is gaining fast
from the U. S. Geological Survey, giving coln, Grant, Hancock, Sheridan, Meade,
Hunt, and many others. Alto- visiting her sister, Mrs. Wellington Hallett of there.Ernest Chapman and a friend from
Pickett,
uses
to
which
be
many
quartz may
put.
the Fir Wigwam-Miss Louise McCobb is Massachusetts are visiting his sister, Mrs.
gether. no more intimate account of that
The bulletin says:
with her grandmother, Mrs. Charles Lewis Ritchie_Ed. Jenkins will go to Frankstopping
Quartz is the most abundant of all min- battle summer of 1864 has ever been Warren.
fort this week to do some work.Mrs. Fred
erals. occurs in a great variety of forms, written.
Knights has bought the house in the village
WALDO STATION.
and has many different uses, the principal
Mr. Smith will move
ones being in the manufacture of wood
Farmers are beginning to harvest their owned by Arthur Smith.
filler, poUery, paints, and scouring soaps. THE BATTLE OF THE RAILROADS. grain-Mr. Augustus Cummings of West to Waldo.Mrs. F. L. Palmer has returned
from her stay at Northport.
Massive quartz, crushed and graded to
Somerville, Mass., is visiting his parents. He
various degrees of fineness,' is used in The B. & A. and the Canadian Pacific
Fighting for the Freight in Aroostook came through by auto, accompanied by a rela- CENTER MON TV I LEE.
making sandpaper, sand belts, with sandtive, Mr. Frank Cummings.Leon Hussey
blast apparatus, etc. Within recent years
County.
Mr. Elijah Gay and family attended the Gay
and Will Patterson attended the musicale in
crystalline quartz has been used as a
A strenBangor, Me., August 20th.
reunion in Waldo last Thursday.Mr. and
source of silicon and in the manufacture
last week....The young son of Mr.
Belfast
uous war for the control of the railroad
Mrs. Young took their son Irvirg to Belfast
of alloys of silicon with iron and copper. business
in northern Maine is being wag- Charles French was operated upon for removal
The great affinity of silicon for oxygen ed
Friday, where Dr. Tapley performed an operaof
adenoids
The
work
was
done
the
& Aroostook and the
recently.
by
by
renders it useful as a deoxidizer in many Canadian Bangor
Pacific systems, and much Dr’s. Tapley and Stevens of Belfast with good tion for adenoids-While returning from the
of the metal industries.
public interest is aroused in the fight of success-Miss Grace Atwood of Bucksport is dance at Allen’s hall Wednesday night Mr. j
Fred Carter was run into by another wagon
the rival companies.
The struggle for
spending a part of her vacation with friends in
Some of the older readers of The Jourand one wheel of his wagon was demolished.
supremacy centers particularly in Aroos- town-Rev. Frank E. Jones of China
preachand
nal,
perhaps younger ones as well, took county, where both systems are ex- ed an excellent
.Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carter visited Mrs.
sermon in South Brooks, Sunwill enjoy the article on another page on tending their lines and displaying unLeslie Sylvester of Jefferson last week_Mr
22nd....
A
resident
arday
August
permanent
usual
activity in railway construction.
the Hillard school readers. In the sketch
Winfield Lunt of Boston is at Mr. Volney
Up to a few years ago the Bangor & rived at the home of Wesley Peavey not long
given of their compiler no mention is Aroostook was the only railroad in this ago—a baby boy_Mrs. Horace Marden has Thompson’s_Mr. Fred Allen’s hall continues
made of his journalistic work.
When region, but of late years the Canadian returned to Massachusetts after visiting her to draw large crowds at its various attractions.
with music
j
George Lunt was editing the Boston Pacific railway has been invading the parents-Mr. Harry Forbes of Bangor spent The dance given Wednesday night,
by the Leahy sisters of Water ville, was attendterritory, and while at first it was only a a few days with friends in town recently.
Daily Courier, a Whig paper of marked small
ed by sixty-five couples. Saturday evening
competitor of the original railroad,
ability in its day, Hillard was an editor- it has been constantly spreading out, APPLETON.
Mr. Prescott gave a varied entertainment
ial contributor. In July, 1859, he sailed until it is now an important factor in the
Mr. Leroy Page of Brownville has been the which was much enjoyed. Mr. Allen has enbusiness.
from Boston for Liverpool in a Cunard
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gushee and gaged Keyes’ orchestra of Belfast to play for
Potatoes and lumber are the chief guest
steamer with Rufus Choate, who started
the past week_Joseph Scherme- dancing on the afternoon and evening of Labor
commodities in the traffic which these family
shom and family are here with the intention Day.Miss Dora Brown of Belfast and
for Europe but became so ill before the
companies are reaching out for, and last
steamer reached Halifax that he was year the Canadian Pacific handled at of remaining. They will move into the house Misses Grace and Hazel Luce are passing a
landed there and died a few days later. least 42 percent of the entire export crop recently vacated by Joseph Ames....Mrs. U. few days at the Beaulieu cottage at Georges’
of
tatoes.
S. Gushee of Farmington left Thursday for Lake, Liberty... .Mrs. A. D. Baker and Miss
In a letter to the Courier Mr. Hillard
; latest extension of the Canadian
her home, accompanied by Mr. Gushee, who Helen Baker visited Mrs. D. K. McFarland in
gave the particulars of this sad ending Pacific road is a branch line under the
has been visiting his mother, Mrs. Erne- Freedom last week... .Mrs. Inez Andrews and
of a brilliant career. We notice that the name of the Aroostook Valley railroad,
line Gushee.Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pease children returned to South Braintree, MasB.,
of
which
the
first
of
a
12unit
track,
writer of this article on Hillard’s Readmile stretch between Presque Isle and have had as guests the past week Mr. Leslie Saturday... .Friday, Dr. Tapley of Belfast, asers speaks of the poem “All Quiet Along
Washburn, is now being laid. When Heminway and sister, Miss Mertie, and friend sisted by Dr. Pearson of Morrill, operated on
the Potomac Tonight” as anonymous. completed the new road will have a line Mr. Arthur Walters of New York, Misses Mil- Miss Clara, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
That poem has been the subject of con- of about 125 miles north to the St. John dred and Edith McAlmon and Master Harri- Bean, for adenoids, and also removed her tonIt river, and through the heart of the Ban- son McAlmon of Thomaston, and Mr. George sils. She is doing finely.... Frank Luce and
troversy for more than thirty years.
gor and Aroostook territory.
A. Pease of Union... .William Gushee and sis- Miss Ola Heal of Belfast were at F. A. Luce’s
has been claimed by Lamar Fontaine, a
The new road will be operated by elecBaker is passing this
southern writer, and is included in a vol- tric power, both passenger and freight, ter, Miss Edith Gushee of Dorchester, Mass., Sunday.. ..Miss Helen
week with her uncle, Frank Mayhew
Mr.
ume of his poems; but the weight of as by virtue of a law conferring monop- were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Linsley M.
Gushee....Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gushee, son and Mrs. F. M. Poland of Caribou are guests
evidence is against his claim and in favor oly the Bangor & Aroostook railway is
from invasion of their terri- and daughter of Ludlow, Mass., have been of his mother, Mrs. R. J. Poland... .Mr. and
of a northern woman, whose name for the protectedsteam railroads. The railroad
to Rockland
tory by
guests the past week of Mrs. Frances Gushee Mrs. Frank Sherer returned
Ernest Scott of Boston
moment has escaped us, and the poem is will also be the first 1200-volt direct and
daughters Fannie and Edith. Walter is Thursday. .Mr. and Mrs.
believed to have first appeared in Har- current system in New England.
of schools of Ludlow and Aga- were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. ClemThe Bangor & Aroostook railroad is at superintendent
of W. Conant Thompson
«
wam.
.The
per’s Weekly.
Sunday school picnic held Friday ent. l’he many friends
present confining its extensions to a new
are pained to hear of his illness of acute indiline
between
Fort
to St. Francis, a at Sunnebeck Lake was very largely attended
Kent
The make-believe war in MassachuMrs. J.
distance of 17 miles, which is expected and much enjoyed.... A ball game was played gestion at his home in Howard, R. I
setts is over, and at last advices Boston to be
completed sometime in October. Thursday by the Appletons with the Medo- J. Clement passed part of last week in Northtown did not know whether it had been The company intended to extend its line mac Camp boys on their grounds in Washing- port.... R. P. Downer is at Branch Mills plas-

member

During the

County

recent

Correspondence.
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Y0UWe have the facilities to do it. Command
whatever your needs.

us(

The City National Bank, Belfast

j

1

This institution stands ready to help every
to the extent of his responsibility; TO HELP

tering the new Grange hall....Mr. and Mrs
Ed. Craves and Miss Hattie Graves, who have
been* at C. H. Clement’s, returned to Boston
Saturday... Mrs. Eliza G. Waterhouse started

FKKEDUM.
Mr.

Howard,
I., Monday in response to a
telegram informing her that her son-in-law,

for

R.

T. Bur-

Weymouth, bookkeeper
in

of

was

|
•

village August
son and daughter

the

Portland,
13th... .Mr. and Mrs. Wells,
rows

were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. D. W. Dodge the past week_Miss WiniW. (\ Thompson, is very ill with typhoid
fred Dodge, with her friends Mr. and Miss
_IX M. McFarland bought a Maxwell runaWells, attended the dance in China August
bout .last Saturday of the Read Garage, & Ma- 16th-Mrs. Nellie Banton visited her broth
chine Works. Belfast ....Mr. and Mrs. W. P.
er, John Prouty of Lagrange, last weekJone* were in Knox Sunday....The Tenney Mrs. Frank Johnson is visiting her sister,
brotl;ors of Searsmont have been canvassing in Mrs. Fred
Howard, in Belfast-Mrs. James
town Tor a patent mop and wringer-Dudley
Vose passed August 19th with her friend Mrs.
at
entertainment
an
Pres, >tt of Boston gave
Susan J. Flye.Mr. Carter B. Keen from
Allen's hall last Saturday evening... .Several
Washington, D. C., visited his mother, Mrs.
^
from, here attended the 10th annual reunion 1 Abbie C. Keen, August 17th.Dr. A. M.
and picnic in North Palermo last Thursday....
Small took his mother to Dr. King’s private
Wesley Mhrden of Palermo visited his cousin, |
hospital in Portland *for treatment the past
Allen.Goodwin, last Saturday and Sunday.... week_Mr. A. E. Linscott is with his
parents
W. D. Tasker had one side of his house shinglin Jefferson... .Mrs. A. E. Linscott and little
!
is
ed lasjt week....West Jones
helping Perley son Mellen are with her
parents in Ripley..
Jaquith blast a ledge in a weH.
Mr. Dana Banton has had a very pretty sumMr. J. W. Plummer did the
mer house built.
work_Miss Wilhelmina Cunningham is visiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Harding of
Samuel Bassett has gone to the hospital at
Troy.. .Mrs. S. J Flye visited her daughter.
Bangor for treatment.
Mrs. Porter Webb, in Swanville the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Hussey of Indianapolis,
-Mr. and Mrs. Will Harris and two daughare guests of J. F. Hussey.
ters, Hazel and Violet, from Massachusetts are
Miss Hannah Thompson is at home from Bosvisiting Mrs. Harris’ mother. Mrs. Nellie Banton for her summer vacation.
ton-Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bangs and sister
Frank Hardy is home from Bethel, Vt., to Happy were in Waterville on business the past
week... Miss Leah Pendleton from Unity was
spend a few weeks with his family.
the guest of her friend Mr. Fred Flye August
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Hussey of Brewer were
the guests of Capt. Benj. Atwood over Sunday. 22nd....Mr. F’rank Nutt attended the campmeeting at Temple Heights the past weekMiss. Abbie Couillard of Medford, Mass., Rev. Wesley Wiggin and Mrs. Wiggin from
Massachusetts and Mr. and Mrs. F'red Stevens
made a brief visit to her old home here last from Bath
visited Mr. and Mrs. Judson Wiggin
week.
the past wreek-Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bangs
are visiting relatives in Augusta and Lewiston.
Mrs. Frances Snow is at home from Portland
...Miss Caro Orff is visiting her parents in
for the summer,accompanied by her little grand- Waldoboro... .Rev. J. Burford Parry preached
a
Maude
Jose.
very interesting sermon Sunday morning
daughter,
August 22nd from Luke 5:29.
Mr. Josiah Folsom and his sister, Miss May
of Billerica, Mass., were guests of their grandChildren
cry
mother, Mrs. C. M. Chase, last week.

Fruit Jars

from Massachusetts

fever.

(

Pure

Spices

of all

FOR

j

kinds

PICKLING

Fresh Fruits
-4iAN0a-

WINTERPORT.
_

Mrs Ira Ellingwood left for her home in
Pittsfield Tuesday night after a visit of several
weeks with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. N. A.
Rich.

turned home last

with Mr. Darling

Tuesday
to

after

Boston,

Spiritualist campmeeting

a

ten

Frank

at

Lake

*
*

i
*

>

|

Shirts,

| Underwear,

Wednesday evening. August 11th,

a

memorial

held at the Winterport cottage in
Northport for the members of the Cottage
Association who have passed away since its
erection in 1894. The exercises included singing of appropriate hymns, reading of Scripture
and a poem by Rev. A. J. Lockhart, prayer by
Rev. R. C. Campbell of North Bucksport, duett
by Mrs. Lockhart and Mrs. C. M. Chase, and
tender and touching addresses by the pastor
was

Simonton, who
the time the house was built.

and Rev- J. P.

was

pastor at

The fine gold headed ebony cane which is being presented to the oldest citizen in each
town by the Boston Post, was awarded to Capt.
Nathaniel A. Rich. The presentaion was made
by C. C. ^loody, chairman of the board of selectmen.* Capt. Rich, who celebrated his 91st
birthday last June, is a remarkable man for
his age. His hearing is as acute as ever and

his memory very accurate. He is the oldest
Mason in’ town, having been made a Matron in
Philadelphia more than 60 years ago. He has
a great many friends in town who unite in
wishing that he may long be permitted to carry his beautiful cane and live to reach the century mark.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain

Mercury,

will surely destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous surfaces. SUv-h articles should never be used except on ^prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is ten fold to
the good you can possibly derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood, and mucous surfaces of the system.
In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken internally and made
in Toledo. Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c. per bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
as

mercury

4

w

i

| Gloves,
I Ties, Etc.
i

I

*

5

new goods,

*
*

CORRECT STYLES,
1

*

I
|
I

keep

a

good selecti.

Granite and

*

_>

I

to select from.

IV'

1 have in st

DOlJBLt SUMS IN I
BLACK GRAM!
A,so
in

MONUME

Lincolnville.

Westerly

Oak

Hii

and Red Scotch

you desire any kind of >!
in Marble. Granite or Statu

you.

Salesrooms

at

both Ph.

Bridge Street.

X

A. S. HEAL.

*
*

*LAMSON& HUBBARD»

X
J*

HATS

*

***

*

Right

X

*

PALMER,!

ID. P.
*

J*

Prices

;»

the punch.
service

Shall

*

♦

J

funeral of Mrs. Lucy Olive Byard. who j
diet suddenly at her home in Chelmsford, !
Mass., and was brought here for burial, was :
held at the Methodist church Friday afternoon,
She was the (
Rev. A. J. Lockhart officiating.
wife of Charles Byard and they had many
friends and relatives in this town, where they
formerly lived. Miss Eliakim and James Byard accompanied their brother to attend the !
funeral, and all were warmly greeted by their
old friends and neighbors.
The “Silver Tea” given by the Lend-a-Hand

and shall endeavor to main:
tion of the former manage!

*
*
*
*

Mrs. Oeorge \Y. Butters of Minneapolis and *
*
Mrs. J. H. Sanborn of Vinalhaven have been ; *
visiting their sister, Mrs. Mary E. Lord, and
other sisters and relatives in the vicinity for
some weeks.
The

ON PHdNIX RO*

♦
*

»

Masonic

Temple.

aaracatat at at atatat sat atsats ^satsat sat a? a.- a

CharlesR. Coals
UNDERTAK
Licensed

Emba.

Coroner

«
♦

Everything modem in
CASKETS AND BURIA1

Closing Out
SALE

Metal

Shipping Cases and
Vaults always in

Calls answered

Embroideries.,
Hosiery,
Underwear,
Notions.
Those owing
and settle

requested to call
soon as possible.

us are
as

31

Fernald & Coombs.
23tf

cit.

I also have a stock ot

Card Tables and
TO
for Card

INCLUDING

promptly,

Home telephone 48-3.

OF OUR ENTIRE STOCK

AT COST!

j

|

Mark Wood & :on

♦

|

ma*

of

*

*
*
*

Mass.

bought the old established

*
*
*

i
*
1
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Pleasant,

served and a very pleasant social hour enjoyed
and last, but not least, a nice little sum of
fund they are raising
money was netted for the
Miss Helen Gerrity of
to paint the church.
Bangor was present and assisted in serving

MEDICINES,

♦

*
*
*

the

Club at the home of Mrs. James Freeman last
was a very successful affair. A short program of recitations, music:
etc., was given, dainty refreshments were

DRUGS AM)

CASTORIA
i
*

re-

Thursday afternoon

GROCERIES,

********************** * *♦ fC
*
*

days' trip

New York and

A. A. HOWES k 11

_

street
son

Received D.M

FOR FLETCHER'S

j

Mr. U. M. Martin, the hew school superintendent, has arrived with his family and will
occupy Mrs. J. H. Taylor’s house on Cushing
Mrs. Lotta J. Darling and her

Vegetables

L E

i

Parties, Sociables

ments.

Tables 10 cent

Chairs

20 cents per

72 MAIN STREET, BEl

Gravel
Roofing
To those owners of flat ro<
Belfast and vicinity desiring n
roofs renewed or repaired, w
3e of service.
We use the si
England Felt Roofing Works
made
is any
—and lay the roofs
»rd specifications of this Compai
250,000,000 square feet of this C

*

ire now in use. The fall of the v
;ime for doing this work and
pared to do work up to Decern 1
ater.
We employ local la!
workmen.
C. W. FK!
6t29
C. R. STFVI

Wanted!
LADY PROOF-READER. St
satisfactory. Address, giving e>-i" 1
KENNEBEC JUl
references.
2w33

Augi

The lower bridge m opened to
The sloop yacht Fiona, Capt. T. D. Barr* retravel yesterday (Wednesday) morning.
turned last Saturday afternoon from a
trip
Work was begun Monday on a section of down the bay. Sunset, Deer Isle, and Isle au
a new steel ceiling in the
begun on
After this State road on High street, from Main to Haut were visited.
^
of the Baptist church.
Veteran s Meeting. The Waldo
|t°r Ve i the room will be frescoed and a Bridge street.
County

ItyEWS
*

Hatch Bros, have secured the contract to
furnish the Coe-Mortimer
Company with fertilizer barrels the coming season.

>rrin J. Dickey’s Montreal and
n has been changed from SepSeptember 14th. It is a most

f

^
^

-.-riber writes: “The Journal
i friend and I look forward
k. The Searsport locals are
lie looked for.”

i

|
I

Namination of candidates for !
-\>r teaching will be held in I

!
j

Belfast, Friday, August !
o’clock a. m.

>m,
s

,t

which

j

was

abundant in j

.mediate vicinity, was not gen'ihing more than a passing
"arts of the county.

*

|
j
l

The Charm of Travel

Veteran Association will meet with Dana B.
Carter Post, Freedom, September 2nd. If
stormy, the next fair day.—A. Stinson,

Bear in Mind

AT HOME OR ABROAD

Sec’y.

Poor’s Mills. Miss Mamie
Woodbury and
her niece, Miss Merl Moody of Northfield
Mass., have been visiting Mrs. Irvin Jackson.’
.Miss Nettie Brown is visiting Mrs. Luella
There will be a dance at Equity
Grange hall Brown-Mrs. Linda
Gray of Providence, R.
next Tuesday evening with music
by Keyes'
orchestra. Ice cream will be served at inter- I., and Miss Ethel Murphy of Denver, Colo.,
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Shelmission.
don-Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Wentworth have
The 26tl1 Maine regimental
association will visitors from Burnham....A
party from here
hold their annual reunion in Memorial
hall, went to Quantabacook pond last week....Mr.
this city, today, and will be
guests of Thomas and Mrs. 0. L. Wentworth
spent Sunday in
H. Marshall Post and Circle.
Searsmont
There will be a box social at the
There will be a dance in Odd Fellows’ hall hall
Thursday evening, September 2nd.
this, Thursday, evening, with music by Keyes'
North Belfast. The fair and entertainorchestra. Refreshments will be served. Tickment
by the Ladies' Aid
last
Mrs. Russell C. Strout, 29
Congress street,
just received a new line of the embroidery
patterns she has been handling for some time.
has

is enhanced by

book of assorted denominations
$20, $50 and $100) of
a

FREDA. JOHNSON

{$10,

TRAVELERS’ CHEQUES

IS GOING OUT OF THE

.OF THE.

American

Dry Goods Business

Bankers Association

—

given
Society
sioner Evans has bought of ets 50 cents per couple.
Wednesday evening was a success, notwith& Machine Co. a Maxwell Jr.,
There was no gas last Monday
night. The standing unfavorable weather conditions. The
i useful in his work as grange steam roller had broken the main
pipe on High attendance was good, the program was especialin
other
directions.
is
street and it was not discovered until the esly pleasing, and the fancy and useful articles
,1 convention of the Maine Mis- caping gas disclosed the break. Repairs were found a
ready sale. The sum of $42 was realf is to be held in Bangor Satur- made Tuesday.
ized..
Mrs. Annie B. Pitcher attended the sesMenday, August 28, 29 and 30.
sions of the Chautauqua Association at ChauThe W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
Staples,
will be at the Y.M.C.A., and a East Belfast,
Friday afternoon, August 27th. tauqua Lake, N. Y., arriving home last Sunday
is expected.
Belfast will no If
stormy on that day the meeting will be held morning-Mrs. Herbert E. Hatch of Lynn,
rented.
Saturday afternoon. Those who wish to ride Mass., is visiting friends in this village_
Mrs. A. T. Beckwith and daughter Vergie are
will please meet at the Baptist church.
eman M. Wood, who is to
relatives in Windsor_Mrs. Frank
ess in Bath, advertised his
Secretary Orrin J. Dickey is getting out 1 visiting
Roberts arrived home Sunday from a week’s
e street, to let.
He had not some
very effective post cards to advertise the j
sojourn at Temple Heights_Miss Mamie
11, but his advertisement in Waldo county fair, to be held in Belfast
Sep- Hurd went to
t him a customer and MonBangor Sunday morning to
tember 7th, 8th and 9th. They are
printed by
use to Miles S. Jellison, who
the W. F. Langill Printing Co., 14 Main street. 1 spend the week-Miss Caro Hatch is spending her vacation with her parents, Mr. and

_6_

_

OF BELFAST.

Which are issued by this bank. A traveler
supplied with these cheques is
always assured of ready money at every point of his journey. No
delay or
in
difficulty getting them cashed, because they at once identify the owner.

No one need hesitate to accept these
cheques as cash, because every cheque
bears the acceptance of the Bankers Trust
Company, New Tork, on whom
it is drawn. “THE PERFECT INTERNATIONAL

Let

|

EXCHANGE.”

us

explain

the

system to

ENTIRE STOCK

>

j

you.

*******

Is

DO YOUR CHECKING BUSINESS WITH THE

WALDO

TRUST

And Get 2 %

being closed

SACRIFICE—its

COMPANY

'saving.

Interest, Payable Monthly.

There will be an entertainment and box THOKSmiKK.
sociable in the hall at Poor’s Mills Thursday
Castine will leave Lewis wharf !
A very pretty and
Mrs. W. G. Hatch.
quiet home wedding was
Weehawken,
I
at 4.50 a. m. on Thursday, September 2nd, and
evening, September 2nd. Mr. and Mrs. E. S. solemnized Thursday, August 19th, at the
The ladies of the Trinity Reformed church
.re this, Thursday,evening in
Pitcher of Belfast and Mr. Strong of Boston home of Mr. and Mrs.
connect with the B. & A. R. R. at Kidder’s I
Fred R. Cole, when
will have a sale, supper and entertainment to- j will furnish a
1 church, East Belfast, on
musical program.
Point for the excursion to Moosehead Lake.
Mrs. Cole’s sister, Miss Sadie L.
Leonard of
and evening. The i
missions. Mrs. Gowen is a Fare for round
morrow,
afternoon,
Frida}’
trip, $2.
The Fire at Citypoint. The fire departDorchester, Mass., was united in marriage to
sale will be held in a tent on the church
:• of v. ide experience and has
ment was called out at 10 o'clock last
We have received a report of the reunion of
Friday Arthur LeRoy Oliver. The ceremony was
in hand.
The public is corgrounds, where fancy articles, quilts and
the teacher and pupils of the South Montville I
night by an alarm from box 36 for a fire at j performed at 10.30 a. m. by Rev. F. S. Dolliff
{tend.
aprons will be disposed of. Supper will be
|
High school of 1878-9, and the usual interest- ! served at 6 o’clock. Supper and entertain- Citypoint. The fire was in the barn on the ol Jackson. The bride looked very sweet in ?.
Hazeltine estate has sold to
ing report of the annual meeting of the South ment 25 cents; entertainment alone 10 cents. George A. Sides estate, and had made such gown of pale lavender pineapple silk, a gift
s
of this city the field on the
from the groom and which was
Montville Club of '69, for publication next
progress when discovered that there was no
bought in the i
Otto Vaughan and Oscar Olsen will run their
Northport avenue to what week; and in the same issue will have a full
Philipine Islands, where Mr. Oliver spent
of saving the building.
possibility
By
quick
launches from the Roller Bushing wharf to the
own as the Perkins district.
some
years engineering.
work of the neighbors in removing a fence
The house was
report of the Clements family reunion. We I shore
opposite the church free of charge to all, the house and the
'Ught this field many years shall be
blacksmith shop of Charles beautifully decorated with golden rod and
glad to hear from the secretaries of ] afternoon and evening.
Mrs. Clarence M.
n and there is a barn on the
|
G. Havener were saved. The Sides place had evergreen and the contrast between the decoother family meetings.
Knowlton has charge of the evening’s program:
been unoccupied for two or three months and rations and the bride's costume was pretty inUnclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast \ Piano solo,
Miss Ethel Savery
deed. Mrs. Oliver is a
nmissioners went to Monroe
young lady of fine
Miss Bernice Harriman the barn, which was used for storage by Frank
postoffice for the week ending August 24th; Rec.,
Id a hearing on the location
Miss Anne Kittredge M. Bailey, had not been entered for two days. musical ability, and has Won a large circle of
Reading,
Mrs. Jennie R. Dickey, Miss Letitia
Mrs.
j Vocal solo,
Day,
from the Brooks line to MonMr. Bailey had in the barn at the time some 8 friends, who trust the coming years may be
Martha J. Jones, Maude Lite, Mrs. Nellie P.,ge
Mrs. Geo. A. Loud of Roxbury, Mass or 10 cords of
hard wood, 12 tons of hay and happy ones, and well-filled with the true and
wing to changes made in the Miss Violette
New
York
W.
Gowen
of
I.
Rev.
Plummer, Mrs. Sheffiel, Mrs. II! Reading,
rded with the commissioners
several thousand feet of pine lumber, and his beautiful joys of life. Immediately after the
Male
Quartette,
S. Smith, Mrs. E. M. Stannard, Mrs. Matt F.
0
to act on the petition. A
Mr. Pitcher,
loss is only partially covered by insurance. ceremony a bountiful dinner was served by
Wilson, Mr. M. Foudes, John L. Ivey, H.
Mr. Parker,
been submitted, on which a
There was a small insurance on the barn. Sat- Mrs. Cole and was thoroughly enjoyed
by all.
Murphy, Compton Smith, Dr. E. Lawrence !
Mr. Morse,
j
held in Monroe September j
urday afternoon there was another alarm from Lovely bouquets of swe^t peas adorned the
Mr. Titherington
Williams, George Whitney.
Miss Cora Fames of Boston box 36, the wind having fanned into a blaze the tables. At 2.30 p. m. the happy couple left in
Reading,
A. C, Hopkins, superintendent of the PenobMiss Lucy Leavitt
Song,
fire still smouldering in the wood and hay, and | a big touring car for Windermere Park, where
\ ickery is building a double
scot Bay Electric Company, who has been at i Vocal solo,
Mr. C. E. White i
the fire department again responded. Had the I they will pass a fewr days before leaving for
on the upper end of his lot
Piano
Miss
Marian
Knowlton
j
solo,
Bucksport for some time, has changed his
Miss Edna White fire taken place before the recent rains it must Stockholm, Me., where MV. Oliver is at present
l ouse on Bridge street. The
j headquarters to Belfast and has taken a rent Reading,
Vocal solo, selected,
Miss Katherine Brier have done great damage, and as it was several employed as chief of an
mtion are completed, and the
engineering party....
j
in the house of Miss Sarah R. Gardner, 43 High
j I HE NEW EKTii.iZER Plant. Things are j buildings were threatened and much work had Among the summer visitors to our State is
house has been placed with
street. He is succeeded at Bucksport by his
to be done to prevent the fire from spreading. j Miss Carrie
A. Ferguson of Minneapolis,
who will begin work as soon !
moving at the site of the Coe-Mortimer Co.’s |
assistant, Clarence Terrill, Mr. M. H. Black- fertilizer
At a fire inquest held by the municipal officers j Minnesota, who for several
River avenue is to be extend- !
years has spent a
bed Seaside Grange hall. The
plant.
well of Bath, treasurer of the Penobscot Bay 1
ed across the company’s land to the Rankin last Monday evening several witnesses were portion of her summed vacation with her
28ix36J feet with gambrel
Electric Company, was in Belfast the first of
examined and it was decided that the fire was mother, Mrs. Joseph Higgins of this town.
property and the houses of C. R. Stevens and
ompleted by November 1st.
the week. When the company gets to work
of incendiary origin.
Many of our towns-people remember her as a
G.
0.
Frisbee
will
be
moved
to
new
locations
The steamer Castine took a i here
1
they will open a store for the sale of on this extension, the
girl in her “teens,’’ when she taught school in
the
company acquiring
ity to Bangor yesterday to electrical supplies.
I
this and adjoining towns and
always with
present lots and paying for moving the build- WALDO COUNTY POMONA GRANGE
ern
State fair.
Today she
marked success. Possessing a natural talent
We
have
received
a copy of the San
Diego ing and for the new cellars. The buildings
on from Camden to Bangor'
Waldo County Pomona Grange met with Sea- ior
tigures, and not finding the pay in our
Union containing a report of the annual picnic I will not be moved until next
os of the Epworth League of
spring. This deal side Grange in this city Tuesday, August 24th.
country schools sufficient to satisfy her amof the New England Society of that city, when will add about half an acre to the
steamers Anna Belle and
company’s All the officers were present, and thirteen
bition, she went West and obtained a most ex600 former residents of Eastern States made
property at a point where needed. The comon secured for the I. O. O. F.
Granges were reported, most of them in a cellent position as teacher of
The
sender
of
the
merry.
“I
higher mathewrites;
1
paper
has
also
about
one-half
the
land
Brewer to Ryder’s Cove on
pany
bought
j
prosperous condition. Remarks for the good matics in the public schools of
am a daughter of the late Henry
Minneapolis.
McGilvery of owned by Messrs N. F. Houston and Charles i of the order were made
mber 6th. A ball game, foot
G.
Messrs.
G.
Abby
That her services are appreciated and
Belfast and always
have The Republican W. Frederick, which increases their
prized is
1 a clam bake will be features
frontage ! bott and Charles Woods. At the noon recess attested
by the fact of her being retained year
1
Journal sent to me, and in the many years I on the line of the railroad
154^ feet, and in- Seaside Grange served one of their well-known after year with a
'ting.
have lived in San Diego have felt that I could eludes the road
large salary and many
recently built from Bridge ! Grange dinners.
&
/ of the fire alarm whistle last
privileges and opportunities not accordnot do without it.” At the election of officers street to their
The contract for an !
property.
The afternoon session was opened with ed
on was due to the falling of a
the
average teacher. Her sojourn in
of this society, Mrs. J. W. Watson was elected office
building and repair shop has been award- music by the Grange choir. The address of Maine is
r
y the roofers at work on the vice
usually divided between Ocean
president for Maine.
ed to E. E. Babcock of this city.
The Maine welcome was made
n clothing factory on Church
by Sister Abbie M. Rack- Park and Waldo County, where her
many
Central
officials
in
Matters.
The
a
recent
Journal
last
visit
of
Liquor
reported
approved
liif of Belfast and the response by Brother P.
friends are always glad of her arrival and
•pes of the hoisting gear fell
week a search and seizure at the Revere House the tilling and grading being done preparatory ! O. Bowen of Morrill. The discussion of the
"f the fire alarm and in clear- 1
where many a berrying expedition has been
Wednesday forenoon, August 18th. In the i to the railroad putting in a siding, and have topic, “What is the ideal Grange work?” was made more
arm was sounded a number of
enjoyable by her pleasant company.
of that day the officers made another ! also approved of the proposed trestle work, opened by C. M. Howes, lecturer of Waldo
Trick gave way when a bucket evening
While she has visited
many different States,
visit to the Revere and found A. L. Knowlton, etc., over their main line. A. D. Hayes is as- ! County Pomona, who was followed by G. G.
yet she says that nowhere does she find such
ing hoisted and the man who
the proprietor, in the basement in the act of ; sisting H. P. Farrow in the field surveying. In
Abbott.
Mrs.
Jessie
Webber
rendered
a
so>n the roof narrowly escaped
complete rest and quiet as in the good old
bottling whiskey from a ten gallon keg. The looking over the work of grading last Satur- prano solo, accompanied by Miss Florence town of Thorndike. Miss
>und.
Ferguson is now at
and
the
excavations
into
the
side
was
seized
and
of
Knowlton
was
arrested.
day
Then
the
noting
discussion of the topic was Ocean Park and Old
liquor
Chaples.
;
Me., and from
r from Canada was very er.0;.'hard,
the
hill
it
seemed
that
no
had
water
strange
resumed by E. H. Pinslow, followed by EdThursday he was taken before the police court
there will return to her adopted
city about
ard to the beauty of Belfast. and the case took the usual
Notice been found, but later, on enquiry, it was learn- ward Evans, Albert Stevens, A. V. Martin,
course.
1st
to
resume
September
her school duties.
d extensively and until last
has been served on Knowlton by the owner of ed that when moving rock from farther up the Waters Shibles, B. F. Foster, Mrs. G. G. Ab- Mr. and
Mrs.
E. H. Ward, Mr. H. W. Lewis.
■s
declared Truro, N. S., the i the house to vacate the
bott, Mrs. M. O. Wilson, Mrs. P. O. Bowen, Misses Helen Philbrick, Hazel
premises, as was done hillside a living spring had been discovered.
Ward, Evelyn
•n earth; now Belfast is its
Mrs.
Abbie
in the recent search and seizure at the ComMrs.
C.
M.
Mrs.
Ordway,
Howes,
Shipping Items. The three-masted schoonHiggins, Lewis P. Philbrick and other
neat, attractive homes, par- mercial House, and Knowlton has agreed to
Frank
and
Clements
James
Cunningham.
er Mary Curtis was sold last week at auction
friends passed a very pleasant day at Winderf colonial style, of which BelSeaside Grange furnished the following prostop selling if allowed to remain.
mere Park last
by U. S. Marshall H. W. Mayo at South Brewer
Friday- Miss Beatrice Parwere very much admired.
The
Grange, ;by Miss Lucy A. sons is visiting friends in
The Fair at Waterville. The Central to satisfy claims. She was bought by 1. L. gram: essay,
Bangor this week.
vns ar.d grounds he found to
music by Miss Frances Abbott; reci-The Free Baptist
Maine Fair at Waterville comes next week, j Snow & Co., of Rockiand for $4,025. The Cur- Cochran;
Quarterly meeting will
’-her than the exception, as in
tation by Mrs. Abbie M. Rackliff.
|
sch.
Ellen
is
361
tons
31st
to
convene
at
inclusive.
the
The tis, formerly
Tobin,
Center church, September 3d
net,
September 3rd,
be thus appreciated is en- August
The next meeting will be held with Victor and 1th.
fair will be held for four days only this year, and was built at Kennebunk in 1874_The
Rev. Simeon Whitcomb of Bangor
f
added efforts in this direcSearsmont,
28th.
Grange,
T.
September
schooner
M.
and all the attractions will be put into that fishing
will be present and other speakers from
Nicholson, Captain Lesabroad.
It is hoped there will be a
time. The coliseum that was wrecked last ter A. Gilley, arrived at Bucksport August 14th
good atLIBERTY.
tress has been made on the enwinter has been reconstructed and the man- from the Grand Banks, with a full faro, having
tendance.II. W. Lewis, wrho has been visitMrs. Ada Batchelor is visiting friends in
he Selwyn Thompson clothing
agement has endeavored this year to have wet all her salt. She sailed May 6th, and was Auburn for a few
ing Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Philbrick and other relweeks.Miss Mildred
rch street and the hum of the
atives in town, returned to his home in New
everything exceed former standards. They the first one of Captain T. M. Nicholson’s fleet Ayer is in Providence, R. I„ for a few
weeks'
ies will soon
be heard again.
have a great list of attractions and an attrac- to leave, and the first to return. There are
Ipswich, N. H., Monday.Mr. Theodore
visit with her sister.Mr. and Mrs.
!
■.< hines have been
received and tive
Edgar
and nephew of Boston are
for each day. The Broad- three more to arrive-Invitations have been
Post have returned to town.Hon. and Mrs. i Myrick
guests of
programme
1 with the 36 previously used,
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ward.Mrs. Fred
wick’s Famous French Balloonists, The Flying issued to the launching of the new four-mast- L. C. Morse
last week at Temple
Hasty
spent
umber will probably be increasHeights
|
now
in
L.
Baxter,
ed
and
Wilsons in Breakaway Ladder Acts, Nelson’s
schooner, Mary
process
daughters were guests of Mrs. V. N. HigCampground, Northport.Mrs. John Tilson i
added third story will be used Guideless
at
the
G.
G.
in
Deering yard
Wonder and Baseball by the Tacon- of construction
of Thomaston is visiting her brother, Walter gins August 17th.Mrs. Mary E. Pitman
!
es, the second story for cutting , nets and Fairfields are a
and Miss Susie L. Higgins of
part of the extra at- Bath. The launching is to take place Tuesday, Ludwick.Mrs. John Tolman of
Sprkigvale, who
Gardiner have been
i the ground floor for finished
tractions.
August 31st, at noon, and a large number of and Mrs. Alice Simmons of
visiting relatives in town, went to
are
Augusta
guests
nipping department and office. |
will be in attendance. The schooner
Belfast on the Friday evening train and will
The Bridgets Reunion. The eight original people
of Mrs. John Sanford.L. D. Jones has
gone
has been developed into an inivisit her mother and sisters there.Mr. and
has been named in honor of the daughter of
members
of the Bridget Club held a delightful
to
Lowell,
Mass.,
where
he
has
secured
a
s'
fine
industry and has an exceptionMr. and Mrs. Rupert H. Baxter. Capt. M. G.
Mrs. J. H. Stevens and Mrs. S. F. Files and
reunion on Tuesday evening at the home of
situation in the reform school for
of help.
boys. daughters passsd
master of the auxiliary schoonAugust 19th with Mr. and
Miss Helen Bird on Congress street. The af- Dow, formerly
Walter Beaulieu has gone to
Massachusetts to Mrs. V. N.
mends of Wilber Gowen of Weeer Northland, will be her commander-The
Higgins.Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
fair was given in honor of Mrs. William F.
look for work.Mrs. Ellen
of Belfast is
Gay
at
arrived
schooner
two-masted
a
summer
Away
Right
h,
visitor, met at the
a guest of Mrs. Hattie
Clough.The annual Higgins received a pleasant call recently from
Schoppe and the place cards at the supper
reunion of the Norton family took
me in East
his port Friday from Round Pond to undergot
Belfast, Monday even- table were significant of the fact.
place at the Mrs. Cook and her sister, Miss Ruth Berry,
were
They
residence of Elisha G. Norton in this
A
new
sixGilchrest’s...
at
extensive repairs
village Mr. Ruel Berry of Unity and Mr. and Mrs.
’3rd, to celebrate his 23rd birthlast Saturday. Fifty-five guests were
heart-shaped and each bore a decorated trunk,
her
in
the
coal- and a
present Ralph Berry of California.Miss
was a contest in cobweb tracing,
place
master, destined to take
most enjoyable day was
Evelyn C.
travelling bag or suit case, rice be-sprinkled,
spent
by all
.,i h Strout won a set of
beauty- done in water color by Miss Bertha Bird. The carrying fleet, is in course of construction at present.Mrs. Hattie Maddox of Norridge- Higgins of Waterville and Mr. H. W. Lewis
wock
was
a
recent guest of Mrs. Ira Davis
am Vaughan, Jr., found a stick- !
the shipyard of Percy & Small, Bath, and will
were guests August 19th at the
hospitable
centerpiece was of beautiful pink roses, and
The Searsmont Sunday school held their
annuai home of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ward.
be ready to launch by December 1st. The new
nd of his web.
Dancing was the candles were shaded
at Beaulieu Park one day last
picnic
in green.
week.
daintily
he “parlors of pleasure,” othervessel will be four feet longer and a foot deep- Mr. Wm. Sherman and two sons of
Methuen
Those who sat down to enjoy the delicious
Mass., are guests of his sister.Mrs. Rose Beauer than the Edward B. Winslow, now considerthe Vaughan workshop, Mr. and menu were Mrs. Charles
Dean Cool of Madilieu on Bolan hill.R. I. Morse,
was a
ed the largest of her kind afloat. She will
Esq.,
B. Strout furnishing violin and
recent visitor in town for several
son, Wis., Miss Alice M. Nickerson, Miss Sara
days.The
have a capacity of 6000 tons of coal and will Citizens’ ball at the corn
\
Ice cream and cake were served1
last
Edith West, Miss Florence E. Dunton, Miss L.
factory
Friday
of 12,000 yards of canvas, 1000 night was a big success.
a
<Led it a delightful time.
Fifty five couples
Grace Chadwick, Miss Florence M. Hill, Mrs. carry spread
A thoroughly experienced saleswoman in
{ yards more than any six-master now in ser- took part in the grand march and all seemed
•’'■rse of this city was
old
William F. Schoppe and Miss Helen Bird. The
to enjoy the evening. The Eureka Band
years
our coat and suit room.
gave a
vice. The new vessel when completed will he concert before
Apply to
and except that he finds walking supper included
the ball,'and supper was served
grape fruit, clam bouillon ar.d
commanded by Capt. McLeod of Boston, late at midnight.
CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me.
active and well as anybody. He
crackers, chicken croquettes, peas, hot rolls, 1
of the Gov. Brooks-The work of removing
he best garden he has ever had
olives, cheese and nut salad, with cucumbers, !
from the bottom of the Penobscot river, above
I
ork has been done by himself. It w'alnut ice cream,
cake, coffee and pink and j
High Head, the wreck of schooner Annie L.
nds of vegetables, with an abun- white mints. After
was
|
supper bridge
enjoyed Henderson, which was burned and sank three
ent use and potatoes, beans, etc.,
|
the
The
ladies.
club has had
by
eight young
but surely.
years ago, is progressing slowly
urry him through the winter. In two enjoyable winters and is
looking forward The wreck is in 15 feet of water at low tide
I
garden Mr. Morse was remind- to a third season of
pleasure.
and
iy of the late Sewell Patterson.
and the hull is being moved by means of tide
and
well had caught, dressed and was
New Advertisements. Don’t forget Carle lifts into shallow water. J. F. Spellmar & Sons
"t a
big string of flounders when & Jones' odds and ends sale for the three re- have the contract for the work. A d iver has
ALL SUMMER GOODS WILL BE
a friend who asked what he was
i
’th them. “I'm going to fry and maining days of this week. All summer goods been at work on the hull and it is thought it
CLOSED REGARDLESS OF COST.
\aid Sewell.” “What, all of them?” will be closed out regardless of cost. All wash can be raised intact.Pendleton Bros, have
|
Sewall, “eating is half of my liv- dresses at half price. See advt. for other bar- had a large tank or pontoon built here, which
All Wash Dresses at ONE-HALF PRICE.
One Lot White Dress Skirts 75c
gains... .The City National Bank of Belfast is it is proposed to fill with water and put down
R
Fiction at the Belfast Free
“
••
ready to help you to the extent of your re- the main hatch of the wrecked schooner Alice !
Khaki
75c.
In accordance with a custom popusponsibility.. A. A. Howes & Co. are prepared E. Clark and then pump it out. Another ponFour Linen Dusters, sizes 36, 38, 40 and 43,
was $6 25, now $4.00
‘r
libraries, the Belfast Free Library to supply everything needed for pickling and toon will be placed under the stern and it is
k
Qne Pongee Silk Coat, size 38,
J cd
was 20.00, now
extra copies of the most popu10.00
fruit
vessel
the
to
of
raise
work
preserving.
They
carry
jars,
tf'.
sufficiently
spices
hoped to
0ne
recent fiction, which are to be loaned all kinds and receive fresh fruit and
was 20.00, now
36,
10.00
the
where
water
remainder of
vegetables her into shoal
"
-ne cent
®ne
34,
was 20.00, now
per day. These books will daily_Carle & Jones want a thoroughly ex10.00
the cargo of coal can be removed and then the
governed by the same rules as the
ONE BLACK MOHAIR COAT, SIZE 36,
WAS #10.00. NOW #7 60
perienced saleswoman in their coat and suit vessel may be raised and found worth repair^
••
ONE NAVY
pies, but may be taken from the room
Those who are about to travel, at
34>
,0.00.
7.50
ing.Sch. Mary Eliza, Capt. Fitz Patterson,
*•
•.
-:e same
ONE GREY
'•
36i
10.00.
day they are returned and home or abroad, should supply themselves with was taken out on Gilchrest’s marine
7.60
railway
ONE LOT WHITE PETTICOATS
••
Served.
The
WERE
.89
following books, dupli- the travellers’ cheques of the American Bank- last week for calking and minor repairs... .Sch.
1.19,
t
ONE LOT GINGHAM
WERE 50c. AND 88c., NOW 43c. AND 37
(,pies in the library, are ready for ing Association, issued in denominations of
$10, Radiant was taken out on the railway Monday
ONE LOT WHITE MERCERIZED WAISTINGS, Medium wefeht,
nation:
at
19c.
35c.,
$20, $50 and $100 by the Waldo Trust Co.... to have some fastening put in her keel aft.
ONE LOT SILK MUSLINS, 35c. VALUE, now 13c
Store for rent in the Opera House block, suit- The Radiant is 65 tons net and was built in
ONE LOT WHITE DRESS LINEN WAS
50c, NOW 43c.
x 7
1909.
able for a fish market or any general business Brookhaven, N. Y., in 1836.Sch. Elizabeth
ALL WHITE LINEN. LAWN|and
1 rancis Marion.
LINGEBIE;WAISTS will be sacrificed In this
a clearance
to
W.
C.
Frederick
last
aale.
It
Is
or
M.
W.
at
just
sister.
purpose.
Apply
Bucksport
sale
1909.
C 85-39
of all Summer Goods.
N. arrived
tiM "n!te
Monday afterGINGHAMS. BEST QUALITY, lie.
Lord.... Lost, a gold link cuff button. Finder noon from the Grand Banks with a full fare.
I pen dales.
b. p
1909.
G 76-13 will
look around.
in
and
Come
return
to
21
Cedar
a
street.... Lost,
Very truly yours,
please
She sailed from Bucksport May 8th and is the
mor
Macartney.
L }(' 1909.
L 24-2 small black leather pocketbook containing four second of the Nicholson fleet to arrive from
Two
CARLE
ry
drafts on New York. Finder will be rewarded the Banks this season. There are two others
JONES.
Augusta.
Hi,.
la«e a la mode. 1909.
W 21-12 onl’eaving it at the office of
George A. Quimby. to come.
n
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N.
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your

Supply
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TREMENDOUS
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buying

needs

your

and

now

and

for months ahead.

The steamer
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IN BELFAST AND THE

No Goods

J., will

No

No Goods Laid Away.
No Goods Delivered.

Orders.

AUTOMOBILE TIRES

j

j

Charged.

Telephone

LET ME QUOTE YCU ON ANY MAKE OR
STYLE.-Hartford, Goodyear, Dunlap
and Miclelin type.
I have the following sizes on hand. See me
before you buy:
Sl7ft
RofllllaK n»ln.
II.._-

28x3,
30x3,
30x31-2,

size.

:

$16.15
17.30
25.55

$11.85
14.85
19.85

regularapricee^n50CrGARS

“samPles"

a‘

My price.

$27.10

$23.95

32x4,
34x4,
*

inner tubes VULCANIZED.

Regular price.

32X3 1-2,

at cut

37.10

24.88

39.70

27.88

prices. TIRES REPAIRED. Shoes

and

two-thirds the cost to manufacture, 100 for
$2.00,

toAh"syC0As\TGRborERY!Arro"d'sCornerf7MainiTreeItaCt0ry' Belfast’
LJUMT. "SSSMassSS. Belfast,
EaSt

°r

W' H'

Mc*

Me.

■

|
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■

|
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^
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Carle & Jones’ Odds and Ends Sale

Thursday, Friday

Saturday, August 26th, 27th

Toff1

;off i off

Cut Price Sale
On all goods above 10c. we shall give 1=3
off of the regular price.

Every article in

our

store above ten cents

MUST BE SOLD.

^CUT PRICE SALE IS ON^
3

°FF

]OFF

w. R. RICHARDS,

3

45 Main

1 .tr IT—WI——TIITT———M———

Ml

mm ■

OFF

Street, Belfast.

■

--

4%

4%

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.
ORGANIZED

1868.

ROBERT f. DUNTON, President,

WiLMER J. DORMAN,

Treasurer.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits June 7, 1909,
Reserve,

$1,559,058

100,000.00
153.734.18

....

Surplus,

....

Dividend No. 1, December 1, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 82, June 7, 1909, at the rate of
Total Dividends

paid

to

depositors

33

to

date,

^%,

$29,553.46

$1,354,442.35

This Bank paid its 82d semi-annual dividend on June 7, at the rate
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
the same as the principal sum.
The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

28th,

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
ROBERT F. DUNTON.

JAMES H.

ARTHUR I. BROWN,

HOWES,

FRED G. WHITE,

BEN D. FIELD.

..

J

•'

..

Dental Notice.

•'

..

u

Jfynsotm.

fesbrb,

I wish to announce that Dr. ERNEST S.
WEBBER will practice dentistry in my office,
making a specialty of Orthodontia.
W. C. LIBBY, Dentist,

33tf

t(vWrt

Stores,

^

&

---—__J

4%

4%_
92 Main Street.

For Rent
The store in Opera House Block, next to the
Central Market, will be leased. A large store,
centrally located, just opposite the new banking building of the City National Bank. Suitable for a fish market or any general business
purpose. Apply to C. W. FREDERICK, or
M. W. LORD,
2w34
Opera House Block.

TO LET
On Church street, a very desirable sunny
tenement with stable and garden. Moderate

rent.

Inquire
3m22

at

17 CHURCH STREET.

LOST
gold link cuff button with coral stone. The
finder will please return the same to
21 CEDAR STREET.
lw34p
A

Everybody Talking About

COMMON SAYINGS.

went out, picked a handful of
flowers and put them on the table.
“Won’t she be s’prised,” he laughed.
“Meow, meow, ’said Tom behind him.
“Why, hello, kitty, let’s have a race,”
and cat and boy ran back and forth across
the smooth lawn as if they had always
been playfellows.
The first tiling unusual which met Miss
Keziah’s eyes when she came down stairs
that morning was Teddy and Tom playing
in the yard; then she noticed the flowers,
“Bless the child,”
and then the wood.
She had
she murmured involuntarily.
“slept on it” as she had said and her

Next, he

Miss Keziah’s Fresh Air Child

It.

is talking about the great free
offer of Dr. Greene’s, who discovered that
wonderful medicine, Dr. Green’s Nervura
blood and nerve remedy. He makes a specialty of treating patients through letter correspondence, and all who accept his offer are astonished at the marvelous success of this
method. His office is at 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., where he receives and carefully
examines every letter sent to him. After
thoroughly studying each case he answers the
letter, explaining the case of each symptom
and telling a sure way to get well and all this
is entirely free of charge. They save the expence of a trip to the city, have no fee to pay
and have the benefit of the best medical advice. Here is an opportunity for you to get
well, reader: you can either accept or reject it.
Which will you do?

Chlldran

Everybody

And Who First Said Them.
Many of our common sayings, so trite
and pithy, are used without the least idea
from whose mouth or pen they first originated. Probably the works of Shakespeare furnish us with more of these
familiar maxims than any other writer,

Cry

WALDO COUNTY

FOR FLETCHER’S

“I can’t see what folks want o’ them
Fresh Air Kids,” snapped Miss Keziah
Ashley. “Cluttering up the house and
making noise enough to have one coming
This speech was
to the next house.”
made to Miss Keziah’s confidant, Tom, a
large grey coon cat who took all these
for to him we owe: “All is not gold that
remarks seriously and purred his acquiesglitters,” “Make a virtue of necessity,”
cence to all his mistress’s statements.
“Screw your courage to the sticking
The fact was, several Fresh Air chilplace” (not point), “They laugh that
dren had arrived in Benton and Miss
win,” “This is the short and long of it,”
We do all kinds of Job
Keziah was exasperated at the thought
“Comparisons are odious,” “As merry
What better
of any more coming into town.
Printing at reasonable prices.
come
to
“A
Daniel
is
as the day
spirit conquered.
long,”
made it worse, still, Mrs. Josiah Souther
After breakfast, she gave Teddy a new judgment,” “Frailty, thy name is womh0
We will print 25 Ladies’ Visiting Cards,
—her nearest neighbor—had written for ten-cent
361
piece and told him he might go an,” and a host of others.
Swine and
one child to entertain, and Miss Keziah, down to the store on the corner and
common, or narrow, for 20 cents.
us “The Albuy
Washington
Irving
gives
Write today for FREE bottle of Dr.
of
the
children
how
the
village
thinking
him some candy. The little fellow thankWill print 25 Business Cards, best kind,
Dollar, Thomas Morton queried Green’s Laxura for all
raided her orchard and broke down her ed her and ran off, while Miss Keziah mighty
stomach, liver and
long ago, “What will Mrs. Grundy say?”
round comers, for 25c., 50 for 35c.
fences, could hardly control her temper went over to Mrs. Souther’s and made while Goldsmith answers, “Ask me no bowel trouble.
when she found that another was to be
explanations. She had made up her mind questions and I’ll tell you no fibs.”
THE BRACKETT PRINTERY,
brought into such close proximity to her to keep Teddy for two weeks if her friend Charles C. Pinckney gives “Millions for
FIRST DAY. 2.13 Class, trot and paea, $250.
A HOUSE BUILT IN A DAY.
j zs t)
10 Main Street, Belfast.
use
her
exact
To
fast-ripening fruit.
did not object, and then—then—but she defense, but not one cent for tribute.”
DAY.
SECOND
2.18 Class, trot and pace, $175.
than
ants.
I’d
worse
“Kids
are
2.26
W'ords:
did not allow herself to think any further. “First in war, first in peace, and first in
In the September Wide World Magarather have a hundred pesky,
a sight
^
Colt race, 1-2 mile, 2 in 3, $100.
‘‘Hello, my little man," said Mr. Brown the hearts of his fellow-citizens,” (not zine, Mr. Harold J. Shepstone, describes
l-:s OFF SALE
little ants on my table than to have one the
storekeeper. “You must be one of countrymen), appeared in the resolu- a most remarkable building feat which
DAY.
A T W, H. RICHARDS’, 45 Miihi 8t.
THIRD
Free for all, trot or pace, $300.
2.35
kid around the place.” And Miss Keziah the little Fresh Air-ers.” “Yes, sir,” tions
trot
Class,
and
presented to the House of Repre- was recently accomplished in St. Louis,
was the soul of neatness, too.
2.23 Class, $150.
“And where might sentatives in December, 1790, prepared viz: the complete erection and occupation
answered Teddy.
The day appointed for the arrival of
Ashto
Miss
of
a
a
be
house
in
you
staying?” “Up
single day. It was the
by Gen. Henry Lee.
Entries close September 2 but records made after August 25th con
Mrs. Souther’s little guest opened in a ley?” exclaimed Mr. Brown in surprise.
From the same we cull, “Make assur- bride’s ardently-expressed wish to have
cloudy, misty morning. The sun had as “Yes, sir. and she is awfully good to me, ance doubly sure, ‘Christmas comes but a home to go to that caused the builder
This Society is a member of the National Trotting Association.
<
face
it—“hid
his
Miss Keziah expressed
too.” H’m, h’m, mumbled Mr. Brown. ; once a year,” “Count their chickens ere to attempt it; and he succeeded. Twelve
*
CONDITIONS.
for shame;” the clouds settled closer and “You
Well,” as ; they are hatched,” and “Look before hours before the evening meal was served
going right back?
closer to the earth and a drizzling rain
the plot of land where the house was to
National ruies to govern, except when otherwise specified. HoppioTeddy answered in the affirmative, “here ! you leap.”
EDO Kg.—in Court of Probate, held at Bel- fee to be 5
set in. Never was the town of Benton is a message for Mrs. Souther which I
per cent and 5 per cent additional will be deducted from
Thomas Tasser, a writer of the six- stand showed not the slightest sign of
fast, on the 10th day of August, 1909
more dreary than when in a rain-storm.
wish you would take up to her on your teenth century, gives us “It’s an ill will human activity. Rag-weed and golden- Charles W, Frederick, administrator on the es- three in five to harness, except colt races, 2 in 3, A mile. Six or more to
start. No horse to receive more than one money" Trotters with record
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lished at He,fast, that >l
The following circular has been issued W. Small of Chicago University and Dr. and
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three bate Court,
having its principal office at Bath, in the J
a moment, then took up her candle and :
INEZ D. ATWOOD.
t" be tield at
Charles P. Small, physician of the same
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
and
said
of
State
of
from
the
Maine,
State
County
Sagadahoc,
said
educational
County, on the 14tl u.
went silently down stairs.
Searsport, August 10,1909.
department: institution, died today at the age of 88 an
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
to wit, the sum or Four
1909. at tell oi t lie clock
offer,
advantageous
a
candle
on
the
all
interested
attend
at
Prothat
persons
may
table, she I To the Superintendent of Schools:
Putting the
He became pastor of the First j Thousand Dollars, and in addition thereto the
years.
cause, ii any they lwtva
j
NOTICE. The subscriber bate Court, to be held at Bellast, on the 14th day
Your attention is called to Chapter 73 Baptist church at Bangor in 1858, re- assumption by the of the taxes assessed on the
deliberately stirred the fire, put Tom in
petitioner should not
j
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap- of September next, and show cause, n any they
okokci:
bed and then sat down to examine her- ! of the Public Laws of 1909, entitled “An maining there 10
have, why the said account should not bt* allowyears, after which he ! said property of said defendant corporation pointed administrator of the estate of
A true copy.
-Most
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
ed.
self.
Act Relative to the Appointment of held the pastorate in the Fall River First for the current year. That the plants of said
Chas P !
CHARLES H LUNT, late of Belfast,
;
Attest:
A true copy.
cannot continue to be
defendant
Her mind was contused; a pair ot large
School Physicians.”
corporation
Baptist church. Later he accepted a j
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
Cuas. P. IIazki.tink, Register.
without danger ,,of loss. That your
At a Probate » ourt n
brown eyes seemed to look at her from
bonus as the law uirects. All persons having
Besides the '■ operated
EYE AND EAR TESTS REQUESTED IN ALL ! call from a local church.
for the ( ounty of W.i
petitioner has sought from other parties offers demands again.-t the estate of said deceased are
“What shall I do?” she
out the lire.
widow
and
the
sons
one
named,
TOWNS.
daughfor said property and rights of said corpora- desired t*> pi '•ent. the same for settlement, and At a Probate uniri held at Belfast, within and
August, A. D. I'.ii*,.
asked herself. “I suppose I must be
for the County of Waldo, on the loth day of
Mrs. Sidney B. Payne of Newton, tion, but has been unable to obtain any other all indebted lhereto are requested to make payter,
t (.rsr
,i. tk11■
You will note that section six of this
August, a. D. i909.
i\ Tl tggs of boli'a".
getting pretty sour. 1 didn’t suppose I
Mass., survives.
offer, and your petitioner believes that said ment immediately.
B.
EDWARD
of
the
R.
A.
executors
LUNT,
Mosher
and
Shaw,
could ever endure a child, but Teddy- act provides that in all towns of the State,
having pres* n:ed a c
offer is advantageous and that it would be for
Belfast. August 10, 1909.
will of Corhain Clough, late ot Unity, ju
to sell at public or
those having a population of forty
the best interest of all parties interested that
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
yes I shall call him that—seems so differ- except
said county of Waldo, deceased, having presenttain real estate of
the same be accepted.
ent. Well, I’ll sleep on it,” and if Teddy thousand or more, eye and ear tests are
scribed ri said petiti
ed a petition praying that the .Judge *1 Probate
* DM 1N1STR ATRIX’S NOTICE. The subscrib
YVhereiore,ne prays tnat ne may be autnorizeu j\ or hereby ives notice that she lias been duly may determine who are entitled to the balance
had known her feelings then he would reo,uired.
Dr. E. A. Porter’s family have returnOrdered, That, tin
and directed to accept said offer and to sell and ! appointed administratrix of the estate of
of said estate now in their hands for distribution,
There is no expense to the towns in ed from Moose Pond.
have been happy.
to all persons inleie-c
transfer
at private sale to said Penobscot Bay !
their respective shares therein, and order the
this order to be publ■
this
examination. The material
WILLIAM F. LANG1LL, late ot Belfast,
! same to be distributed
'Ting! ting! ting! went Miss Keziah’s making
accordingly.
sively i., The Kepuldn
Mrs. Anna Stephenson and Miss Jean- Electric Company said property and rights and in the Comity of Waldo, deceased, and given
clock eight times the next morning be- with directions for making the tests will
franchise of said corporation for which said
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to published at Heltast. c
All persons having
bonds as the law direcs.
fore its owner awoke. “Mercy me,” she be supplied on requisition to the State nette Stephenson are passing the week offer was made.
all persons interested by causing a copy ot his
Probate Court, to be I
the
estate
of
said
deceased
demands
against
Dated this seventh day of August, A. D. 1909. ! are desired to present the same for settlement, order to he published threea weeks successively for said County. < n ihe
exclaimed, “when have I ever overslept superintendent of schools. The teachers at Windermere Park, Unity.
in Tile Republican Journal, newspaper publish1). 1909, at ten ot th
will conduct the examinations. The di- j
thereto are requested to make
P.
Receiver.
RICHARD
all
indebted
and
like this before; and that child.”
JENKS,
Miss Marjorie Swazey has returned
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
show cause, if any tin v
payment immediately.
Meanwhile how had Teddy fared? At rections and material will be ready for from Bucksport where she has been for
to he held at Belfast, within and for said
said
Court,
petitionei sliouiu :
ISABELLA LANG ILL.
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND.
til O I
County, ontli* J4th day of September A. D. 1909,
about half-past seven he had got up and distribution on or about September 1, the summer with her grandmother, Mrs.
Belfast, August 10,1909,
of the clock before noon, and show cause,
A
at
ten
true
copy. Attest
“She will think I am 1909.
August 7,1909.
gone down stairs.
Edward Swazey.—Pittsfield Advertiser. Providence ss.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionCiias P. Ii
Then personally appeared the above-named
a very lazy boy to stay in bed so late,” he
APPOINTMENT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIANS
NOTICE. The subscrib- er should "not be granted.
Richard P. Jenks and made oath that the statel oll
E.
DMIMSTliA
CEO.
JOHNSON,
4
Judge.
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
OPTIONAL WITH TOWNS.
thought. But everything was quiet, no
ments contained in the foregoing petition are
A true copy. Attest:
A seriber hereby gi\<
appointed administrator of the estate of
“Guess I’m up first
one was in sight.
Ch vs. P. Haz.ei.tink, Register.
admit imi
The portions of this Act relating to offers apply only to subscriptions paid in ad- true to the best of his knowledge and belief.
duly
appointed
FRED’M. STAPLES, late of Belfast,
after all,” chuckled he.
Before me,
ELVIRA J. COSH,
genera] medical inspection, including the vance ; and when payment is made it should be
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given | At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
He carefully opened the door and went
FRANK H. SWAN,
[L. S.]
of school physicians, are stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
in the County of W,.
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de 1
appointment
Public.
out. Before long he spied the wood-pile,
Notary
as the law direct
bonds
mands against the estate of said deceased are
August, A. I). 1909.
operative only in those towns which also necessary to say that none of these publimauds against the e-C-tt"
and picking up what he could carry, he make
desired to present the same lor settlement, and
on n a M. Jackson, guardian of Iu« z M. Jacktherefor. The sations are mailed with The Journal or from
special
provisions
ORDER.
to present the
desired
are.
thereto
all
indebted
to
make
requested
paycarried it into the house and put it in the material, to be used in
son. Bertha E. Jackson, Dora H. .Jackson
all indebted thereto are
general medical this office. We have to pay for these publicaand Russell H. Jackson, minors, of Waldo, in
Upon the foregoing petition it is Ordered, rneut immediately.
wood-box. Another and another armful
ment
immediately.
ELMER
SMALL.
will
also
be
inspection,
said county of Waldo, having presented a petition
provided without tions one year in advance, and they are then that notice thereof be given to all parties ina
he brought until the box was quite full.
Belfast, August 10,1909.
praying for a license to sell at public or private
expense to the towns.
terested by publishing an attested copy of said
Searsmont, August 10, 10
lent from their respective offices to our subsale and convey certain real estate of said minors
of
towns
this
order
thereon
and
of
once
a
week
Superintendents
authorizing
petition
described in said petition.
The subscriber hereNOTICE.
M'l
the appointment of school physicians scribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows for two successive weeks in the Belfast Repubby gives notice that lie lias been duly apseriber hereby gives i..
Ordered, Tiiat the said petitioner give notice to
lican Journal prior to the twenty-seventh day pointed
should make requisition for this ad- lor one year's subscription paid in advance:
executor of the last will and testament
all persons interested by causing ;i copy of this
adminisir
duly appointed
ditional material which will be ready for The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00 >f August, 1909, and that the same be return- of
>rder to be published thiee weeks successively in
nexed, of the estate of
Court Chambers, 396
a MEL It A. COX, late of Liberty,
rile Republican Journal, a newspaper published
distribution on or about September 1, rhe Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25 able at SupremeinJudical
SUSAN A. WETHERRh »
For Infants and Children.
in
said
of
at
a
Probate
it Belfast, that they may appear
Portland,
in the County of Waldo, deceased and given
Congress street
County
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
1909.
In the County of Wa idVery truly yours,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
at 10 A. M., on the day last named. bonds as the law directs. All persons having
I’ouit,
Cumberland,
a
rhe Journal and New Idea Magazine. 2.10
as the law directs
Payson Smith,
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Jounty, on the 14th day of September, A. D. 1909, bonds
August 10,1909.
mands against the estate
it ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
desired to present the same for settlement, and
State Superintendent of Public Schools. The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune...... 2.60
HENRY C. PEABODY,
desired to present the sane
f any they have, why the prayer of said petitionall
indebted
thereto
are requested to make pay
Justice, Supreme Judicial Court.
all indebted thereto are re-i
Bears the
;r should not be granted.
meut immediately.
A true copy. Attest:
ment immediately.
Everybody’s friend—Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
GEORGE H. COX.
rokhr,
Oil. Cures toothache, earache, sore throat.
LLEWELLYN
Signature of
A
Attest:
true
BARTON.
[L. S.]
copy.
Liberty, August 10,1900.
Belfast, August 10, loot).
Heals cuts, bruises, scalds. Stops any pain.
Chas. P. Hazkltine, Register.
Makes Kidneys sad Bladder Right
2w33
Clerk, Supreme Judicial Court

CASTORI A

Agricultural Society Fair
Belfast, Me., Sept. 7,8,9, i909

Special Attractions.
Large Exhibits.
Cattle, Sheep,
Poultry
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^ American

Lumber Trade

Taken Place,
Ch
p'[K.n the Business Paid Well.
Portland Argus.]
Krom the
\cwrican lumber trade was,
ctie of the important shipIte
of Portland. Millions of
;
and some pine were loaded
a dozen docks in this city
vek1';' 10 the southern portion of
The principal ports to
;
were sent were Buenos
t
r
and Montevideo on the
f
That Have

es

f TRUE'S]
ELIXIR
The Best
Worm Medicine

1

the trade was so usual
as “The River trade.”
South America, with a
to that of the northern

I

cited States, was largely
,, about forests, and all the
ling materials came from
anada. The bulk
or
lumber was shipped from
considerable was also
The Cana... John, N. B.
piped from Portland came
Grand Trunk,
over the

i'

of the spruce used in
is shipped direct from
k, Nova Scotia and Que-

l

|

{
ji
..a

,.

the vessels load at
shores, thus saving con-

|

cases

)

mg

j
t

ransportation

ns
.■
1

charges.

ports at numerous
Lawrence
on the St.

the coast of the Mari-

lumber shipped
that trade at the pres1
easiness is inconsiderable
ith that of former years.
from Brown’s to the
harf at the foot of State
f which are now grassig to rapid decay, were
with lumber and lined
-hips which were taking
for the long voyage to
high tide of prosperity
was in 1890, when about
of lumber was shipped,
at would now be termed
trrying all the way from
)00 feet. The big de.cr
that year sent the
airing and in some cases
of the lumber was paid
As much as $22 a thoureceived and the average
a year was probably $18 a
is

f

some

THE CAMDEN’S FAST RUN.

It will be remembered that a few years
ago the farmers of Maine were advised
to go into the goat business. This advice
came down the pike about the time the
Maine farmers were indulging in visions

Eleven Hours and 40 Minutes from Bangor
to Boston—30 Hours for Round Trip.
[Bangor News August 21st.]
Steamer Camden arrived in Bangor at
3.27 Friday afternoon from Boston with

of uncounted wealth

j

as

a

into the

value in the economy of the farmer.
And not a few farmers in Maine took
the bait and went into the Angora goat
business. They soon found that it was
and
true that the Angora goat was a cosmopolitan beast of varied and not overdelicate tastes.
They cleared up the
35 ds.. 50 cts., SI .00—At all dealers
brush as per schedule, and then the
|
farmers came to their senses in the face
of a situation that had not been analyzed
lumber
is then piled in detail in the
aws.W
original program. The
against; t.he sides which is called
building goats, having eaten all the brush, still
up the wings. With the
wings filled to needed to be fed, and nothing but the
working distance of the mid- strongest and highest fences could keep
h'P
the timbers that
sup- them from
on the grass
heams through the middle of fields and thedepredations
corn and potato patches.
between
the
beams
is
Moreover, the winter in Maine is long
is
filled, if the between decks is really and
cold and there are six or more
and then the spaces formonths in the year when the goat, in the
ward and aft are filled.
absence of growing forage, must be fed.
Usually no flooring is laid in the be- This was another
thing that the victims
tween decks, for in most
vessels there is of the scheme had not taken into the
not more than sufficient
for a man reckoning. As a result of this concateheight
to walk.
In many vessels there is not
nation of circumstances, the Angora goat
weight and the men suffer from
vi
backaches while they curse the builder industry in Maine suffered a shock from
which it will not soon recover. There
ot the ship
One crew of men will stow
fiom .15,000 to 50,000 feet of lumber a are yet in Maine a few Angora goats,
but they are on farms that are looked
day according to the size of the stuff and
upon as essentially show places, farms
the build of the vessel.
If there should whose owners are in the
business for the
happen to be a better crew working on fun of the
thing and not for the
one side ot the
ship than oil the other, that may be got out of it. The profit
goats
hat vessel is
likely to leave the harbor may be doing good work in the Lassen
with a list, which means
a cant.
The forest and if the
is
range
large enough
better crew will have
put in more lumber they may find enough food during the
on its side vvhich will
cause the vessel to months when
there is no snow on the
a^\ ePer *n the water on the side on ground.
have
the

since 1851.
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Secretary Wilson of the Department j
Agriculture has been giving out some j
crop prophecies lately that might be
thought to belong to the realm of fancy
and imagination, if they were not so
thoroughly backed up by what are known
to he facts, and if a substantial measure
of reliability did not attach to any word
of the head of the Department of Agriculture on the subject of crops.
He predicts that the crops this year
[
will break
of

the record. When it is remembered That the value of the crops
produced last year reached the huge
total of $7,778,000,000, it will he seen
that one must almost
go into the sphere
of higher mathematics to figure out
what the secretary is talking about.
His statement means that this year’s
crops will approach closely to the value
of eight billions of dollars.'
Such a sum
is almost t.oo vast, for comprehension. It
is four times the product of the mines,
including gold, silver, and all precious
metals and mineral oil.
The value of the corn crop alone last
year was $1,615,000,000. What an enormous sum this is can be better understood by the statement that it would pav
the interest-bearing debt of the United
States; that it would pay for the Panama
canal, and would construct fifty battleAnd
ships of the Dreadnought variety.
corn is but one of the great crops of the
American farm.
If anything were wanting to prove
that after all it is agriculture that is at
the bottom of the nation’s welfare, such
figures as these supply it. It is not difficult to take a cheerful view of the business future when one learns that it rests
on such a foundation as this.
The world has never known anything
like the showing that will be made this
year by the American farm. —Boston
Journal.
If you

all

run down Foley’s Kidney Remedy will help you. It strengthens the kidneys
so they will eliminate the impurities from the
blood that depress the nerves, and cause exhaustion, backache, rheumatism, and urinary
irregularities, which sap the vitality. Uo not
delay.' Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy at once,
Sold by all druggists.
are

DROUGHT.
Lord of the ways of water
That make the herbage sweet.
are the thousand cattle
Who out of thy b-rnnty eat,
Or trample a path to the hidden springs
With patient and plodding feet.

Thine

Lord of the plowing and sowing,
The early and later rain,
Thine is the careful harvest
That hoardeth the precious gra:n
For the sake of every little child,
Of thy cup and thy loaf full fain.
Lord of the plenteous raindrops,
Thine is the empty cloud,
winter and drought together
Make our complaining loud;
But hitherto God made haste to help,
To wait, shall we be too proud?

Through

the wind was so severe in
Boston harbor as to make it necessary
for a tug to assist her away from the
wharf, Capt. Brown ran out by the
Graves and down pretty near to Salem.
The wind was constantly increasing
however, and after a sea had boarded
her which broke one of the pilot house
windows, he decided to put back.
She crawled back to shelter in the lee
of Deer Island, and was joined by nine
other steamers, including the Harvard
of the Metropolitan line, the Merchants
& Miners boat bound to Baltimore, the
Philadelphia boat, the Savannah boat,
and by the Portland, Kennebec and St.
John steamers, and the Metropolitan
line freight boat. There was no question but boats like the Camden could
have lived all right but it would have
given the passengers a lot of unnecessary
jouncing, and might have damaged the

j freight.
So the

■

more straight jail sentences for
liquor
red two million feet. One i
other
selling than
court
1,400 tons measurement judge in the any has municipal
discovered a secState,
in freight money, while tion
of the statute which he says will
•r the trip were but a few
“get after” the so-called pocket ped! ill’S.
«!£»’
dlers whom the enforcement officers conit- Ihe business gradually
tend are the hardest class of liquor sela it is but a small part of
lers to catch.
If a man runs a saloon he
eing. The trade started can be caught much easier than if he is
Iter the Civil War, when
running around, like for instance in the
to send emigrants to the I
vicinity of the National Home at Togus,
iblic. Many vessels were j as a
traveling barroom. Out in thatsecml exclusively for this tion it
is alleged that nine-tenths of the
most famous of these bad
whiskey which is sold to the old solLewis
the
Russell
nosing
diers is disposed of by the pocket pedThey were all painted dlers.
l rimmings and attracted
An alleged Togus pocket peddler was
ention. Several of them
haled before Judge Maher on
i ps, arriving out in less recently
the charge of illegal possession of liquor.
i one vessel of the fleet
The man had been up before His Honor
:>• in 41 days, which has
four times in as many months, and a
aten by a sailing vessel bewell-known woman, who is supposed to
time
usual
The
ports.
have an inte rest in the liquor business in
was from 45 to 50 days,
the
always went his bail
adverse conditions it re- withTogus region,
alacrity, and even went up to Porti' time than this.
land when the man was arraigned before
■utes were not followed. the
United States district court and bea eather conditions
did not
came one of his sureties.
Judge Maher
And the saiiing route to administered the usual
jail sentence with
lerican ports was longer a
fine and then ordered that the man be
als of miles. In leaving
placed under bonds of $1,000 to keep the
vessels made a generally
The woman demurred at
peace.
crossing the southern bail on the peace case and the man going
went
rand banks and continuing to iaih
This eastto the Azores.
It is Section four of Chapter 138 of
laid with the intention of the Revised Statutes
upon which Judge
rrents off Cape San Roque, Maher bases
His ruling, which describes
of
on
the
coast
rly point
the powers of police court judges and
lers were very much afraid
other magistrates.
The section reads as
•lose to this cape on acfollows: “They have jurisdiction of as•urrent which ran to the saults and
batteries, breaches of the
which made it practically
peace and violations of any statue or by••■at down the coast. Often
law of a town, village corporation or
get by well off the land, local board of
health, when the offense
.red to run north again and is not of an
aggravated nature, and of
■terlv.
offences and misdemeanors jurisdiction
who before the war enof which is conferred by law, and of all
uise of his wind and curto commit offences of which
t who became discredited attempts
now have jurisdiction by law; and
the cause of the confeder- they
may cause affrayers, rioters, breakers of
t his fear was groundless,
the peace and violators of the law to be
favorable conditions would
arrested; and they may try and punish
a
southerly passage by go- by line not exceeding $lu or
by imprison! the land.
Lieut. Maury
ment not exceeding 30 days and may reofficer at the head of the
such offenders to furnish sureties
quire
bureau who studied the
for keeping the peace.
■nt conditions from the log
Judge Maher’s ruling is certainly a
ig vessels. He compiled all new wrinkle in the enforcement of the
,on he received, made maps
and if it holds
.nd ocean currents, and with prohibitory liquor law,
in the upper court, the deputy
ition furnished them free to good
sheriffs say that they have a weapon to
crs on condition that they
stop the pocket peddling in the vicinity
observations and report the of
Togus, and for that matter
Notwithstanding the high re- else. The owner or the keeperanywhere
of a bar'rich he was then held, sailroom can much easier be caught, as a
a-ver followed his advice and
number of cases may be brought against
eg lane is still the regular him. He
may be indicted for liquor nuicommon seller, and drinking house
sheen previously mentioned, sance,
and tippling shop and the owner of the
from Portland and Boston
also be indicted for aiding
‘■rto the Azores, where.the building may
and abetting a liquor nuisance. Under
eld until down to the Tropic
the law an injunction may be issued on
Here the winds are light and
the petition of ten citizens to close up
For days at a time the sails
the saloon or shop on the ground that it
nnst the masts or the crew is
is a nuisance.
to
take
adon
braces
ding
Judge Maher’s ruling is looked upon
very little puff to make the with interest in
liquor circles in this sec>urse.
V':"'
tion of the State.
!e of these light winds is
The most
names.
everal
“BUSINESS IS GOOD.”
the doldrums, the calms of
The late horse latitudes.
That Seems to Be the Situation in the
fashioned name and is said
Neighboring Granite Quarries.
-mated from the fact of
Progress of the stone trade in the quardying, while the ships,
carrying them from Europe, ries of this vicinity is set forth in the reunder the boiling sun. Once ports of the corresponding secretaries of
calms trade winds were pick- the various unions as published by the
carried the wind jammers Quarry Workers’ Journal.
r"''"' oast.
Secretary George B. Smith writes from
Vinalhaven that business remains about
.rnoer in tne noius 01 uiese
a trade in itself.
It required the same as a month ago. The Chicago
intelligence, for the men terminal job is being worked on.
?
'.he lengths and dimensions
Secretary L. C. Woodbury of High
iber in their heads. It is a Island reports 50 men employed in the
from
nt proposition
piling quarry and business is quite good. The
'ii a wharf, for a vessel is not a
Springfield library job is finished but the
*
The problem which con- secretary understands there is another
"
stevedore is to get every foot small job coming.
-'
All hands are at work, reports Secre-r possible into the vessel, for the
file carries, the more money is tary John F. Patterson of the Hurricane
union.
A vessel had just been loaded
the owners.
is sawn in all lengths and in all with grout for the Cape Cod breakwater.
1 "ere is
Secretary L. E. Donlin of the Frankabsolutely no uniformity.
• is
cut into whatever it makes, fort union writes: “Work here remains
;
ing, of course, certain standard about the same as at last report, and it
C
Scions. The work of loading is laid does not look very bright towards havi "'that, when loaded, there will be no ing much work come here at present.
Brother James Jolejr has been married
places in the hold.
6rtiji(.
work is begun, the boss of late, and we all wish him lots of luck
paces off the bottom of the in his new life. The following officers
!,,r the
were elected:
President, Burton Batchpurpose of determining just
'bany pieces of lumber of different elder; secretary, L. E. Donlin; treasurer,
; S s K will
require to fill the space. Burton Batchelder.
W. F. B. Feyler, secretary of the
ngths may not come just as they
in which case a place is left Waldoboro union writes that trade is
-relied later. Sometimes, if absolute- quiet, but there is something doing and
certain lengths are called prospects of a job in the future.
Secretary Charles K. Pierson writes
lumber is first stowed on the bot- from Stonington that business is good
L,3Venly, until there is just room for there, and chances are that it will be for
men to walk without striking their some time to come. The union re-electagainst the beams of the between ed the old board of officers at the last
(7s
<f
This is called flooring off. When regular meeting.

PASSAGE.

The log of the Camden, from the time
she left Boston last Tuesday night at 5
o’clock, when the easterly gale was at
its height, to her arrival in Boston this
morning, would make interesting read-

.r^h.ons,
d!ick
.f,h;'sPapes

They
not, however,
which they worked.
habit of the reindeer, which enables
is intended to
place the crews so those animals to get a living through the
that this will not
happen, but there is winter by digging beneath the snow for
always that pride in craft to contend their food,
and when the cold winter
with which makes the men ambitious to
comes the forest service will have on its
show their
bv
a
list
on
superiority
getting
hands a white elephant, in the shape of
the other.
three thousand goats, plus the season’s
For
indigestion and all stomach trouble take natural increase, for which food must be
s
reaped a harvest and
is which were purchased toleys Orino Laxative as it. stimulates the furnished or a market found. And the
stomach and liver and
regulates the bowels expense of feeding through the winter
demand came, paid for and will
positively cure habitual constipation. will materially reduce the profit that now
one voyage,
on the
;ee
Sold by all druggists.
looms so large in theory. —Biddeford
that was thought to be
Journal.
■ether was chartered and
A NEW LIQUOR LAW WRINKLE.
tiers, just off the stocks,
ortland to load. Among It is Specially Directed at Pocket Peddlers. AMERICAN
FARMS
BREAK ALL
l-st five-masted schooner !
RECORDS.
Benedict
F.
Maher
Judge
of
the
AuGov. Ames, which loaded j
gusta ^Municipal court, who has given
Brown’s wharf, and into

|

and better if it hadn’t been for low watI er going out of the river Thursday morning. As it was, from Bangor to Fort
Point the Camden traveled on about the
time of the steamer City of Bangor. 'As
j soon as she had deep water under her,
however, she stuck close to the 20-knot
clip and kept it up clear to Foster’s

Re-

liable stomach

A

result of a
and
a heavy passenger and freight list,
Belgian hare industry, left
at 4.10 on her return, after taking
with the
of squabs and the
propagation
aboard upwards of 150 passengers and a
digging of ginseng root as side issues. It f lir amount
of freight.
was explained that the hair of the Angora
She made the round trip from Bangor
goat was very valuable and that they to Boston in
30 hours and seven minutes,
could be kept for something considerably
and had made up 20 hours and 10 minutes
less than nothing for the reason that
The direct run
their natural taste led them to eat brush, of her 22 hours delay.
from Bangor to Boston was made in 11
brakes and thistles in preference to grass
and 39 minutes, and Capt. Brown
and other fodder crops having a distinct hours
said she could have made it in 11 hours

plunge

For children and
adults. Purely
vegetable. In use

,ivn

THE ANGORA GOAT IN MAINE.

|
i
1

Home Ip

a

Stump.

In the northern section of Seattle may
be seen one of the strangest houses, to
be occupied by a
family of seven children and their parents, that can be found
in a thickly settled
community. John
Seivert recently went from Iowa to
Seattle with a large family and a little
money. On account of the demand for
houses he was unable to rent a house
suitable for his needs, and bought a lot
in a section of the city from which the
timber had been cut. He found half of
the lot was taken up by a gigantic cedar
stump measuring thirty feet high, eighteen feet in diameter and ten feet above
the ground.
With an auger and saw Seivert cut out
a seven-foot section from the south end
and walked into his stump. The walls
were found to be fifteen inches thick and
the whole stump was a hollow shell.
He
cut windows, laid a tight floor and made

ceiling

of planking and flooring.
With a ladder fie cut another door
twelve feet above ground, went inside
and made the windows for the second
story. The third story was constructed
and a tight roof of shiplap and shingles
was made over the
top.
Seivert peeled off the bark and painted the stump a light green and the window and door frames pure white. The
whole makes a very pretty home at a
cost of only $40, and the owner has refused $2500 for his-unique abode.

a

Itching, torturing •-‘kin eruptions, disfigure,
annoy, drive one wild' Doan’s Ointment brings
quick relief and lasting cures. Fifty cents at
any drug store.

DR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.
IMiycIIouh with

e»'

b Vial In Five

Languages-

English, German,Spanish, Portuguese and
No.
1
2.
3t
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.

French.

FOR
Fevers,

Keep Flour
Bills Down
—

Diarrhea, of

Children

and

Adults.25

Dysentery. Griptugs, Bilious Colic.... 25
Coughs, Colds. J'i'onehitis.25

Fac^uehe,

Toothache,
Neuralgia.25
Heudaehe, Siek^leadache. Ve rt ’o.25
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak stomach_25
Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis. 25
Salt Rheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
Fever and Agife. Malaria .25
Piles, Blind or i'leeding. External. Internal.25
Ophthalmia. W.Jikor Inflamed Eyes.25
Catarrh. Influenza. Cold In Head
.25
Whooping Cot*:h. Spasmodic Cough .25
Asthma Oppressed. Difficult Breathing.25
Kidney Disea**'. Gravel. Calculi .25
Kervoua DebiJ/ty. Vital Weakness.1.00
Sore Mouth. F<*-or Sores or Canker.25
30. Urinary lucodlinenee, Wetting Bed.25
34. Sore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25

—

William Tell
I

Swan &

Sibley Co.

JOHN WARD, m

Fastest

Five-year-old Pacing
World

s

Stallion of 1908-Best Bred and Fastest
Living Son of
Greatest Yeung Speed Progenitor—Four Great

Producing

Dams

Dewey (2.04#. Owaissa (2.06?). The Leading Ladv (3) (2.07),
d's
hZ^efn'S'Ve,
,'f,Sral
l‘hlan W
2.30. Dam Amrbette (3p) (2.25), by Braun Rogers
<2-07i)’
2.10, 55
?S
“f Iiaron H- 2-19): secon,i dam Kaloa (dam of
four!.by
Pri0nrtniSAei<t.nU1thP<!fni
Slre,t,andbrDot|]er,
Pnncton (_ 19?), third dam Mamie Belle (dam of four),
by Robert McGregor (2.174); fouth dim
wor

seven m

in

nno

Maggie M. (dam of Bright Eyes 2.14j, and grandam of eight), by Alcyone
Ward’* C0lta show extreme »Peed, trotting eights in
19, pacing 17 seconds
age"

of

at

one

'year

Now in Stud, charge of Harrie Jones. Rushville, Ind.
Maine season begins June 1. 1909.

STILETTO C., 41615
2.12 1-4 Race Record; half-mile track, 2-12
3-4; timed in
in 1.01 1-4 at three years.

a

race.

1.05 1-4. half

firn-ifTge"a
Macko(‘n;al *>£»>• Stil?u" c- is by Steiriway (3) (2.253). sire oj Klatawah (3)
(2.0o;L Thornway (2.tej) and five others 2.10, dams of five in 2.10. Son of Strathmore sire of
in

two in 2 10, dims of r. ,1-itmn (9 Ol-DBiimps (9
03J) »nd ethers in 9 10 The dam of Stiletto C
Nota (dam of three and one producing sire),
by Nutwood (2.183), sire of 174 in 2 30 two in
2.10, dams of 330 in 2.30, 17 in 2.10.
is

EDGEMARK, 4,

2.16

7432
The unbeaten sire of 26, including Miss
Whitney
Wasco (2.19),. Curgics Boy (2.151,) Success

(2.07.1), Tomboy (2.10.' i. Whitnev (2 12U
Sired dam of Wig Wag (3)
(1905 champion). His daugiitors will be great brood-mares. By Victor Bismark 326 sire(2161)
of 31
Dam Edgewater Belle by Edgewater 12730,
producing sire; second dom Easter, by American
th’rd dam Nanme M:lrden> bk‘ Ericsson; fourth dam
Jenny Lind, by Vermont

(2.1&etc.'

Morgan

BILLY

HERR, Morgan Type,

2.13^).

ROBERT
prpC
■
W
For

BRIGHAM,

John Ward, $50; Stiletto C
with usual return privilege.

bookings, additional information

Pros-

R. G. Dunn & Company’s weekly Review of Trade, issued August 21st, says;
Reports from the principal cities unite in
confirming the revival in trade. They
speak of wholesalers being taxed to supj ply the demand from retailers, of manua
facturers experiencing
constantly
| broadening market for their products
and of a steadily increasing courage on
all sides as the crop season advances and
the outlook for large harvests of unprecedented money value widens.
In the dry goods markets jobbing
:
houses report a much better business
than a year ago, and in some conspicuI ous instances the figures are running
; ahead of the volume of trade in the corresponding period of 190(1. Cotton goods
hold firm and yarns are generally firm,
but not active. Initial orders for lightweight men’s wear for spring are about
all in on staples and many of the leading
fancy lines are now cared for. Men’s wear
mills are more fully provided with business than for some years past. Agents of
domestic full fashioned hosiery mills are
receiving a better volume of orders for
spring. The fancy dress goods trade for
spring has not been satisfactory to date,
but jobbers report a good business in
fall goods. Silk mills making fancy
staples and specialties are quite well employed, but other lines are still slow.
Linens are being advanced sharply in the
primary markets. Burlaps have been
more active and firmer prices are quoted

weight. Yes,
right time to buy is now and
the right place, here,
assuredly.
THE

the

Ask your dealer and insist on

Draft

Stallion,

$25; Edgemark, $25; Billy Herr, $20.
Bred to approved mares only.

or

By

the

season

catalogue, address,

HORACE

CHENERY, or
M. A. NEVINS, Belfast, Maine.

pect.

j

coal and honest

Trlai 2-2° (limited handling), by Charley Herr (2.07); dam Hazel D.
(2.211). by Diablo (4)
(2.091); second dam Haze] Mac, by Director (2.17); third dam tricks, by Baldv, came from
Vermont to California; fourth dam Katy Tricks (dam of Conde 2.19b, Emnress
2.2; grandam of
Bnno Tricks

GENERAL TRADE IMPROVING.
and Big Crops in

our

customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean

Worms, Worm Soever, or Worm Disease. 25
Colie, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25

long you have suffered, Foley's Kidney Remedy will help you. Mrs. S.
I,. Bowen of Wayne, W. Va.r writes: “I was a
sufferer from kidney disease, so that at times
I could not get out of bed, and when I did I
could not stand straight. I took Foley's Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle and part of the
econd cured me entirely.” It will cure you.
Sold by all druggists.

Busy

carefully selected—
point in view—to give

the utmost satisfaction to

Price

Camden let go both anchors
and rode out the gale until 5 o’clock in
the morning, when she started for Rockland. It was a rolling match all the way
across, and she arrived there late in the
afternoon. She kept right on up river,
however, notwithstanding the thick fog, !
leaving Belfast at 8.30 and Searsport at !
A short distance from Sears9 o’clock.
port wharf it shut in thicker than a
blanket, and off Brigadier’s Island it was
77. Grippe, Hay lyver and Summer Colds....25
decided to anchor again.
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
At daylight it was still thick, and as : pocket. Sold
by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
there was no point of departure, they i
Medical Book sent free.
had to wait for it to “'scale up.” In a ;
HUMPHREYS’ I*OMEO. MEDICINE CO., Comer
few minutes, however, Pilot Rawley who
William and Ann Streets, New York.
was on watch up the river, got a sight,
through a rift in the mist, just long j
enough to pick up the buoy, not a hundred feet off the bow, so she was able to
proceed at once on her course.
She arrived in Bangor at 8.15. left at
9.20 direct for Boston, arrived in Boston j
at 8.59 p. m., and was back on her course
for Bangor again at 11.40. She arrived ;
in Rockland shortly after 9 o’clock Friday morning and Bangor at 3.27 p. in.
Capt. Brown and all the officers show- j
ed the strain,and were looking forward
to the time when they could get a little
sleep. It is expected that the steamer
will make up the two hours that she was
behind in leaving Bangor by running at
extra speed outside, so she ought to be
in Boston by 7 o’clock this morning.

Wholesalers

offer you ungood coal. Coal that
we can

with this

Congestions, Inflammations. _25

No matter how

|1

usually

NOW

now.

has been

grinding—everything,
sewing of the bags, is done
clean
machinery.
by bright,

having

buy COAL is

because

the

even

—

j

to

Buy William Tell Flour by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect
yourself against “wheat corners” and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selectedOhioRed Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
j
makes a finer grained or more deli-1
cious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored 1
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned I
*
six times before

We carry everything in the way
of pointers’ supplies.

tfis

Established 1857.

Incorporated 1899.

FULL LIMES OF

Belfast

furnishings,

Kitchen

Stoves and Ranges.
Plumbing

a

HIGH STREET, BELFAST.

Maicelld.Dow
BROOKS, MAINE,
Has in

a

new

Livery, Sale,

Specialty.

Mitchell & Trussell,

lot of

Spring

and

His stock
Summer merchandise.
spots.
Additional orders for shoes are not
of
coming in very freely and shoe manuLadies’ White
facturers do not look for much business
What if the springs grow empty,
before the close of this month.
What if the rivers shrink?
Buyers
Etc.
dear
that
at
least
will
feel sure
be no
Saviour,
Out of thy palm,
prices
Give to the children, drink,
and consequently continue to
higher
will bfc kept up to the usual standScatter our crumbs with the little birds,
delay making contracts. The New Engard quality and at reasonable prices.
Lord, of thy household think.
land factories are pretty fully employed
Suesine Silk is our specialty. We
and have a good volume of business.
Lord, if the children sicken,
Sicken and faint and die,
The demand for all kinds of hides shows
carry" the Sawyer Oiled Clothing
The heavenly springs run over,
an improvement
and a fair amount of
for men, and a large stock of genThy pastures are never dry;
business has resulted in a prospect of
If you want
eral merchandise.
But thou givest the grace of prevailing prayer j
rules
sales.
Leather
and
alquiet
larger
And the time of the rain is nigh.
ask for it.
anything,
are
varieties
held
though many
firmly
First the chill wind in the treetop,
there were weak spots in ether kinds.
It will pay you to call and see us.
Then a moist breath of the sea,
the week a decline of one cent
During
Then a soft patter of raindrops,
per pound occurred in oak rough leather.
Then all the floods set free;
Failures, this week numbered 182 in
Giver of thousands of mercies, Gc-d,
the United States against 239 last year
For water we worship thee;
and 21 in Canada, compared with 24 a
For the flood-gates out of heaven,
year ago.
The strength of the sea, the rills,
The silver voice of the rivers,
The tiniest spring that fills,
Bubbles and running over, brings
Two furnished rooms, connected, bed and
The help of the hoary hills.
sitting r<>om, with running water in bed room.
Central location. Apply to
—L. C. Smith, Congregationalist.
MRS. R. F. PEIRCE,
Franklin Street, Belfast.
tf26 ;
OF THE FOUR-MASTER.

Livery Co.,
Hack and

Transient Stable. # #
On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we
hope to merit and receive a continuance of the patronage we have had for so many years.

First-class Teams furnished night and day.
Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

on

Telephone Connection.

Goods,

Underwear,

v. A. SIMMONS, President.
RALPH D. S0UTHW0R1H, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

TO LET.

HHair

PASSING

Only Twelve of the Square Riggers Fly the
American Flag.
The four-masted' square riggers
becoming a past art in this country.

are

however, a fleet of twelve
which fly the American flag that have

There are,

yards

on

three masts and carry

a

jigger

mast aft without yards. Eight of these
vessels hail from ports on the Atlantic
coast. The Acme, Astral, and Atlas are
owned by the Standard Oil Company of

the Dirigo, Edward -Sewall,
Erskine M. Phelps. Shenandoah, and
William P. Frye are owned by the Sewalls
of Bath, Me.; and the Hawaiian Isles,
Fort George, John Ena, and Star of
Iceland, of San Francisco. These are all
fine ships, but it is a question whether
New

York;

fair dividend or
they pay their
not, as they have been idle more or less
during the past year or two, but fortunately are now all employed.
owners

a

Health

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and

Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandraff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.

or

$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
of
the Hair.
Send 2c for free book The Care
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.

Bay’s flartlna Soap cures Pimpws,

red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin dissoft. 25c.
eases.
n.od 2c

Keeps skin fine and
druggists.
for free book “The Care of the Skin.”

R. H. MOODY

DRESSMAKING.
jam prepared to do dressmaking and
fancy work. Children’s work a specialty.
MRS. INEZ CHASE,
Corner Main and Bridge Streets.

HARNESSES

S. W. Johnson, M.D. fa Grace E. Burgess,

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Successor to George W. Burgess,

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.
Office hours every afternoon from 1 to 4.
Evenings I shall be at my residence, 23
Coart Street, to answer calls.
I
Office telephone call, 256, ring 11.
I House telephone callt 32 ring 22.
6tf

OPERA

HOUSE

BLOCK. BELFAST,

JOB PRINTING.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING

A SPECIALTY

have purchased the harness business formerly conducted by R. J. Ell ing wood and may
now be found at my new store on High street.
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
2m20
I

j

CHAS. E. STEVENS, Balfaat Malna.

For the High school in the
been elected:
Union district, Thomas A. Briggs of Houlton,
principal; Miss Joanna C. Colcord of Searsport,
assistant; Miss Ethel M. Dodge of Searsport,
grammar; Miss Ida McDonald of Searsport, intermediate; Miss Agnes A. Williams of Islesboro, primary. The other schools in town will
be taught by the same teachers as last term.

SEARSPORT.
Bertram C. Richardson arrived Monday from

Bridgton.

Irving Bailey of Waldoboro was in town
Friday on business.
The R. & R. Lime Co. barge No. 6 sailed SatMiss Harriet D. Hichbom's exhibition and
urday for Rockland.
other Maine scenFrank C. Whitcomb left Saturday for a busi- sale of Searsport views and
ery will be held on Friday and Saturday of the
ness trip to Boston.
present week, August 27th and 28th, at the
Miss Ethelind B. Havener left Friday to
rooms formerly occupied by Miss Guida Homer
friends in Boston.
visit

son

of

Sunday calling

on

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Williams and
in town

studio for her music classes. Different
grades of work will be shown, including handpainted platinums and the less expensive Japanese water colors and many in the attractive
panel form in various sizes. A new line of
copyrighted post cards of Searsport shore
views will also be on sale.

as a

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The News of Brooks.

Mr. W. J. Creamer spent Sunday with his

family, going back

to

Bangor

on

Monday.

or

Mrs. A. E. Chase is in Portland for
two.

a

James Jewell is at work in Dixmont
house carpenter.

The Misses Florence and Lucretia Flanders
left last Thursday for Bangor, en route to
Orange, N. J., the family home.

week

as a

Mrs. C. O. Varney has been under treatment
for her eyes in Portland.

Mr. Fred Lovell of Cambridge, Mqss., arrived last Saturday and was entertained over
Sunday by Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Hichborn.

Mrs. Sanford Bachelder went to Bangor last
Monday to visit her sister.

Capt. L. M. Partridge left August 18th, to
spend a few days at Temple Heights, as is his
annual custom. He returned home Saturday.
Mrs. C. A. Sprague returned last Friday
from a fortnight’s visit with relatives in variWe are glad to see
ous Mount Desert towns.
her at home again.
Dr. Davis of South Africa, a recent graduate
of Harvard Dental College, is the guest of Dr.

Henry Cunningham will get into his
blacksmith shop this week.

CENTER.
Mrs. Wm. Delano of Lowell, Mass., is visitMarr.There
ng her sister, Mrs. Charles
srill be a ball at Comet Grange hall September
2nd with music by Keyes orchestra of Belfast.
...E. H. Littlefield is to enlarge his kitchen
ind pantry and is building the foundation.
rhe remains of Daniel Smart of California,
of Monroe, were brought to Monroe

1WAKV1LLE

new

Miss Issie Bartlett of Dixmont is visiting
the family of Geo. Bartlett.

Does not Color

falling hair. Cures rashes and fUptlons of scalp
Glycerin. Soothing, healing. Food to the hair-bulbs
Qumin. A strong tonic, antiseptic, stimulant.
Sodium Chlorid. Cleansing, quiets irritation of
scalp.
Capsicum. Increases activity of glands.
Sage. Stimulant, tonic. Domestic remedy of high merit.
Alcohol. Stimulant, antiseptic
Water. Perfume.

formerly

and interred in Mount Solitude.
X W. Whitcomb and daughter, Mrs. E. G.
Smart of Searsport, were guests of Mrs. H. P.
iVhite Sunday. The many friends of Mrs.
Smart are glad to welcome her home.Sad
ndeed was the news of Miss Ruth Marden’s
ast week

were

Sarah J. Cole of Thorndike has been visiting
her brother, Charles E. Lane.

leath

^B
^B

H

Mk him if there 'S single injurious;
PTuW/n?!*'0
.y0Ur. doctorAsk him if he thinks Ayer’s
Hair Vigor,
made from thh
J.
a

formula

as

ration you could use for

st
falling hair, or for dandruff. Let him decide
mmmmmmm—‘

Although not
her 18th birthday.
was a shock to her many friends
n town.
She was one of our smartest and VORTH STOCKTON.
Miss Annie E. Whittier of Everett, Mass., is
She was stricken
Mr. Frank Young of Belfast called on relaR. A. Hall went to Fairfield last Saturday to jest loved young girls.
visiting Capt. and Mrs. C. A. Whittier on Resassist his brothers on a house they are building. ibout one year ago with that dread disease, tives and friends in this vicinity recently_
ervoir street.
Mrs. M. R. Bryant of Lowell,Mass.,is visiting tuberculosis and although life was very pre- Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Clark of Swanville visA deplorable accident took place near Glov- and Mrs. H. G. Hichborn at their summer
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Merithew of Lowell,
her sister, Mrs. James Dow, at the Holbrook ! vious to her she cheerfully gave it up and ited at Mr. and Mrs. Ivory George's recently
Mass., arrived Sunday to visit relatives and er’s wharf, Rockland, last Thursday afternoon home, East Main street.
made all of her arrangements. She was inter.Misses Clara Ridley and Helen Calderwood
farm.
when little Henrietta Cables, the 9-year-old
friends in town.
Mrs. J. F. Gerrity cf Bangor spent last Frired last Sunday in Conway, N. H., where she
and Mr. Charles Lindsey went on the excurof
Mr.
and
Charles
H.
Miss Lila Estes, a graduate of the Waterviile
Mrs.
Cables,
Mrs. Howes Savory, who went to Bangor daughter
and her mother had been for several months sion Sunday to the Dover campmeeting....
day night with her sister and husband, Mr.
fell overboard and was drowned. The RockBusiness College, has been visiting friends in
last week for medical treatment, is reported
and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street. She
that she might be treated by the old family | Miss Bertha Partridge and Miss Ella Moore
land Courier-Gazette in reporting the accident
Unity.
to be improving.
returned home Saturday.
doctor. She was buried beside her brother. went to Bangor Tuesday on business, returnsays: “Mr. and Mrs. Cables, who have been
Judge D. K. Drake of Frankfort was in ! Sad indeed will be the home-coming of her ! ing on the afternoon train.... Mr. James ClifMr. and Mrs. W. F. Runnells of NewburyG. Hichborn returned
Herman
Dr.
and
Mrs.
victims of a series of misfortunes in times
town last week visiting his daughter, Mrs. |
parents without Ruth, but there is One who ; ford left recently for Bangor, where he has
from an automobile trip to Camden
port, Mass., are the guests of Hon. and Mrs.
past, are receiving much sympathy on account Saturday
can heal all our wounds and their many
W. T. C. Runnells.
will probably remain George Hasty.
friends employment-Will Calderwood and Lee Ellis
of this added blow.
Four other children sur- and Port Clyde. They
Pearl and Percy Austin of China are visit- I extend heartfelt sympathy to those who are have returned from Cape Jellison... .Forrest
Frank Gilkey, who has been spending several vive.” Henrietta Cables is the
in town until after the tenth of September.
niece
of
grand
the family of their cousin, Mr. Wm. Aus- j left all alone.Mrs. Flora Littlefield is visit- ! Clark and James Cunningham have secured
weeks in town, returned Monday to his home Mrs. Mary Kane,
Miss Tibbetts of Boston is the guest of her ing
who, accompanied by her j
tin of this village.
ing relatives in Gardiner for a week and her work on the new building for the Chemical
in Wa
the
homeat
own, Mass.
:
Lillian
A.
Simmons
j
friend
Miss
John
Kane of Chicago went to Rockland
son,
Mrs. A. B. Payson drove to Monroe last j mother is caring for her home while she is Company at Mack’s Point_Rev. C. H. McMrs. ila S. Dolliver left Monday for a visit , Friday to attend the funeral.
stead, School street. She arrived last Saturof Searsport and Pres- i Elhiney of Searsport preached in the new
Thursday with her friend Flora Tasker and j absent.Bert Colcord
of several weeks with her son, Maurice S. Dol- ;
Obituary. Harriet M., widow of Captain day.
ident F. W. Cram’s son were at Toddy pond ! chapel last Sunday evening. A social service
the night there.
spent
Wednesheld
liver, in Troy, N. Y.
James F. Rice, died August 16th at the resitown
At the special
meeting
last Sunday_ Mrs. Mary Nickerson is poorly. followed the sermon.... Mr. Morrow is
very
Mrs. A. E. Dow and Mrs. L. A. Bachelder I
William B. Ford arrived Saturday from Mel- dence of her brother, Leander M. Sargent, day afternoon, August 18th, it was voted
-Mrs. Gardner of Ballardvale, Mass., is the sick and plans to go to the Bangor hospital
I
the
drove
last
for
to
Belfast
of
the
Ford
Friday
pleasure
from a complication of diseases. She was unanimously to give the J. D. Young Canning
rose, Mass., and is with his sisters at
Brown
of
Melissa
McKeen.Dick
and
guest
soon_Those who attended the clam bake at
born in Searsport in 1827, the daughter of the Co. the hydrants and fire protection asked for j the trip and enjoyed it very much
cottage on Main street.
family and his brother of Belfast visited Mr. Penobscot Park Tuesday report a pleasant
late
John
and
in
the
to
receive
a
We
call
last
L,
New
Hawere
week
of
petition.
Walcott
Abigail
William
|
pleased
(Mathews) Sargent.
Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. E. A. Robertson Sunday- The Mon- time.
The Frankfort and Prospect Sunday
She was married to Capt. Rice, who died about
Several of our citizens are contemplating \ from George Varney of Unity, who was here to roe Locals, a fast ball team which has met in schools went to the park on the forenoon train
ven, Ct., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
40
One
years ago.
son, Charles E. Rice of taking the B. & A. excursion trip, September ; attend the Friends monthly meeting.
E. Averill on Main street.
hard-fought battles some of the best teams in returning in the afternoon... .The Help What
Minneapolis, Minn., survives her; also one 2nd, to Moosehead Lake, Greenville, Mount
Hugh Gordon is building a house in Brooks. the county, went to Searsport last Saturday You Can Society will give a lawn party on,
Brookside cottage on Steamboat avenue and
L.
M. Sargent of this town. The Kineo and Pebble Beach, which invariably He has
brother,
It was a very Herbert Blanchard’s lawn August 31st, with a j
all he can do in the blacksmith shop afternoon to meet the Tigeis.
the Searsport House are both doing a rushing
funeral services were held Thursday afterand wants a place for his family here.
interesting game and the Monroe Locals won sale of aprons and fancy articles. All are corproves a delightsome outing.
business with summer visitors.
noon at the home of her brother, Rev. C. H.
Rev. Frank Jones of China was at South by a score of 10 to 3. They all speak in high dially invited to attend.Mr. Amos Lane
Sunday evening the electric lights in the
Charles E. Adams, who has been confined to McElhiney of the First
Congregational church Universalist church were turned on for the Brooks last
of the umpire, who rendered his decis- gave a
party Friday evening for his young
bilious
Sunday morning, and also attended praise
with
a
the house the past two weeks
officiating. Interment was in the Sargent
ions justly with favor to none.....The neigh- friends and everyone had a good time-Elder
first time, with the exception of the pulpit j other services in the town during the day.
fever, is slowly improving.
Cemetery-Susanna A. widow of Capt. Geo.
bors and old friends are glad to see Elba Andrew Andrews and wife have moved to Orlamp, which has not yet arrived: a wonderful
A large crew has been at work on the State
C. Benson McClure, who has been spending W. Colson, died at the residence of her daughGreely at home, again but sorry to know his land. They have many friends here who are
upon kerosene oil illumination,
improvement
that
this
road
and
is
it
particular
to
expected
j
returned
Mrs.
James
in
P.
ter,
a two weeks’ vacation
town,
Butman, August 20th,
health is so poor.Several from here attendsorry to have them go away.
The Fort Point base ball team went to Sandy- portion of the highway will be much improved.
from a complication of diseases. She was the
ed the reunion and also the Nickerson reunion,
Brooklyn, N. Y., last week.
and were defeatafternoon
last
Thursday
of the late Capt. Peleg P. and
Mrs. Mary Staples spent last week in Dix- which was on the same
Mary point
day, August 19th.
Capt. Amos A. Dow, who has been visiting daughter
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field arrived last week and are the guests of terment was in the family lot in the village
Mrs. Cheever Carley and two children from
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Ar,
Wellfleet, AyNewton, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leroy was born in Brooks and has relatives here.
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mers Creek, Va.; 19, sld, bktne Ethel V. BoynMr. and Mrs. Henry R. Black returned MonNickerson, Church street. Mr. C. and Mrs. N.
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Meal,
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer arrived home from
work she did for the mottoes in the big tent.
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Tigers at a game of base ball last Saturday Northport campground last
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monthly meeting
delphia; sld, schs. Theoline, Jacksonville; James Cotton Seed,
bringing back the greenness to lawns, fields
afternoon at M osman Park by a scoreof 10 to 3. Storer is
His son, Oscar Storer,
W. Paul, Jr., Newport News; Mary Farrow, Codlish, dry,
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Sa9 Rye Meal,
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and pastures. But even now, (Monday,) there Brooks last Friday with a good attendance.
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Miss Lucy Monaghan of Boston and Miss Esq., of Boston is with him_Mr. and Mrs.
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a
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gentville; Nelson Y. McFarland, Castine and Clover Seed,
Margaret Monaghan of Ellsworth are visiting Fred Jones passed Sunday with friends in Aland other prominent people of the society Scituate; Mary Weaver, Bangor; Nettie B. Dob38
7.00a8.00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
Mrs. Levi S. Griffin arrived home last Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Eno at Brookside cot- bion-Mrs. Elinda
1
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Gray of Providence, R.
bin, do; Mabel E. Goss, Portland; Daylight, H, G. Seed,
were in attendance.
weeks’ visit with her daughter,
4
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Norfolk; George W. Wells, Baltimore; 24, ar, Lard.
tage.
I., is spending two weeks with her parents, Mr. from a six
Mrs. Wesley Lane and Mrs- Lois Littlefield schs. Harold L.
and other relatives living
Mrs.
Edric
Ben
Coleman,
Berry,
Bangor;
Hur,
do;
Mrs. John A. Tenney and son Otis, who have and Mrs. Elisha Merriam_The Morrill SunHer many friends in town are visiting friends in town. They are daugh- Portland Packet, do.
in Massachusetts.
BORN
been spending several weeks in town, returned day school had a picnic at Higgin’s shore,
Philadelphia, August 22. Ar, bark John S.
the change and rest may prove perma- ters of the late Darling Cilley and passed their
hope
17th.
Quantabacook,
Emery, Turks Island; schs. Edward H. Cole.
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Houlton
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widCamden,
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to
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July 20, to Mr. and
beneficial
girlhood
They
j Tampa; White Wings, Wilmington, N. C.
ren and parents attended.
The Supt., Dr T. nently
train.
Fred E. Arnold, a daughter, Dorothy
in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Baltimore, August 20. Cld, sch. Augustus Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Kimball left Satur- ows and live
N. Pearson, furnished the necessary teams and
Frances.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Brier and daughter
Welt, Stockton; 21, arrived, sch. Seguin, New
The friends of Lizzie Hast}', who married Y ork.
Bartlett. In Rockport, August 16. to Mr.
provided an abundant treat of lemonade, candy day for their Boston home, leaving their
Katherine of Belfast were in town Sunday,
son and daughshe
now
where
Mr.
Barr
of
her
vacato
resides,
Miss
Eastport,
Frances,
Newport News, August 18. Sld, sch. Frances, and Mrs. W. D. Bartlett, twins,
and watermelon_Mrs. Clara E
complete
daughter,
peanuts
on
Norris
ter.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy
and who has been in the Portland hospital for Bangor; 19, sld, sch. Viking, Bangor; 21, sailed,
from San Francisco, Cal., who has tion with her aunts, the Misses Lillian A. and
Murphy
Morse.
In
13, to Mr. and
Rockport,
August
schs. Prescott Palmer, Searsport: Chas. Davenstreet.
Mrs. Fred Morse, a daughter, Susie May.
been spending the past two months
surgical treatment, will be glad to know that port, Bangor; Independent,
visiting Mabel F. Simrtions, School street.
Bath; P'rontenac,
I)r. James W. Rice of Malden, Mass., was in
In
Marks.
Penobscot.
she is getting along finely and will soon return
August^ 11, to Mr. and
relatives in Morrill and other parts of the
Portsmouth; 24, ar, sch. Davis Palmer, SearsMiss Marian Field of Somerville, Mass.,
Mrs. Willie Marks, a daughter.
town last week, called here by the death of
port.
State, with her daughter Ethel from Denver, arrived last Sunday by Boston steamer to visit to her home.
Perkins. In Penobscot, August 9, to Mr. and
Jacksonville, August 23. Ar, sch. Robert H.
his grandmother, Harriet M., widow of Capt.
Mrs. Theodore G. Perkins, a daughter.
Col., will leave for Denver Wednesday of this her maternal relatives in town. She is the
The railroad company has refused to build McCurdy, Boston.
James F. Rice.
In Brooklin, August 13, to Mr. and
Pierce.
where
will
make
week,
their home. guest of her uncle and wife, Mr. and Mrs. the siding asked for by our people and Mr.
they
Bridgeport, Ct., August 21. Sld, sch. Jacob Mrs.
Fred L. Pierce, a daughter, Ruth Idella.
Dr. F. H. Mead, a former principal of the Mrs. Daniel Higgins is
Huxford will not build the proposed potato M. Haskell, Promised Land (to load for Savisiting relatives in Clifford N. Fletcher, WTest Main street.
Pendleton. In Rockland, August 6, to Mr.
vannah).
Searsport High school, was in town Saturday Phillips, Maine_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bryant;
and Mrs. Irving Pendleton, a daughter.
h)use. This is a great disappointment to many
Last Saturday Mr. L. L). Crook of Bangor,
Bangor, August 18. Ar, sch. J. V. Wellingwith a party of friends in a touring car en- and little
Sanborn. In Belfast, August 24, to Mr. and
and
is
a distinct hindrance to the advancing
daughter are visiting relatives in
ton, York, Me.; sailed, sch. Mary Curtis, New M
was in town to put the instrutuner,
piano
rs. Lewis J. Sanborn, a son.
to
route
sch. Ben Hur, Boston; 20, ar, sch.
Bangor.
19,
York;
Burnham-Mrs. George Erskine returned
sld,
business
of
the
place.
Tapley. In Kennebunkport, August 10, to
ment in Denslow Hall in tune preparatory to
Ella M. Storer, Portland; sailed, schs. Wm. B.
Andrew Moore and a crew of men have been last Saturday from Salt Lake City, where she
There is a change in the Swan & Sibley Feed Palmer, coal port; Harold L. Berry, Neponset; Capt. and Mrs. Robert Morris Tapley, a daughthe musicale under the auspices of the Ladies
ter.
setting the poles of the M. & B. telephone line attended the National Encampment of the G. Aid
which has long done a prosperous business 21, ar, schs. Margaret Haskell, Newport News;
of
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Co.,
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the past week through the village and they A. P.-A very pleasant party was held at the
Celia F., Portland; Sarah, Belfast; sailed, schs.
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a
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of
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next
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George E. Walcott, Newport News; John B.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Merriam last
will go on to Park.
the firm and his own personal business will be Carrington, Bridgeport; Clara B. Kennard,
Mr. Elman Dickey, Jr., arrived last Friday
James Johnson of Chattanooga, Tenn., arriv- Saturday evening in honor of the visit of Mrs
ar.
Nat
schs.
discontinued and he will give his entire atten- Boston; 23,
Ayer, Jersey City; N.
Holmes-Philbrook. In Castine, August 19,
from Rumford to take home his two sons, who
E. Ayer, Port Reading; Elsie A. Bayles, Perth
ed Saturday to visit his old home.
Mr. John- Clara E. Murphy and her daughter Ethel. The
by Rev. G. W. Patterson, assisted by Rev. W
have been visiting their grandparents, Mr. tion to the business of the firm. It is under- Amboy.
was made up of Mr.
Merriams’s
party
imPierce of Somerville, Mass., Dr. John FrankC.
son was a well-known cooper of Searsport
stood that Mr. W. O. Estes, who has conducted
btocKton, August 14. bid, sch. John Doug- lin Holmes of Boston, formerly of Belfast, and
mediate family—Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Sheldon, and Mrs. Elman Dickey, Morse Avenue. Consome fifty years ago.
the
business
for
the
firm
and
New
sch.
L.
Rocklass,
York;
20,
very
acceptably
ar,
Herbert,
to Mr. D., Jr., upon
Miss Nettie Eudora Philbrook of Castine.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam, Mr. and Mrs. gratulations are extended,
its patrons, will continue to have charge of the land; 21, ar, sch. Hattie Loring, Portland; sld,
In Belfast, August 25,
Peterson-Wight.
Mrs. Frank Biack and daughter Beatrice,
Fred Smalley from Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Her- the arrival of a wee daughter in his home, the
schs. Helen G. King, New York; Mary Ann
Rev Arthur G. Roberts, Frank E. Peterson
by
mill.
who have been visiting relatives in town the
four
first
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to
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P.
schs.
McCann,
do;
22,
boys.
do;
ar,
Oliver,
man Merriam and Mrs. Elinda
of Rockland, Mass., and Miss Sarah M. Wight
Grey from ProJohn S. Beacham and Nellie Grant, -; 23, of Belfast.
past month, returned to their home in SyraMrs. Mary wentwortn oi Knox, wno nas
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Griffin of Westboro,
vidence, R. I.; Mr. and Mrs. D. O. Bow'en, Mr.
stmr.
Romsdal
via
Nova
sld,
(Nor.), Glasgow
Ward-Wepber. In Brooks, August 18, by
cuse, N. Y., last week.
and Mrs. James Mears and others from Morrill, i Mass., with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sprague of for a time been with her niece, Mrs. Harry Scotia to complete cargo.
Rev. D. Brackett, George T. Ward of ThornMr. and Mrs. W. P. Putnam, who have been
Portland, August 19. Sailed, schs. Frank T. dike and Mrs. Josephine Webber of Fairfield.
to the number of twenty-four. Ice cream, Cambridge, Mass., visitors in town, went to Bradford, of this town, wTas severely injured
last Saturday by a fall. She is over 70 years of Stinson, Jacksonville; Ruth E. Merrill, Ne.wport
the guests of Capt. Joseph N. Putnam on Main cake, candy and peanuts were served and the Brewer last week to call
Wentworth Tibbetts. In Gloucester. Mass.,
upon relatives, Mrs.
Edward T. Stotesbury, do; Mertie B. June
and quite deaf and infirm, and in walking News;
30, Sidney B. Wentworth of Oakland,
street the past two weeks, returned to their
age
wended
their
Ada
B.
Ellis
and
Mrs.
Ellen
B.
homeward
at
a
party
late
Mary
ways
Hardy,
Norfolk; Dorothy Palmer, do; Annie Calif., formerly of Rockland, and Miss Grace
Crowley,
down the steps from the house she fell heavily,
home in Dorchester, Mass., Wednesday.
R.
New
Emma
S.
hour.
in
both well remembered
Lewis,
York;
Briggs (from L. Tibbetts of Gloucester.
this, their native
breaking the ligaments of one knee. Doctors Kennebec) do; Harriet C. Kerlin, Long Cove
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Dutch, who have been
village.
TROY.
and Cook were called, but she has suf- and do; 22, ar, schs. Susan N. Pickering, Perth
Kilgore
the guests of Capt. and Mrs. James T. Erskine
Sadie Willcutt, do.
DIED
Mr. Crawford Treat joined an excursion | fered
Mrs. Martha J. Colburn and grandson of
severely and is in a bad condition with Amboy;
on Main street for the past month, returned to
Bucksport, August 17. Ar, sch. T. M. NichLewiston are visiting relatives in town. party of fellow students from Higgins Insti- the
of becoming helpless physically. olson, Grand Banks.
prospect
their home in Dorchester, Mass., Sunday.
In Andover, Mass., August 10, Mrs.
Allen.
Mrs. Frances Leighton returned last week j tute, Monday, at Kidder’s Point, going with
Castine, August 24. Ar, sch. Annie Ainslee,
The officers of Golden Crown lodge, K. of
Martha Muzzy Allen, aged 83 years and 9
Dr. William J. Garvey and Maurice S. Dolli- from
New York.
Harmony, where she had spent several friends to Northport. He returned Monday j P., were
installed
last
months.
evenpublicly
Tuesday
23.
sch.
Hurricane Island, August
Abbie
Ar,
a classmate, Mr.
ver, who have been the guests of Mrs. Ella S. months.Mrs. T. W. Hawes is
Bean. In Belfast, August 24, Mrs. Jennie
spending a : afternoon, accompanied by
the following G. L. officers: D. G. C. C., Bowker, New York.
who spent the night with him.
Dolliver on Main street the past two weeks, re- week in Lewiston. Mrs. Jackson
Both ing by
Bean, aged 32 years and 11 months.
Sidelinger is Young,
Stonington, August 20. Ar, schs. W. E. & W. L. Crocker.
Stillman D. Flood; G. V. C-, M. J. Dow; G.
In Sandypoint, August 18, Mrs.
turned Monday to their home in Troy, N. Y.
L. Tuck, South Amboy; Charlotte W. Miller,
her housekeeper during her absence.Mrs. young men left Tuesday morning for Bangor
Wm. Gordon; G. M. of A., Samuel
Prelate,
H. Crocker, aged 87 years, 2 months
to take in the fair.
-; sld, sch. Charles H. Trickey, Hallowell; Abigail
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Elting announce the j Lizzie Smith received many birthday cards and
and
11
with
days.
Rodgkinson. The party,
friends, drove up 21, ar, schs. Fortuna, Sandwich; George D. EdIn Searsport, August 20, Susanna
Capt. and Mrs. John N. Staples and family : from
mrrriage of their daughter, Mignon to Mr. other tokens of remembrance August 17th,
Belfast, returning the same evening. munds, -; sld, sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames, A.,Colson,
widow of Capt. George A. Colson, aged 78
Robert W'illiston Grinnell, Wednesday evening, which she greatly appreciated and wishes to arrived August 17th from Brooklyn, N. Y., I
New York; tug B. F. Williams, towing sch.
The ladies of the Sisterhood were in attendand 26 days.
5
months
years,
September 1st at 2438 Pacific avenue, Spokane, thank her many friends. She is still too ill to and are the guests of the captain’s parents, j ance and coffee, cake and ice cream were serv- Brina P. Pendleton, Bluehill.
Colson. In Warren, August 15, Susan ColFOREIGN PORTS.
Wash.
write letters, but is gradually gaining.... Mrs. Capt. and Mrs. Horace Staples, for a week’s
81
son, aged
years.
ed. The lodge officers are as follows: P. C. C.,
Foye. In Palermo, July 23, Mrs. Isabel M ood
Kildonan, August 19. Passed, bark Altavela
Old schoolmates and friends are pleased |
Miss Maud B. Colcord, who has been the ; Lydia Garcelon of Pittsfield and nephew, George stay.
Wm. C. Austin; C. C., George W. Miller; V. C.,
Stockton for Glasgow.
34 years.
(Nor.),
Foye,
aged
in
Stockton.
He
is
John
Hammond of Albion, visited at George Tyler’s to greet
again
taking | Herbert
St. John, N. B., August 20. Cld, sch. Harold :
Hall. In Belfast, August 20, Cyrus Brainguest of relatives and friends in town the
Hamlin; K. of R. & S., Ernest Stimpone day last week....Neal Whitney of
Winthrop a brief vacation during one trip of his steamer j son; M. of F., T. I. Huxford; M. of E., A. B. B. Cousens, Vineyard Haven; 21, ar, schs. Lois ard Hall, aged 65 years, 5 months and 18 days.
past two weeks, has returned to Plymouth, j
Edward
V.
to Florida.
Mero. In Camden, August 13, A. B. Mero.
Chaples, Eastport;
Stewart, Calais;
1 is the guest of his uncle, Clarence Whitney_
Mass., where she is librarian of the Plymouth
Payson; M. of W., Will Gould; P., P. M. Elwell; Isaiah K. Stetson, Stonington; cld, sch. W. O. Interment in Union.
A. C. Myrick attended the reunion of his regi- I
Last Sunday the State Superintendent of M.
A., Chas. E. Lane; I. G., E. C. Holbrook; O. Goodman, City Island; sailed, schs. Harold B. j Packard. In Dorchester, Mass., August 17,
Cottage Co. Library.
ment in Portland last week and visited in Au- j Universalist
churches, Rev. H. H. Hoyt, occu- G., Geo. H. Miller.
Cousens, Vineyard Haven; Almeda Willey, Emery Packard, son of Frank M. and Clara E.
Dr. Irving E. Pendleton of Lewiston, whose i
burn en route.. .E. H. Garcelon was in Augusta
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engagement
Rev. Mr. Barron of Quebec arrived in ton.
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Piper of Rock- and delivered two excellent and interesting
widow
of Capt. James F. Rice, aged 82 years.
that city was recently announced, is spend- j
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land have been passing two weeks with old
one in the morning, and one in the
discourses,
Robinson.
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Wilson and the special religious services have
and
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Robert Walker Robinson of Auburn, N. Y.,
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Troy....Miss Estelle evening, which were highly appreciated by
Capt. and Mrs. F. I. Pendleton. Miss Hodgson Whitaker and Miss Ethel Prentiss are
been in session since then. The large tent,
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visiting those fortunate enough to be included in his
will arrive later for a visit. Dr. Pendleton is !
Teel. In Tenant’s Harbor, St. George, Auwhich will hold three hundred people, was Give Them
in Massachusetts.Miss Carrie Weymouth
and Many Belfast People
Help
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good
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dedicatory servi- j
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coming winter for a season of work within the
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ces were held Monday evening, consisting of j
One of the handsome Mrs. Martha Roundy has moved her household
Dodge’s Corner.
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strong, energetic
scope of his position.
The kidneys need help.
gold-headed canes presented by the Boston goods to the home of her daughter in Detroit, personality; a man well adapted to the labors praise service, an interesting account by Mr. i
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of the way in which he had pro- !
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for
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further
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last
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Saturday. Mr. R. T. Dodge setts, where they will teach the coming year.
of kidney sufferers „back from the verge of
of shipping Monday evening: August 20th
accompanied them and his house is now closed.
Ray Bagley is moving to the Merrill place, schooner Henrietta Simmons arrived, light, to ment of the accessories of the tent. The spe- despair.
at the Restaurant,
cial services will continue about two weeks,
which he recently bought of Mrs. Roundy. The
Will cure any form of kidney trouble.
load lumber for New York. August 22nd ! and the tent will be crowded each
Capt. and Mrs. C. A. Colcord of Danbury !
26tf
99 High Street.
evening
house
was built by Ray’s grandfather, the late
O. A. Hopkins, Bay View street, Belfast,
schooner John S. Beacham arrived with ceConn., returned Friday from a three week’s
during the pleasant weather.
and was the childhood home of
cruise along the coast of Maine in the sloop Hiram Hillman,
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ment and the Nellie Grant, light, both to take
Me., says: “Since I first recommended Doan’s
his mother, the late Mrs. Emma Bagley of Delumber to New York. August 23d schooner JACKSON.
yacht Helen of Rockport. Capt. Colcord went
Kidney Pills through the Belfast papers sevHALLET & DAVIS
troit.Mrs. Eliza Ward celebrated her 97th
Misses Margie and Amy Kitchin of Great eral years ago, I have continued to advise my
as far west as Boothbay, making stops at RockSt. Croix arrived to load lumber for New York.
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land, Pulpit Harbor, Port Clyde, New Harbor. birthday
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of L. L. Rogers, was severelumber for New York. August 19th schooners E. Chase....Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Gould and of many cases in which they have brought
Friendship and several other ports. He re- years-old daughter
ly injured Friday by being thrown from the Mary Ann McCann and Helen G. King, lumber children are spending a few days at Northport.
ports a very delightful cruise with fine weathprompt relief and lasting cures. My previous
-atback of a colt she was riding. She still remains laden, sailed for New York. August 20th
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hewes of Presque Isle testimony was based on personal experience.
er and very little fog.
in a comatose condition, due to concussion of schooner L. Herbert Taft left in tow of tug
John C. Morrison for Rockland. August 21st are visiting their brother, Mr. H. P. Hewes.... Doan’s Kidney Pills cured me of backache and
All the schools in town will begin Tuesday,
LORD’S
the brain, but is reported as slowly recovering.
Bchooners Susie P. Oliver and Lizzie Lane sail- Mr. Frank Brown of Massachusetts is visiting other troubles arising from disordered kidneys
September 7th. The following teachers have .The remains of Wyval Smith, son of the ed with lumber for
£lew York. August 23d relatives in town... .Rev. Mr. Barnes of Que- and the cure has since proven permanent.”
High Street, Belfast
late Budd Smith, were brought from Dexter Bchooner Nellie Grant sailed.
bec, delivered a very interesting sermon last
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